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by Tim Bourret
Two teams in the process of
major rebuilding programs on the
offensive side of the line of scrim-
mage will meet in Clemson Memo-
rial Stadium's initial game of the
new decade today when the Ti-
gers meet the Rice Owls.
Both coaches have expressed
concern about their respective of-
fenses, but for different reasons.
Rice probably will start a veteran
quarterback, but he will be a
rookie in directing the Owls' new
offensive set, the veer. Danny
Ford faces a personnel problem at
quarterback and in the offensive
line, because, although he is stick-
ing to the l-Formation, he will start
many untested sophomores.
Last spring. Rice mentor Ray
Alborn decided to forego the pass-
ing game and moved to the terrain
oriented veer offense. That is a
landmark decision for Rice, a
team that averaged 31 passes a
game in 1 979 and an incredible 46
passes a game as recently as
1976 when Tommy Kramer, now
with the Minnesota Vikings, was
the AII-SWC quarterback at Rice.
Indeed, Rice's switch to the Veer
is like the Nevada-Las Vegas
basketball team going to a four-
corners offense.
"In the new Rice style of veer it
is our aim to use a very limited
number of plays, but to execute
with perfection," said Alborn. "We
still need a balance of run and
pass, but if we can establish the
running game and mix in the play
action pass it becomes a great
weapon. We have guys who can
throw and catch, and we will use
their talents."
Rice, unlike Clemson, has
some veterans up the middle of
the offensive set. Quarterback
Randy Hertel is a three-year let-
terman who is third in all-time
Southwest Conference career at-
tempts and completions. He
needs only 48 completions, 1 ,247
yards and nine TDs to equal all of
Kramer's past Rice records. Even
with the sharp reduction of pass-
ing, the brother of former South-
ern Cal quarter Rob Hertel should
break all those standards.
Calvin Fance, another three-
year letterman, should be the
starting tailback. The 6-1 Hous-
ton, TX native rushed for 132
FINAL 1979 CLEMSON STATS
RUSHING
/Arts, Yds- Avg TD LG
M Sims 158 743 47 1 36
L. Brown 156 605 3,9 6 44
McSwaln 94 443 4,7 6 38
Lott 166 385 2,3 2 39
Perry 106 384 3.6 2 23
CLEMSON .., 725 2689 3.7 17 44
Opponents
.
, 496 1706 2,7 5 45
PASSING
Atts.Cmp. Int Yds TD Pet.
Lott 174 90 7 1184 4 ,517
Jordan 11 3 3 28 .272
CLEMSON.. 186 93 10 1212 4 .500
Opponents.. 263 119 16 1492 6 .452
RECEIVING
PC Yds. Avg. TD LG
Tuttle 36 544 15,1 4 81
Gaillard 21 244 11 6 26
Clifford 11 131 11.9 23
CLEMSON ... 93 1212 13.0 4 81
Opponents ,, 119 1492 12,5 6 60
PUNTING
No. Yds. Avg. LP
D. Sims 79 3468 43.9 72
CLEMSON ... 81 3481 43.0 72
Opponents , , . 87 3502 40,3 64
FINAL 1979 RICE STATS
RUSHING
AttS- YuS. Avg. 70 LG
Cooper 146 536 O. / 5 70
Sanders 92 351 3,8 1 26
Wilson 47 200 4.3 19
Fance 39 132 3.4 19
RICE 438 1058 2.5 8 70
Opponents
. . 696 3427 4.9 43
PASSING
Atts.Cmp. Int. Yds. TD Pet.
Hertel 294 147 24 1652 7 ,500
Hoffman.... 48 15 3 124 1 ,313 J'
RICE 342 162 27 1 776 8 ,474 jl'^'
Opponents,, 185 105 5 1387 7 .568 |J0
RECEIVING
PC Yds Avg. TD LG
Cooper 47 463 9.9 2 68
Hubble 32 405 12 7 4 29
Fortune 14 214 15.3 25
Sanders 14 94 6.7 12
RICE
Opponents
Gleaves
162 1776 11.0
105 1387 13,2
PUNTING
8 68
7 —
RICE
Opponents
No. Yds. Avg. LP
71 2871 40.4 61
71 2871 40,4 61
45 1765 39.2
yards as a reserve behind Earl
Cooper, a first-round draft choice
now with the San Francisco 49ers.
Tim Sanders, a 5-8, 205-pound
fire hydrant who reminds many of
former Kansas City Chiefs' run-
ningback Robert Holmes, is the
leading returning rusher. He had
351 yards in 92 carries in 1979,
second to Cooper's 536-yard to-
tal.
Keith Kveton (pronounced
Kwee-tahn) is the best of the
Owls' offensive linemen. The
three-year letterman is one of the
captains of this year's squad and
pro scouts feel he is one of the
best in the nation. Darryl Grant,
Skip Garrett and Newell Wallace
are three more seniors on the of-
fensive line for Alborn's veteran
attack.
Robert Hubble is the finest of
the receivers. The Kerrville, TX
native who resembles a building
(6-8, 247 pounds), caught 32
passes for over 405 yards and
four TDs. The former Rice bas-
ketball player sat out 1977 with a
broken arm, so he still has another
season after 1980.
With the exception of the Rice
secondary, the Owl defense is as
young as the Tiger offense. Al-
born's offense might have led the
nation in turnovers last season (271
interceptions and 12 fumbles for'
39 turnovers), so a lot of those!
youngsters on this year's defense'
who saw action last year, might'
have been on the field enough to
earn two letters for one year. '
Dennis Barry and Bryan Hill,'
who control the right side of the
Owl defensive line, are both two-'
year lettermen. Wayne Harpold!
and Dan Foster are a pair of
sophomore linebackers who
should see much action.
Clemson quarterbacks will
have their hands full today be-
cause Rice starts four seniors with
10 letters of experience between
them in the secondary. Mike
Downs, the free safety who wears
number five, is the finest of the
defenders. The all-conferencei
candidate led the Owl defensivel
backs in tackles last year with 68.
The man who is going to have to
contend with this quartet of defen-
sive backs is Homer Jordan, the
winner of the Clemson quarter-
back sweepstakes. In competition
that at times had more contenders
for the top spot than a National]
League pennant race, Jordan was.
the most consistent in the key
areas of the game. '
Jordan was the second-stringer
last year behind experienced
senior Billy Lott. He got into four
games, but completed as many
passes to Clemson players as he
did to opponents, three. Heading
into spring practice he was con-
sidered the man to beat. But, a
hip-pointer injury early in the
spring workouts, took him out of
action, and fellow sophomore
Andy Headen stepped into the
starting role. After Headen hit 10
of 18 passes in the Spring Game
for nearly 180 yards, it appeared
Jordan was headed for the bench,
or even the defensive secondary.
But, when Jordan returned this
fall, his hip well-rested, he slowly,
but surely moved up the ladder.
'Homer is not our best running
quarterback, or our best passing
quarterback, but he does both of
those things together better than
anyone we have," said Danny
Ford. "Homer was our most con-
sistent quarterback and he won
the job."
The issue was solved two
Saturday's ago at a major scrim-
mage when Jordan rushed for 1 1
6
/ards in only 12 carries and threw
for 92 more yards. He led his team
[0 three touchdowns and a pair of
field goals in seven possessions.
iVIost importantly he moved the
:eam with confidence, an intangi-
Dle asset all quarterbacks must
Dossess.
Jordan, like Rice's Hertel, is for-
unate to have a solid and deep
jroup of receivers. Perry Tuttle
<lemson Coach Danny Ford has been
vorking long hours with his young of-
ense during fall practice.
has been Clemson's top target of
late. The junior from Winston-
Salem is already 10th on the
career reception list. Last year he
snagged 36 receptions for 544
yards and all four of Clemson's
touchdowns. Jerry Gaillard,
another reliable junior, Frank
Magwood, a speedy sophomore,
the offense's only senior, Joey
Smith, Jeff Stockstill, a Fred Bilet-
nikoff type receiver, sophomore
Kendall Alley, and rookie Ike Wil-
liams, complete the list of talented
pass catchers.
The Tigers, who are a young
team anyway, are infants in the
offensive line. Four juniors, a
sophomore and a freshman are
slated to start against the Owls
today. The line could get even
younger if junior Tony Berryhill
cannot operate at center. He is the
only letterman the Tigers have at
center, and he is questionable as
of this writing because of knee
problems. Gary Massaro and Bob
Mayberry, two other center candi-
dates missed much pre-season
work with injuries and sickness. At
the August 30 scrimmage Coach
Ford had only three centers, and
all of them were freshmen con-
verted from other positions.
Randy Kirk, James Farr and Frank
Fredere have a total of zero years
between them at center.
Defensively, the Tigers should
be very sound, one of the best in
the nation in fact. Steve Durham is
a legitimate All-America candi-
date (for more on him see page
five), while linebacker Jeff Davis is
a budding star. The secondary is
impressive with the presence of
three-year lettermen Eddie
Geathers and Willie Underwood.
Jim Stuckey, Rex Varn, Bubba
Brown and David Reed are the
players missing from last year's
defense, but most feel the Tigers
can come close to their number
three national ranking in scoring
defense in 1979.
In all, it is a game that will be
difficult to predict. A veteran quar-
terback with a new offense, a
rookie quarterback with an old of-
fense. The coaching minds cer-
tainly will get a workout today.
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by Tim Bourret
Last spring former Notre Dame
quarterback Rusty Lisch was play-
ing golf witfi tfie author of this arti-
cle on a course in South Bend, IN.
As might be predicted, a review of
the previous November 17 Notre
Dame-Clemson game dominated
the talk in between shots.
"The Clemson defense was
probably the quickest we faced all
year," said Lisch, who is now with
the St. Louis Cardinals. "I had
heard a lot about Stuckey (Jim),
that Ail-American tackle, but you
know who gave me the most trou-
ble was the other tackle. I don't
remember his name, but I know he
was chasing me all day."
That's the way it was for Steve
Durham most of last year. Like
Avis rent-a-car, the Greer, SC na-
tive was number-two so he had to
try harder. Jim Stuckey grabbed
most of the national limelight, and
justifiably so. Stuckey was one of
Clemson's greatest defenders
ever.
But Stuckey's reputation, flam-
boyant style and overall charisma
overshadowed the play of Dur-
ham. The Tiger Coaches will be
the first to tell you that Steve
Durham was among the best in
the country last year. "We look at
the film after every game and
grade each player, " said Danny
Ford, "and Steve out-graded Jim
in six of the 1 2 games last season,
including the Notre Dame game."
That Notre Dame game did a lot
for Durham's chances for all-star
status in 1980 because many of
the national press took notice of
his aggressive play. The 6-5,
258-pound tackle had eight tack-
les, including two for minus yard-
age against the Irish, while Stuck-
ey was making only two tackles
the entire afternoon. And most
importantly, it was Durham who
made one of the key plays of the
game when he sacked Lisch in the
final stages of the fourth quarter to
kill what was turning into one of
Notre Dame's patented come-
backs.
With the Notre Dame game so
late in the season, many of the
Ail-American votes were already
in. But, everyone who saw that
game remembered Steve this
summer, because he has been
selected to at least the honorable
mention list on four pre-season
Ail-American teams. One publica-
tion chose him as high as second-
team Ail-American, and Southern
Living magazine selected him to
their All-South team.
Many people might have been
jealous of Stuckey's press clip-
pings. But not a team player like
Durham. 'I thought I was having a
good season in 1979, but so was
Jim," said Durham, who played at
nearby Byrnes High School. "He
was a senior and it was his year to
get the pub. Now I'm a senior so it
will be my year."
The amiable Durham is also
quick to state that he benefitted
from Stuckey's presence last sea-
son. "I never could even think of
having any jealousy toward Jim
because he helped me in two
ways. First, because he was so
highly regarded teams were dou-
ble teamming him. I got one-on-
one blocks all season and a lot of
times I could beat my opponent.
Second, Jim was a very smart
player. He taught me a lot about
technique and stunting."
Learning technique is some-
thing Durham still spends much
time on. You might not believe
that, but Durham really hasn't
been playing the defensive tackle
slot as a regular very long.
At Byrnes High Durham was a
tackle on defense and a tight end
on offense. When he arrived at
Clemson he started out on de-
fense, but was moved to offense
early in the season. 'We had a
rash of injuries at tight end my first
year, so they put me on offense to
give the position some depth. I
didn't mind because that was the
position the coaches wanted me
to play, and the offense is kind of
the glory side of the field. But, I like
to hit instead of be hit.
"
The following spring Durham re-
turned to the less glamorous side
of the line of scrimmage. In 1978
he served as a backup to Toney
Williams, but he certainly gave the
coaches reason for optimism
about the position when Williams
graduated. Durham played in all
1 1 games that season and made
24 tackles, including seven tack-
les for minus yardage.
Last season he stepped into the
starting role and quadrupled his
tackle total. Sixteen of his 96 tack-
les were for minus yardage, sec-
ond on the team to Stuckey's 20
tackles for loss. The ACC sports-
writers certainly recognized
Durham's talents as they named
him to the All-Atlantic Coast Con-
ference team, quite an accom-
plishment for someone who had
never started a game until 1979.
Steve Durham is a unique indi-
vidual in that he has reached star
status after only one season on
the front line. "Durham really
came through for us last year,"
said Coach Ford. "He was one of
the previously unproven players
who helped make our defense
third in the nation in scoring de-
fense. Now he has to take on the
leadership role. Every ship needs
and anchor and Steve will have to
hold our youngsters together."
Durham has gone a long way
since he was made a starter last
season. There is no telling how far
this all-around athlete can go.
Chances are. Rusty Lisch might
meet up with Steve Durham
again, this time on a professional
football field. And by then Lisch
will know his name.
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Noel Loban (R) became Clemson's first NCAA champion last March and was named
Clemson's Outstanding Athlete by IPTAY for the 1979-80 academic year.
hard for had come true," said Lo-
ban. "I wanted to scream and
shout for joy, but I was too physi-
cally and emotionally exhausted.
Instead, I knew that in my last year
at Clemson, I was going out on
top, the way I had wished it would
happen. I'd accomplished my
goals, and all my dreams had
come true. All the hard work had
paid off."
The fact that Clemson had
never won a national champion-
ship was an additional motivating
factor for Loban, who won a na-
tional Junior College Champion-
ship as a freshman at Farming-
dale Junior College in Long Is-
land, NY.
"Before the tournament, Coach
Schalles," Clemson's head wres-
tling coach for the past three years
and the architect of the revitaliza-
tion of the Clemson program, "told
me that Clemson had never had
an NCAA champion. When he told
me that, it gave me a real boost. It
motivated me even more. Going
into the championships with the
chance of being the first NCAA
champion from Clemson gave me
more intensity, and I was able to
channel it into a positive factor in
my matches."
Loban feels that his accom-
plishments are just the beginning
for the Clemson wrestling pro-
gram. "My championship might be
the beginning, the first barrier that
any team has to face on the way
toward national recognition. The
wrestling program at Clemson is
destined for a lot of success and
national attention. Clemson is try-
ing to make its overall sports pro-
gram the tops in the country by
bringing in first-rate coaches like
by David McGrew
Ever since the NCAA was
founded in 1906, Clemson ath-
letes have been striving to capture
an NCAA national title. To win
such a title requires infinite talent,
perseverance, discipline, and de-
sire. For 74 years, although some
teams and individuals have come
close, Clemson was without an
NCAA crown. Then, in 1980, Noel
Loban, a senior wrestler from
Amityville, Long Island, NY, cap-
tured the 190-lb. division at Cor-
valis, Oregon in what was the
most significant individual athletic
achievement in Clemson sports
history. For his victory, he was
named Clemson's Athlete-of-
the-Year by IPTAY, and he will re-
ceive the award at today's game.
The path that Loban traveled to
win the national championship
was one of the most difficult any-
one could have imagined. Despite
winning the ACC championship
and having been ranked as high
as fourth in his weight class during
the season, he was seeded 8th at
the tournament. Consequently, he
had to defeat the number-one,
number-two, and the number-four
seeded wrestlers.
All three matches were close,
as Loban captured the matches in
a decision. In the finals against
Mike Brown of Lehigh, the match
was tied 4-4 at the end of regula-
tion and went into overtime. Fol-
lowing three one-minute periods
in overtime, Noel Loban had won,
5-2.
"Coming off that mat with my
arms raised knowing I had won
the national championship meant
that everything I had worked so
Coach Schalles. These coaches
want to prove that they can get the
job done and be successful. But
winning and being successful
have been a big part of Coach
Schalles for a long time, so it's not
surprising Clemson has done so
well so fast."
Not only Noel Loban but the en-
tire wrestling program has re-
ceived a big boost since Schalles
arrived in 1977. In those three
short years, the program has
grown from virtual obscurity to one
that is on the verge of being a
force to be reckoned with by the
traditional wrestling powers in
America.
"Coach Schalles is trying to get
a team that is the best, which is the
type of program he knows we can
have here. Working out with him in
practice has meant a lot in getting
me to the national championships.
He likes tochallenge me, theother
wrestlers, and most of all himself
to do the best job possible. Coach
Schalles has taught me a lot about
wrestling as well as being suc-
cessful in life. But, the thing about
Coach is that he does the little
things for people that go un-
noticed."
At the NCAA championships,
Loban found himself across the
continent of the United States with
only Coach Schalles and team-
mate Bob Isola, who had qualified
for the NCAA's as a heavyweight.
"Being out there without the rest
of my teammates was nerve
wracking. But Coach Schalles re-
ally got into my matches. He was
almost as worn out as I was. I had
to tell him several times to take it
easy during my matches. I kept
having to show him I was in con-
trol. I wrestled the type matches \
had wanted to and did the best f
could, which is all that a coach
could ask."
Loban's best proved to be much
more than anyone could have
asked. Because in those few days
in Corvalis, Oregon, he made
Clemson sports history. As part of
the young and growing Clemson
wrestling program, Noel Loban
has left his mark on Clemson ath-
letics. No matter how many
championships might be won at
Clemson in the future, he will al-
ways be remembered as one of
the pioneers of athletic success as
Clemson's first NCAA champion.
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Danny Ford is beginning only
his second full season at Clemson
University as Head Football
Coach, but he has achieved more
than most coaches realize in a
lifetime. The 32-year-old mentor
has already guided clubs in two
bowl games, won over 70 percent
of his games, and claimed vic-
tories over renowned national
powers Georgia, Ohio State and
Notre Dame.
That is quite a list for someone
who is still the NCAA's youngest
coach (division I). But an examina-
tion of his accomplishments with
some of the nation's outstanding
programs tells college football
fans that Clemson is led by one of
America's brightest coaches.
Bear Bryant and Frank Howard
are two of the legends that have
helped mold the techniques and
theories of Clemson's present
coach. Ford played four years of
football at Alabama and coached
four more seasons under Bryant.
The 1970 graduate of Alabama
played for three consecutive bowl
teams in Tuscaloosa; the 1968
Cotton Bowl, the 1 968 Gator Bowl
and the 1969 Liberty Bowl. He
was an All-Southeastern Confer-
ence choice, All-SEC academic
selection and team captain of the
Crimson Tide his senior year.
After receiving his B.S. degree
in industrial arts. Ford remained at
Alabama as a graduate assistant
for the 1970 and 1971 seasons.
After earning a master's degree in
special education in 1971, Ford
was made a full-time assistant for
the 1972 and 1973 seasons. The
Tide went to four more post-
season games while Ford was on
Bryant's staff.
Clemson's new mentor then ac-
cepted a position of assistant
coach on Jimmy Sharpe's staff at
Virginia Tech. He remained in
Blacksburg for three seasons
(1974-75-76), before he was
beckoned to Clemson by Charley
Pell, who had just been named the
Tigers' head coach. Pell and Ford
had served together on the VPI
staff for two seasons.
When Pell resigned as head
football coach at Clemson for a
similar position at Florida, the
Student Affairs Committee of the
Clemson Board of Trustees only
considered one name as Pell's
successor — Danny Ford. Ford
not only had the backing of Pell,
but also from members of the
Clemson football team. He was
then an assistant head coach and
offensive line coach of the Tigers.
After two meetings between
Ford and the committee on the
morning of December 5, 1978, it
was the unanimous opinion of the
committee that Ford should be
named Clemson's 21st head
coach.
At a press conference on De-
cember 10, 1978, Pell relin-
quished the head coaching duties
of the Gator Bowl to Ford. Nearly
40 years after hiring 31 -year-old
Frank Howard, Clemson had
hired another gifted 31 -year-old to
lead the Tiger forces on the grid-
iron.
Ford conquered all kinds of ad-
versity in leading the Tigers to a
nationally televised 17-15 triumph
over perennial national power
Ohio State in the Gator Bowl in his
very first game as head coach.
Few coaches in NCAA history
have made such a celebrated and
successful beginning.
Last year, he took the Tigers to
eight triumphs, a second-place
finish in the ACC and non-confer-
ence wins over Georgia and Notre
Dame. Clemson has scored 801
points and set countless records
in the last three years and Ford is
given much of the credit.
Danny Ford is faced with an-
other young, inexperienced team
as the new decade begins, but
based on his track record, the
Gadsden, Alabama native should
lead the Tigers to more previously
unattainable heights.
Compliments
of a
friend
Clemson's Danny Ford is one of America's most successful young coaches.
Tigers in Textile, Plastics,
Paperand Industrial Machinery
lnmpot9ted
Accessories, Supplies
And Renewal Parts For
Fiber Producing, Yam Manufacturing,
Weaving, Knitting, Tufting And Finishing.
Ba.tsoxi
'Va.z'zi& Fa,l>x*ics Ma.cliii:ie]:*y
Oroixp, Inc.
Capital Machinery
And Accessories For Fiber Producing
And Opening Through Fabric Forming Including
Matericil Handling And Fiber Reclamation.
Capital Machinery
And Accessories For The Manufacturing
And Converting Of Paper, Film, Foil,
Plastics and Rubber.
Company And Affiliates • Home 0//lce. Box 3978 • Greenville. S. C. 29608 USA • Tel. (803) 242-5262
H. Elliott Batson, Class of 1951, President • Louis P. Batson, Jr., Class of 1949. Vice President
Textile Web
Handling. Converting, Dyeing,
Finishing And Printing Machinery
And Accessories.
by Tom Hallman
It began as one man's
dream during the midst of
post-Civil War Reconstruction.
Thomas Green Clemson,
son-in-law of South Carolina
statesman John C. Calhoun,
felt that the only way the state could be revived
economically, politically and socially, was to
provide for the education of its youth.
Following the death of his wife Anna Maria and
all their children, Clemson set aside the bulk of his
plantation estate to establish a scientific institution. The South Carolina
General Assembly accepted his bequest, and in 1893, Clemson College
opened its doors to 446 students.
Last year Clemson University was home to 1 1 ,748 students in nine academic colleges. They chose from
76 undergraduate curricula and 54 graduate degree programs.
The stately Fort Hill mansion which dominated the Calhoun plantation a hundred years ago is now
surrounded by 70 main campus buildings, three-fourths of them built since 1950. The 600-acre campus
represents an investment of approximately $1 68 million.
The campus property is surrounded by more than 20,000 acres of University farms and woodlands
devoted to agricultural and forestry research. Another 10,000 acres throughout the state are devoted to
Agricultural Experiment Station research and 4-H Club work.
Clemson students continue to demonstrate the kind of academic excellence Thomas Clemson would
have expected. Incoming freshmen now boast average SAT scores hovering around 1 ,000, and more than
two-thirds of them graduated in the top 20 percent of their high school classes.
The University also leads the way for continuing education in the state, with more than 20,000 South
Carolinians sharpening their pencils for a Clemson workshop or seminar every year.
What began as one man's dream for the future. South Carolina has seen grow into a reality: an institution
on the frontier of education, keeping a link with the traditions which have made it great.
CLEMSON
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Haideci'.
Best Eatin' All Around
Clemson's Athletic Administration: (L-R) Allison Dalton, Joe Turner, Earle Ambrose, Bobby Robinson and Bill McLellan.
Clemson athletics has made a
meteoric rise to national promi-
nence over the last four years and
Athletic Director Bill McLellan and
his tireless staff of coaches and
administrators are the major rea-
sons. Last year, the Tiger sports
program recorded all kinds of
firsts and records, highlighted by a
number-three national ranking in
the Knoxville Journal's All-Sports
Poll.
McLellan is the man most re-
sponsible. He has put in countless
hours to improve every phase of
the athletic program in Tigertown.
Under his direction Clemson has
built one of the finest all-around
athletic facilities in the nation. Dur-
ing his tenure the Tigers have
christened the Frank Johnstone
Jervey Athletic Center, possibly
the most modern and complete
complex under one roof, in-
creased the permanent seating
capacity of Clemson Memorial
Stadium from 43,451 to 53,306,
opened a beautiful swimming
facility, which will be the site of the
ACC meet this year, constructed a
nine-lane all-weather track, and
built a new soccer facility.
While he has erected an athletic
powerhouse on the varsity level,
McLellan has also developed a
solid intramural program for the
student body which attracts thou-
sands of participants every year.
That's why Bill McLellan is recog-
nized as a total athletic director.
Only the third man to own the
title in the last 49 years, McLellan
assumed his present position
February 4, 1971 and since that
date has directed Clemson to its
greatest decade of athletic promi-
nence. The last five years Clem-
son has ranked in the top 25 in the
nation in the all-sports poll and
has had more All-Americans than
in any other five-year period in
Clemson history.
An examination of McLellan's
experience in athletics explains
why Clemson has been so suc-
cessful under his direction. A na-
tive of Hamer, SC, the 48-year-old
McLellan was a two-time football
letterman for the Tigers and a
member of Clemson's 1 952 Gator
Bowl team. He received his B.S.
degree from Clemson in 1 954 and
his M.S. two years later.
After joining the athletic staff in
1958 he spent more than a de-
cade with the Tigers as an assis-
tant football coach, Assistant
Business Manager, Assistant Ath-
letic Director, and Associate Ath-
letic Director, before his appoint-
ment to his current position.
But McLellan will be the first
man to say that many knowledge-
able people are needed to run an
efficient and successful athletic
department. Assistant Athletic Di-
rector Bobby Robinson is the
catalyst of McLellan's group of re-
sponsible aides.
Assistant to the Athletic Director
Earle Ambrose; Joe Turner, Ex-
ecutive Directorof Clemson's very
successful IPTAY Club; and
Sports Promotion Director Alison
Dalton are major reasons Clem-
son's athletic administration is
among the best in the country.
Compliments of
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Youdon t have to
major in Economics tobe
a Financial Wizard!
You don't even need a college degree.
In fact, all sorts of unlikely 4ft. people are becoming
A Financial
Wizard knows
A Financial
Wizard can make
hay while the
sun shines.
Or the moon.
Financial Wizards at C&S
these days.
Because they can do
headat^ve^*"®' alpiostall their banking
water. any hour, any day Without having
to go inside the bank.
^^you ,ea
Not just deposits Financial wizard, and Withdrawals froHi their checking
accounts, but from mo"ney"togo, their savings accounts, too. As well
as loan payments, 24 hours a day.
accou nt to another, and
transactions.
^1 And it's
come a
^you have to
customer.
transfers from one
lots of other kinds of
really easy to be-
Financial Wizard. All
do is become a C&S
A Financial
You don't have to be a genius to see there are Sldlfsfwan^"^
FinaSwizard good rcasons to be a Financial Wizard
. Z'l^onelcc^^^^
can give your to another,
banking a shot
in the arm.
Financial Wiiards banic at C&S.
THE ACTION BANr
The Citizens & Southern
National Bank of South Carolina
Member FDIC
'-1978. C&S National Bank of South Carolina Financial Wizard is a servicemark of C&S National
AAve
as
V?
111'*
and tot
ind
District Offices: Atlanta, Ga. 30336 • Cerritos, Calif. 90701 • Charlotte, N.C 28205 Manufacturing:
Chicago (Berkeley), 111. 60163 • East Hanover, N.J. 07936 • Hudson, Mass. 01749 Fairlawn, N.J. • Martin, S.C.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
BILL L. ATCHLEY
President
PAUL W.
McALISTER
Chairman, Laurens
LOUIS P.
BATSON, JR.
Greenville
ROBERT R.
COKER
Hartsville
T. KENNETH
CRIBB
Spartanburg
FLETCHER C.
DERRICK, Jr.
Charleston
WILLIAM GREEN
DesCHAMPS, JR.
Bishopville
WILLIAM N.
GEIGER, JR.
Columbia
LEWIS F.
HOLMES, JR
Trenton
THOMAS B
McTEER, JR
Columbia
BUCK MICKEL
Greenville
JAMES C. SELF
Greenwood
LESLIE TINDAL
Pinewood
JAMES M.
WADDELL, JR.
Beaufort
(0
1
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EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Bill L. Atchley, President
W. David Maxwell, Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs
Melvin E. Barnette, Vice President for Business and Finance
Walter T. Cox, Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of
Students
Joseph B. McDevitt, Executive Officer; Secretary to tiie Board of
Trustees
W. Harry Durham, Executive Director of University Relations
Edward F Byars, Executive Assistant to tlie President
Benjamin W. Anderson, Legal Counsel
DEANS
Arnold E. Schwartz, Dean. Graduate Studies and University
Research
Luther P Anderson, Dean. College of Agricultural Sciences
Harlan E. McClure, Dean. College of Architecture
Harold F. Landrith, Dean, College of Education
Everett L. Thomas, Jr., Acting Dean, College of Engineering
Benton H. Box, Dean. College of Forest and Recreation
Resources
Thomas D. Efland, Acting Dean. College of Industrial
fvlanagement and Textile Science
John H. Butler, Acting Dean, College of Liberal Arts
Gloria A. Tanner, Acting Dean, College of Nursing
Henry E. Vogel, Dean, College of Sciences
1980-81 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
ATHLETIC COUNCIL
Kenneth N. Vickery, Chairman
Dr. B. J. Skelton, Secretary
Dr. J. F. Geldard
Dr. Carolyn Briscoe
Dr. Hugh W. Webb
Dr. B. J. Todd
Dr. R. C. Harshman
Dr. Carl S. Thompson, President of the Faculty Senate
Dr. Horace W. Fleming, Jr., Immediate Past President of the
Faculty Senate
Dr. William F. Steirer, Past President of the Faculty Senate
Dr. Corrine Sawyer, Chairman of the Scholarship and Awards
Committee
Billy G. Rogers, President of Alumni Association
Davis T. Moorehead, Immediate Past President of the Alumni
Association
Charlie W. Bussey, President of IPTAY
F. Reeves Gressette, Immediate Past President of IPTAY
Robert C. Shaw, Chairman of the Graduate School Association
Oscar F. Lovelace, Jr., President of the Student Body
H. Wesley Kirkland, Jr., President of the Student Senate
Elizabeth Ann Cooper, President of the Block "C" Club
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SLAND
^S) TEAM
Steam Systems
•Total System Design
and Installation
•Energy Conservation
Studies
•Trap Surveys
Boilers
•Sales
• Service
• Repairs
P O Box 6S1
Clearwater, S C^ 29822
803-593-5116
Jesse McElmurray
Ron Bannister
TLV Steam Traps
•Continuous Discharge
•No Steam Leakage
•Improved Efficiency
•Satisfaction Guaranteed
Western North Carolina
704-322-4371
Wic Dunlap
Robin's,
all you need
to know about
men's clothing!
Greenville Anderson
Columbia
Florence Wilmington
North Myrtle Beach
^ Tiger Ail-Americans
Joe Bostic
1977, 1978, Guard
Bennie Cunningham
1974, 1975, Tight End
Dave Thompson
1970, Guard
Harry Olszewski
1967, Guard
[ARA]
SERVICES AIRIA'SLATER
SCHOOL& COLLEGE SERVICES
Wayne Mass
1966, Tackle
Headquarters at
57 Executive Park South, NE
Atlanta, Georgia
Your Campus Dining Service Lou Cordileone
1959, Tackle
Joel Wells
1955, Back
Steve Fuller
1978, Quarterback
Jim Stuckey
1979, Tackle
Jerry Butler
1978, End
Tom Barton
1952, Guard
Jackie Calvert
1950, Safety
Bobby Gage
1948, Safety
Ralph Jenkins
1945, Center
Joe Blalock
1940, 1941, End
Banks McFadden
1939, Back
SEASON TICKET HOLDERS/OTHER
VISITORS: Season ticket holders and
other visitors to the stadium are requested
to enter Gates 1, 5, 9, 11, or 13. Persons
with top deck tickets must enter the
stadium via the ramps which are located
behind the South stands. Ramp entrances
are adjacent to Gates 1 and 13.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1 and 13 for the
handicapped.
HIGH SCHOOL TICKETS: Special high
school tickets are sold at Gate 11 only.
WILL CALL: Should you have tickets at
the will call window, you will find them at
Gate 9.
Gates 4, 6, 7, and 8 are closed prior to the
games and are opened for exit purposes
only.
PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks
will be available at Gates 1, 5, 9, 13, and
the top deck. Any person leaving the
stadium other than with a team pass must
have a pass out check, as well as an admit-
tance stub to be readmitted to the stadium.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are lo-
cated under Section J on the South side of
the stadium, under Section T on the North
side, and under Section E of the top deck.
Trained nurses are on hand during the
game. Should a doctor be needed, ask any
usher, who knows the seat locations of
doctors. Ambulances are located at Gates
1, 5, 8, and 13.
TELEPHONES: Telephones are located
at the stadium ticket offices at Gates 1
,
5,
9, 13, and the top deck.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public
address system is intended primarily for
spectators' information concerning the
game. Please do not request the use of the
public address system to make social con-
tacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and mens' rest-
rooms are located beneath the stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or
found, please report same to the Gate 1
information booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath all stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal. A
concession price list is published on this
page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received over the press box telephone.
The press box number is 654-3326
NOTE: The following items are prohib-
ited in Memorial Stadium— umbrellas,
folding chairs, chaise lounges, food
and beverage containers of any type,
alcoholic beverages, thermos jugs, and
ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is
prohibited at an athletic contest in
Clemson Memorial Stadium and
Littlejohn Coliseum.
SOUVENIR PRICES
Buttons $2 00
Pennants 2 00
Plush Tigers 5 00
Hats 5.00 & 7 00
Shakers 1.00
Sun Visors 50
Balloons 1 00 & 3 00
Party Pops 25
Inflates 3 00 & 5 00
Tote Bags 5 00
Ram Coats 5 00
Ram Suits 10 00
Tiger Paw Hand 2 DO & 5 00
IVIugs 2 00
Cushions 5 00
Tiger Paw Flags (Small) 2 00
Tiger Paw Flags (Large) 10 00
Posters 2 00 & 5 00
CONCESSION PRICES
Cigarettes $ 75
Candy 35
Gum 35
Crackers 35
Dry Roasted Peanuts 35
Drinks 50
Cup ol Ice 15
Hot Dogs 50
Aspirin 75
o
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SUPPORT AND POPULARIZE
YOUR TIGERS
This is your FIGHTING EMBLEM, Tiger fans. A plush orange
fur fabric Tiger head, paws and tail mounted on a white mesh
baseball cap. Instant recognition for any fan with this one of a
kind gift. Send $12.00 in check or money order for faster
service to:
ANOTHER HUNTER DESIGN
y/ 804 North Franklin Rd.
Greenville, S. C. 29609
A\\o\N 2-4 weeks for delivery.
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NEW YORK
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
W. CARL SMITH, CLU
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
700 FIRST FEDERAL BLDG.
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602
LEROYr®
CANNON
VW-AMC-JEEP
Important people
ride in our Jeeps!
South Church Street Ext. Greenville, S. C.
Phone in S. C. (Toll Free) 1-800-922-7300 Outside S. C. (Toll Free) 1-800-845-5278
CHUCK REEDY NELSON STOKLEY LARRY VAN DER HEYDEN RICK WHITT
Running Backs Quarterbacks Offensive Line Grad. Assistant
CLIP AND MAIL TO
PEACHTREE ENTERPRISES
1405 Brushy Creek Rd.
TIGER RAG TIGER RAG
Taylors, S. C. 29687
Phone Orders: (803) 879-3881
AUTO HORN $69.95 DOOR CHIME $49.95 (24 hour service)SEND TO;
INCL. TAX INCL. TAX
& POSTAGE & POSTAGE
Sound Off With The Tiger Rag!
Plays 1st Four Notes of Tiger Rag•
Zip
• For Under Hood fVlounting • Easy to Install — Connects to Existing (Use UPS-Deliverable Address if Possible)
• Complete Kit — Easy to Install Doorbell System CHECK
• Plays Dozens of Other Songs • Nice Gift m. EXPRESS VISA
• Standard Electronic Warranty • Standard Electronic Warranty MASTER CHARGE
• Immediate Shipment • Immediate Shipment Card No
Fxp Date
CHECK ITEM DESIRED Signature
Phone
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UMBUMERS
WENDY'S OLD FASHIONED HAMBURGERS HAS
30 RESTAURANTS TO SERVE YOU... ALL OF
THEM ARE JUST AROUND THE CORNER
ANDERSON, S. C.
309 E. Greenville St.
3200 N. Main Street
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
1000 Patton Ave.
776 Biltmore Ave.
CLEMSON, S. C.
U. S. 123 West
COLUMBIA, S. C.
300 Bush River Road
6892 Garners Ferry Road
823 Knox Abbott Dr.
2089 Belt Line Blvd.
7355 Two Notch Road
676 St. Andrews Rd.
804 Assembly Street
CONWAY, S. C.
Hwy. 501
GAFFNEY, S. C.
1701 W. Floyd Baker Blvd.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
943 N. Pleasantburg Dr.
3106 White Horse Road
8 Farrs Bridge Road
725 E. Faris Road
Laurens Rd. at Butler-Mauldin
2711 Wade Hampton Blvd.
GREENWOOD, S. C.
Montague Street
HENDERSONVILLE, N. C.
607 Spartanburg Highway
LENOIR, N. C.
130 Blowing Road Blvd.
MYRTLE BEACH, S. C.
3201 N. Kings Highway
2400 S. Kings Highway
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
109 E. Blackstock Road
4117 Lone Oak Road
228 S. Pine Street
ROCK HILL, S. C.
2367 N. Cherry Road
WAYNESVILLE, N. C.
607 Russ Avenue
BE SURE TO REDEEM YOUR TICKET STUB FOR THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL OFFER!
egally Passing of
Handling Ball
egal Procedure or Position
United Merchants and Manufacturers, Inc.
wants you to . . .
INTERNimONAL
CHAMPS
in construction related activities at home and abroad!
^^^^^^"international
Corporation
Electrical
Constructors
fff!f!WW"^ Met! idi iiLdi
I.
k Process
P.O. Box 1029/Creenville, S.C. 29602/(805) 288-7060
im
EARLE AMBROSE
Asst. to the
Athletic Dir.
ALLISON DALTON
Promotion Dir.
BERT HENDERSON
Asst. Trainer
LES JONES
Dir. of Facilities
LARRY SUTTON
Asst. Trainer
TIM BOURRET
Assoc. SID
GEORGE DOSTAL
Strength Train. Dir.
VAN HILDERBRAND
Ticl<et Mgr.
KIM KELLY
Asst. SID
ELAINE SWEARINGEN
Football Sec.
BOB BRADLEY
Sports Info. Dir.
BOBBY DOUGLAS
Asst. Equip. Mgr.
FRED HOOVER
Head Trainer
JOE MOSES
Asst. Sec.
of IPTAY
JOE TURNER
Exec, Sect'y.
of IPTAY
BOB JOHNSON
Academic Advisor
JUNE ROACH
Football Sec.
U
BILLY WARE
Football Admin-
istrative Assistant
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RCA XL-no
Remote Control
ColorTV
FEATURING
ChanneLock Remote Control
At the touch of a button you can turn the set on
and off, adjust the volume up or down, and
select any VHF or UHF channel— all from
across the room. Plus you get automatic color
control and fleshtone correction, and
automatic contrast/color tracking.
NEW
RCA ColorTrak
for 1981
GER770R
Featuring the
most advanced
remote control
in RCA history
introducing RCA ColorTrak Infrared Remote Control,
a new electronic remote unit thiat puts quartz-crystal
precision in the palm of your hand. With touch-button
ease you can select any VHF or UHF channel either
directly or by scanning up or down, turn the set on
and off, and adjust volume to any level—oreven mute
It completely.
You get many other advanced features too, like
automatic color control and fleshtone correction,
automatic light sensor— and the amazing RCA Detail
Processor that makes the picture so sharp it s almost
3-dimensional.
SUPPLY COMPANY
8 E. Main street Williamston, S.C. 847-9222
The 1980-81 Clemson University Cheerleading Squad
was named "Most Outstanding Collegiate Squad" at
the Universal Cheerleading Camp this past summer.
The competition which was held in Memphis, TN fea-
tured over 70 colleges and universities nationwide.
Alma Mater
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme alway.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
Words by A. C. Corcoran, '19
Music by Dr. Hugh McGarity
Ricky Capps 82
The Tiger
Hendersonville, NC
Bill Beaver '82
Rock Hill, SC
Chris Knight '83
Miami, FL
Mark Barhyte '81
Ail-American
Greenville, SC
Bill deBorde '82
Columbia, SC
Roy Majors '81
Mountain City, GA
Vicky Woy '81
All-American
Shelby, NC
Bill Grainger '83
Myrtle Beach, SC
Sherrie Nix '82
Easley, SC
iM
Bill Newell '81
Head Cheerleader
Bristol, TN
Kathy Hassig '81
New York, NY
Lynn Peck '82
Kinnelon, NJ
Richard Andrews '81
Hendersonville, NC
Jennifer Hemphill 82
Greer, SC
Julie Stephens '81
Walhalla, SC
Anderson County
IPTAY Club
Clemson's Most Supportive Local Club
Salutes the Tigers
Club President George Ducworth presents a check to Athletic Director Bill McLellan. Funds provided by the
Annual IPTAY Golf Tournament sponsored by the Anderson IPTAY Club are presented to support Clemson
athletics. Left to right: S. T. King — IPTAY Chairman, Anderson County, Bill McLellan — Athletic Director,
Clemson University, George Ducworth — President, Anderson Clemson Club, Bill Foust — Director, IPTAY
Golf Tournament, Carol Cook— IPTAY Representative, Anderson County, Bob H\\\ — IPTAY Representative,
Anderson County.
stalks again
Nutex, Inc.
210 Catalina Drive, Greenville, S.C. 29609
(803) 244-5555
ORDER OF THE
SIIYB?
TIGER
The tiger, a long-time symbol ot strength and aggressiveness for
Clemson University, now assumes another prestigious role. The
Order of the Silver Tiger is a new giving level recognizing alumni,
parents, friends, faculty and staff who have given a minimum of $500
annually to the Clemson University Annual Fund,
Gifts to Clemson University enable deserving students to receive
scholarships, add volumes to the Robert Muldrow Cooper Library,
bring professors of distinction from other colleges and universities to
campus for varying periods to share their expertise, and finance
alumni professorships awarded to outstanding faculty members.
These are just a few of the ways your gifts will be used to help secure
Clemson University's future.
Your gift not only benefits the University, but also entitles you to
become a charter member of the Order of tfie Silver Tiger, a new
recognition program for your giving level.
As a Silver Tiger you will be recognized in the Clemson Honor Roll;
honored at a special reception during the year and receive this
distinctive Silver Tiger desk piece sculptured by Defter Hefner.
Through the Order of the Silver Tiger we can say "Thanks" for all you
do for Clemson University.
Clemson
Alumni
Association
What
Do You *
Want
From
College?
Adventure?
Add It To Your Schedule.
Try rappelling . . . descending
a precipice by a rope and the
seat of your pants. The fast-
est way down. Except for free
fall.
Rappelling is one part of a
challenging academic and
extracurricular program of-
fered by Army ROTC.
Army ROTC teaches pro-
fessionally oriented students
to lead people and to direct
equipment to achieve speci-
fic objectives as an Active
or Reserve Officer.
If you're looking for the
challenge of leadership, in
college and afterwards, look
into Army ROTC.
ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD
For More Information Contact,
CAPTAIN GARY GRABER
Military Science Dept.
Clemson University
656-3107/3108
Spirit
Ornaments
noiYi
Can^ws
Originals.
Show Tiger pride this season with Clemson Spirit
Ornaments' A thoughtful keepsake to wish "happy
holidays" to special friends & relatives.
White 3'/4" dia, spun-satm ornaments depict university
insignia m school colors and are attractively boxed for gift
giving (Design repeated on reverse side of ornament.)
$5.50 ea. ppd; 3 for $14.25 ppd
(includes all shipping/handling chgs)
Also Available
Alabama
Ball State
Bowling Green
Central Michigan
Cincinnati
Eastern Michigan
Florida
Flonda State
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Iowa State
Kansas
Miami (FLA)
Miami (Ohio)
Michigan
Michigan State
Minnesota
Missoun
Nebraska
Northwestern
Notre Dame
Ohio University
Ohio State
Oklahoma
Oklahoma State
Penn State
Pittsburgh
Purdue
Univ of Detroit
Western Michigan
Wisconsin
cjiniptis otI^imIs
College Park Station, RO 21
Detroit, Micfiigan 48221
87
Name.
Address _
Citv
Oty School
. Slate-
Oty
.Zip-
School
Total Ornaments
e $5 50 each ppd , 3/$14 25 ppd
Total Amount Enclosed
(Check or Money Order Only)
OF CLEMSON
P.O. BOX 512
U.S. 123 & 76
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
SPECIAL BANQUET AND MEETING ROOM FACILITIES
TELEPHONE 654-4450, A.C. 803
Meeting, Banquet and Convention
Facilities to Accommodate Groups
From 25 to 600.
ILTLTUI
THE WORLD'S
INNKEEPER®
DELUXE LUNCHEON BUFFET
Served Daily
220 BEAUTIFUL GUEST ROOMS
The Most Accommodating People In The World
Clemson and Stevens...
working together to make
better fabrics for us all.
With the valuable help of Clemson alumni, students
and faculty, J. P. Stevens supplies much of the
world's quality fabric needs for women's, men's and
children's apparel, home furnishings and industry.
Tiger alumni, in various management roles, help
keep Stevens a recognized leader in the international
market place. Clemson students help Stevens plants
near the campus maintain high levels of
productivity. Stevens and the textile industry as a
whole benefit each year from the research and
recommendations of Clemson faculty and
graduate students.
Clemson and Stevens . . . helping to make
better fabrics for us all.
J. P Stevens& Co. , Inc.
An equal opportunity employer M/F
Success To
The 1980
Tigers
From The Home Crowd . .
.
HOME SAVirJC3S
AND LOAN ASSOCIATIOINJ OF THE PIEOMOINJT
Easley • Liberty • Pickens • Clemson • Powdersville • Williamston • Piedmont
J s
You're The Winner
When You Bank
With Us.
CAROLINA NATIONAL
the 2^^^^ cares!
Member FDIC
Over 50,000
Ways
to Make a Sandwich
Salads, Pizza, Quiche, too!
y&urdough
UNIVERSITY SQUARE • ACROSS FROM LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM
DAVID SIMS Eddie Geathers
49 Sr.
Chuck Rose
33 Sr.
David Sims
39 Sr.
Joey Smith
17 Sr.
dtM ill i-i
Jim Speros Willie Underwood Ken Yeomans
95 Sr. 20 Sr. 62 Sr.
Tony Berryhill
63 Jr.
38
Bo Blanton
18 Jr.
Nick Bowman
57 Jr.
Jeff Bryant
99 Jr.
Randy Cheek
98 Jr.
Brian Clark
70 Jr.
Bruce Coy
86 Jr.
Jeff Davis
45 Jr.
Bubba Diggs
85 Jr.
Bo Edwards
14 Jr.
Brad Fisher
61 Jr.
Jerry Gaillard
41 Jr.
Ben Inabinet
90 Jr.
Scott Lynch
48 Jr.
#20 WILLIE UNDERWOOD Ken Lewis
93 Jr.
mk i^M ill iJM
Dave Mannella
59 Jr.
Lee Nanney Jamie Pope Wayne Richmond Anthony Rose
77 Jr. 42 Jr. 94 Jr. 21 Jr.
Bill Smith
84 Jr.
Perry Tuttle
22 Jr.
Kendall Alley
89 So.
Vernie Anthony
69 So.
Vandell Arrington
26 So.
Cliff Austin
7 So.
39
4.iM if
Dan Benish
71 So.
David Bounds
73 So.
Gary Brown
68 So.
Ray Brown
72 So.
Wilbur Bullard
8 So.
Brendon Crite
38 So.
Tim Childers
28 So.
PERRY TUTTLE
Joe Glenn
53 So.
Mark Hawryluk
76 So.
Andy Headen
9 So.
Richard Hendley Alex Hudson
16 So. 78 So.
Terry Kinard
43 So.
Randy Learn Frank Magwood Bob Mayberry Jeff McCall
25 So. 2 So. 74 So. 32 So.
40
^ ifj dtk i'-iM
Chuck Meeks
96 So.
Bob Paulling Dennis Reeder Mark Richardson James Robinson Jeff Stockstill
6 So. 79 So. 92 So. 75 So. 15 So.
Danny Triplett
82 So.
Mike Wade
91 So.
Rick Bailey
77 Fr.
Ken Brown
87 Fr.
Junior Devane
94 Fr.
#29 MOLLIS HALL Jim Wurst
80 So.
Roy Brown
54 Fr.
Jeff Cruce
55 Fr.
Billy Davis
24 Fr.
Tyrone Davis
37 Fr.
Richard Donaldson Joe Ellis
21 Fr. 64 Fr.
Mike Eppley
14 Fr.
James Farr
90 Fr.
Frank Fredere
50 Fr
41
Ricky Gray
81 Fr.
Tad Hauser
47 Fr.
Jimbo Mollis
97 Fr.
Duke Holloman
46 Fr.
Reid Ingle
78 Fr.
Randy Kirk
76 Fr.
Mike Klepachi
85 Fr.
Kevin Mack
27 Fr.
Rod McSwain Anthony Parete
28 Fr. 16 Fr.
Edgar Pickett
34 Fr.
I\l ili
Bobby Pope Chuckle Richardson Jim Scott
79 Fr. 56 Fr. 67 Fr.
42
Jeff Suttle
23 Fr.
Gary Walker
73 Fr.
Willie Ward
30 Fr.
Jeff Wells
88 Fr.
Ike Williams
19 Fr.
Eddie Basso
87 So.
*- ^
1980 Tiger Opponent Schedule
Rice
Sept. 13-
Sept. 20 -
Sept. 27-
Oct. 4 -
Oct. 11 -
Oct. 18-
Oct. 25 -
Nov. 1 -
Nov. 8 -
Nov. 15-
Nov. 29-
Clemson (A) .
.
• Tulane (A)
LSU (H)
Texas (H)
TCU (A)
Texas Tech (H)
Texas A&M (A)
. Arkansas (A) .
•SMU (H)
Baylor (H) . . .
• Houston (A) .
.
N. C. State
Wake Forest
Georgia
Sept. 6 — Tennessee (A) . . .
.
Sept. 13 — Texas A&M (H) ...
Sept. 20 — Clemson (H)
Sept. 27 - TCU (H)
Oct. 11 — Ole Miss (H)
Oct. 18 — Vanderbllt (H) ....
Oct. 25 — Kentucky (A)
Nov. 1 — Soutti Carolina (H)
Nov. 8 — Florida (A)
Nov. 15 — Auburn (A)
Nov. 29 — Georgia Tech (H) .
Western Carolina
Sept. 6 — VMI(H)
Sept. 13 — Tennessee Tech (A) .
.
Sept. 20 — Furman (H)
Sept. 27 — Clemson (A)
Oct. 4 — Middle Tenn. State (A)
Oct. 11 — The Citadel (H)
Oct. 18 — East Carolina (A)
Oct. 25 — Marshall (H)
Nov. 1 — Appalachian St. (A) . .
Nov. 8 — U-T Chattanooga (A) .
.
Nov. 1 5 — East Tenn. State (A) .
Sept. 6 — William & Mary (H)
.
Sept. 20 — Virginia (A)
Sept. 27 — Wake Forest (H) . .
.
Oct. 4 — South Carolina (A) .
Oct. 11 — Appalachian St. (H)
Oct. 18 — North Carolina (A) .
Oct. 25 — Clemson (H)
Nov. 1 — Maryland (A)
Nov. 8 — Penn State (A)
Nov. 15 — Duke (H)
Nov. 22 — East Carolina (H) .
Sept. 6 — Va. Tech(H)
Sept. 20 — The Citadel (H)
Sept. 27 — N. C. State (A)
Oct. 4 — William & Mary (A)
Oct. 1 1 — North Carolina (H) .
Oct. 18 — Maryland (A)
Oct. 25 — Virginia (H)
Nov. 1 — Clemson (H)
Nov. 8 — Duke (A)
Nov. 15 — South Carolina (A) .
Nov. 22 — Appalachian St. (H)
North Carolina
Sept. 6 — Furman (H)
Sept. 13 — Texas Tech (A)
Sept. 27 — Maryland (H)
Oct. 4 — Georgia Tech (H) .
Oct. 1 1 — Wake Forest (A) . . .
,
Oct. 18 — N. C. State (H)
Oct. 25 — East Carolina (H) ..
Nov. 1 —Oklahoma (A)
Nov. 8 — Clemson (A)
Nov. 15 — Virginia (A)
Nov. 22 — Duke (H)
An
Unbeatable
Team:
Clemson University
and the
Town of Clemson
We're Proud To Be
Part of Both
FORT HILL
FEDERAL SAVINGS '^s's,',r
Serving Pickens and Oconee Counties
with offices in Clemson and Seneca
Maryland
Sept. 6 — Villanova (H)
Sept. 13 — Vanderbllt (H) ....
Sept. 20 — West Virginia (A) .
Sept. 27 — North Carolina (A)
Oct. 4 — Pittsburgh (A) . . .
.
Oct. 11 — Penn State (H) . . ..
Oct. 1 8— Wake Forest (H) .
Oct. 25 — Duke (A)
Nov. 1 — N. C. Slate (H) . . .
,
Nov. 15 — Clemson (H)
Nov. 22 — Virginia (A)
South Carolina
Sept. 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
- Pacific (H)
• Wichita State (H)
- Southern Cal (A)
- Michigan (A) ...
- N. C. State (H) .
.
- Duke (H)
- Cincinnati (H) ..
- Georgia (A)
- The Citadel (H) .
- Wake Forest (H)
- Clemson (A) . . .
.
Virginia Tech
Sept. 6 — Wake Forest (A) . ..
Sept. 13 — East Tenn. State (H)
Sept. 20 — William & Mary (H) .
Sept. 27 — James Madison (H)
Oct. 4 — Clemson (A)
Oct. 11 — Rhode Island (H) .
.
Oct. 18 — Virginia (H)
Oct. 25 — Richmond (A)
Nov. 1 — West Virginia (H) .
Nov. 8 — Florida State (A) . .
Nov. 15 — VMI(A)
Virginia
Sept. 13 — Navy (H)
Sept. 20 — N. C. State (H) ....
Sept. 27 — Duke (A)
Oct. 4 — West Virginia (A) .
Oct. 11 —Clemson (H)
Oct. 18 — Va. Tech (A)
Oct. 25 — Wake Forest (A) .
.
Nov. 1 — Tennessee (A) . . .
Nov. 8 — Rutgers (H)
Nov. 1 5 — North Carolina (A)
Nov. 22 — Maryland (H)
Duke
Sept. 6 -
Sept. 20-
Sept. 27-
Oct. 4
Oct. 1 1 -
Oct. 18-
Oct. 25 -
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22
East Carolina (H) .
. Auburn (A)
. Virginia (H)
Indiana (A)
South Carolina (A)
• Clemson (A)
. Maryland (H)
. Georgia Tech (H) .
Wake Forest (H) .
N. C. State (A) . . .
North Carolina (A)
Clemson
Sept. 13 — Rice (H) •
Sept. 20 — Georgia (A) «
Sept. 27 — Western Carolina (H) »
Oct. 4 — Va. Tech(H) «
Oct. 11 —Virginia (A)
Oct. 18 — Duke (H) >
Oct. 25 — N. C. State (A) <
Nov. 1 — Wake Forest (A) i
Nov. 8 — North Carolina (H)
Nov. 15 — Maryland (A)
Nov. 22 — South Carolina (H)
SINCE 1897
121 MANLY STREET
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
29601
/ I
Civil and Land Planners
Consulting Engineers and Surveys
Quality Textile Maeliiiiery From
FINISHING
EQUIPMENT§ Industrial/
Heat Engineering
Singeing and Brushing Ranges
Batchers
Curing Ovens
Guiders, Cloth
Padders
Tenter Housings
Compensators
>um«wo«iH Butterworth Machines/
Replacement Parts
Card Chute Systems
CROMTEX
CROMTEX
PREPARATORY
EQUIPMENT
Fiber Meter* Blending
Systems — Hunter Series
Cleaning and Mixing Systems
Tinting and Emulsion
Application Systems
Automatic Picker Systems
Chute Feed Systems
Pneumatic Transport Systems
Filtration Systems
Bale Presses — Hunter-Beaty
CROMTEX TEXTILE MACHINERY CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 249 MAULDIN. SOUTH CAROLINA 29662 PHONE 808/963-5311
TRI- COUNTY
CONCRETE
CORPORATION
READY-MIX SAND STONE TRUCKING
COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL INDUSTRIAL
L. E. MILLER. JR.
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
2463 AIRPORT ROAD
NORTH CHARLESTON, S. C.
Phone: 74 7 - 04 24
CROSS PLANT
ANGELS LANDING ROAD
PINEVILLE, S. C.
Phone: 35 1 - 4 57 3
WILLIAM A. GRANT
PRE SIDENT
NEW HWY. 52, SOUTH
MONCKS CORNER, S. C.
Phone: 76 1 - 317 5
SIX-MILE ROAD
(Off U. S. 17 North)
MT PLEASANT, 8 C
Phone: 884 - 47 15
Jess Neely
by David McGrew
Clemson University enjoys
some of the finest facilities and
one of the most successful overall
athletic programs in the country.
However, long before there was a
Memorial Stadium, a Jervey Ath-
letic Center, and the IPTAY club,
the Clemson Athletic Department
and its football program was run
from one crowded room in Mel!
Hall.
In 1931, the department was
put under the guidance of four
young and ambitious coaches
who ran every aspect of the Clem-
son sports programs. These
chores included coaching, selling
tickets, repairing equipment, and
lining the athletic fields prior to
games. Even though they were
saddled with these tasks and
many more, the four coaches
managed to produce a winner on
the football field, take Clemson to
its first bowl game, and help Ru-
pert Fike begin the IPTAY organi-
zation.
The man who brought them to-
gether to record these landmark
achievements was the head
coach at Clemson from 1931 to
1940, the legendary Jess Neely.
Neely, Joe Davis, Frank Howard
and Bob Jones will be honored
today for their outstanding con-
tribution to Clemson University.
Neely came to Clemson after
serving as head coach at South-
western University of Memphis,
TN between 1924 and 1927 and
as an assistant coach under Wal-
lace Wade at Alabama from 1927
to 1930. The Clemson program at
that time had been successful on
a small scale when Neely arrived
in Tigertown. But, he wanted to
build a program that would bring
national attention to Clemson. By
the time he left Clemson, Neely
certainly had attained that goal.
Neely went on to take the head
coaching job at Rice University,
today's opponent, in 1940 after
Clemson's Cotton Bowl victory.
He remained there until he retired
from football coaching in 1966.
Neely finished his career that
spanned four decades with 207
victories, which ranks him fifth for
all-time coaching triumphs. He
took his teams to seven bowl
games making appearances at
four Cotton Bowls, one Orange
Bowl, one Sugar Bowl, and one
Bluebonnet Bowl.
The graduate of Vanderbilt,
where he also received a law de-
gree, was inducted into the Na-
tional Football Foundation Hall of
Fame in 1971. The native of
Smyrna, TN is presently the golf
coach at Vanderbilt.
The three assistants Neely as-
sembled at Clemson are also
coaches that are well known in the
world of college football. Joe
Davis, like Neely, a native of
Smyrna, TN, played for Neely at
Southwestern and upon his grad-
uation, began a coaching partner-
ship with Neely that lasted for 36
years. They had to be one of the
most successful coaching tan-
dems in the history of college
football. Davis left private busi-
ness to join Neely at Clemson in
1931. He was Neely's top aide
and served as the line coach. He
earned the nickname, "Bloody
Joe," due to his intense style of
coaching.
The other two assistants are
names that are easily recognized
by Clemson fans. They too went
on to form their own coaching
partnership, one that lasted until
1969. The first was General Bob
Jones, who was line coach at
I
Clemson from 1931 until 1969
I
with the exception of the years he
spent in the Army during World
War II. The other coach was a
j
young bushy-haired man fresh off
' an outstanding collegiate career
at Alabama. He was, of course,
the irrepressable Frank Howard.
Howard was named to the head
coaching spot when Neely left for
Ij
Rice and rolled up five ACC titles
and 165 wins before he retired in
1969.
But, it is not the fact that such a
wealth of coaching talent was as-
sembled by Jess Neely that sets
these men apart. Rather, it is what
these four men did to keep the
Clemson athletic program going in
the middle of the depression years
as well as bring national attention
to Clemson.
To begin with, the budget al-
lowed for the total athletic depart-
ment was not only anemic by to-
day's standards, but it also was
not nearly as high as some of the
football budgets of the teams
Coach Neely had scheduled to
play. Needless to say, money was
tight.
"Coach Neely even resorted to
jsing carbon paper for a type-
A/riter ribbon when the old ribbon
'an out," said Coach Howard.
Recruiting was one of the big-
gest obstacles facing the young
riger coaching staff. Besides hav-
ng to deal with dwindling funds,
ust getting to a recruit often meant
3 grueling journey.
"The only car we had to travel
n," remembers Howard, "was an
M Ford that had only one brake
hat worked, and it was on the right
ear tire. The roads were mostly
dirt back then, and it took almost a
•ull day to get down to Charles-
:on."
Once they got to see the re-
cruits, getting them to come to
DIemson was another matter.
Frank Howard
Clemson was a military school
which didn't help in recruiting.
Furthermore, Clemson did not
offer athletic scholarships.
"This really made it tough for us.
A kid really had to want to come to
Clemson," recalls Howard. "Al-
though giving athletic scholar-
ships was frowned upon by the
college communities back then, it
wasn't uncommon for many ath-
letes to turn up on academic
scholarship at some other
school.
"
Therefore, in 1934, in order to
compete with rival institutions,
Neely asked Rupert Pike, a Clem-
son graduate and cancer special-
ist in Atlanta, to organize a fund
raising organization that became
known as IPTAY.
In those early years, Neely,
Fike, and the other assistants nur-
tured the young organization, and,
with not much more than sheer
determination, kept it alive. It is
not a coincidence that after the
founding of IPTAY, Tiger football
fortunes began an upswing.
Under Neely, Clemson made its
first bowl appearance ever when
the Tigers paid a visit to the 1940
Cotton Bowl and recorded a 6-3
victory over Boston College. Bos-
ton College was coached by
Frank Leahy who later went on to
become another coaching legend
at Notre Dame.
j
Besides football, the four Clem-
son coaches were responsible for
guiding the other varsity sports on
campus. Neely coached the
baseball team, while Bob Jones
was placed in charge of the boxing
and golf squads. Joe Davis was
the head basketball coach in the
winter, and Frank Howard found
himself coaching track even
though he admits, "I had never set
foot on a track before I came to
Clemson.
"
In addition to these activities,
the coaches served as part-time
groundskeepers.
"We would set up stands after
practice on Friday and Saturday
morning before the games, cut
grass, line some of the athletic
fields, and repair all the old
equipment so it could be used
again to cut costs, " said Howard.
"We also acted as the ticket man-
agers for every sporting event that
took place on the Clemson cam-
I pus and ran the Canteen.
"
Standing left to right: Jess Neely,
Frank Howard, Joe Davis. Kneeling:
Bob Jones.
Today, there are 90 different
people in the Clemson Athletic
Department who handle the vari-
ous tasks that these four "Iron
Men" did for nine years in the
depths of the depression. They
accomplished quite a lot In those
few years, but most importantly,
they put Clemson football on the
map. These four men blazed the
trail for greatness. They were the
pioneers of Clemson athletics.
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by Tim Bourret
The academic year of 1979-80
will long be remembered as one of
the most successful in Clemson
history. The Tiger sports program
was ranked third in the nation and
eight Clemson athletic teams fin-
ished in the top 15 in the country.
But 1979-80 also will be remem-
bered as a year of tragedy. While
Tiger teams set countless rec-
ords, five administrators and
former players passed away.
Each person made his mark in
the Clemson athletic program and
was in some way responsible for
the success Tiger athletics have
enjoyed in recent years.
Gary Adkins and Tracy Perry
were two Tiger football players
that performed for three Clemson
bowl teams, a statement few
Clemson gridders can make. Both
had finished their senior season
this past January and were work-
ing on graduation when the un-
foreseen struck.
Adkins was a reserve wide re-
ceiver who lettered three times
(1977, 1978 and 1979). He saw
spot duty as a backup at split end
and flanker during 1977 and
caught two passes, including an
1 1-yard touchdown against Wake
Forest. He was slowed by injuries
his final two seasons. The Delta,
Ohio native played for Clemson
Strength Training Director George
Postal during his prep career. Ad-
kins passed away on February 1
as he passed out while playing a
pickup basketball game in Fike
Fieldhouse. He died of a congeni-
tal heart problem.
Perry was a four-year letterman
at Clemson who was always in the
runningback picture. As a rookie
in 1 976 he led the Tigers to a 28-9
victory over South Carolina in one
of Clemson's finest upsets of the
decade. The Roxboro, NC native
ran for a career high 98 yards in 1
6
carries vs. the Gamecocks in the
season finale. The spot starter
ended his career as Clemson's
17th leading rusher with 1,191
yards, a 4. 1 average per carry and
seven TDs. Perry was killed in a
motorcycle accident in April on a
highway near Sumter.
Although he was not working at
Clemson at the time of his death,
Jerry Arp contributed as much to
Clemson's athletics as any ad-
ministrator in recent years.
The energetic and amiable Arp
was Clemson's promotions direc-
tor for six years in the late seven-
ties before moving to Texas A&M,
where he served as Assistant Ath-
letic Director until his death. The
35-year-old Arp was the victim of
an automobile accident just out-
side College Station, TX last June.
In all, Arp served at Clemson for
1 years. The Hendersonville, NC
native was one of the mostinnova-
tive and nationally renowned ad-
ministrators in his field. From the
time he took over the position of
promotions director to the day he
left, Clemson's football atten-
dance increased nearly 50 per-
cent. During his final days at
Clemson he was chosen by the
NCAA to write an article for its pub-
lic relations manual on the subject
of promotions in collegiate sports.
Colonel Rick Robbins was the
academic advisor at Clemson
until last June when he passed
away due to a heart attack. The
58-year-old Texan was known as
Clemson's "brain coach ", a task
that involved guidance of every
sport at Clemson and over 400
athletes.
During his 13 years as "brain
coach " Robbins was responsible
for the excellent graduation and
eligibility figures of Clemson
athletes. A former army officer
with over 25 years of service,
Robbins was one of the athletes'
most respected administrators.
Herman McGee was not an
athlete at Clemson but he cer-
tainly held one of the department's
greatest records. In 46 years of
service McGee never missed a
day of work due to illness.
The Pendleton, SC native
served as assistant trainer from
1934 through 1948 and was
named head trainer between
1948 and 1957. He assumed the
duties of equipment manager and
reverted to assistant trainer in
1957, a dual capacity he held until
1969. He worked as an assistant
trainer until he passed away this
past winter.
The 61-year-old McGee was
recognized in June of 1965 by the
National Athletic Trainers Associ-
ation "for 25 years of meritorious
service in the field of athletic train-
ing. " He was made an honorary
associate of the Clemson Alumni
Association on October 7, 1978.
All five men were individuals
who helped Clemson in their own
way. But they did have one com-
mon denominator; a unique desire
to serve Clemson University and
its people. Not only the athletic
department, but the entire Univer-
sity will miss them.
Gary Adkins Tracy Perry Jerry Arp Rick Bobbins Herman McGee
Tigers
NO hJAME, Homstown POS AGE HGT WGT CL
89 ALLEY, KENDALL
Salisbury, NC, North Rowan, Larry Thomason
WR 19 6-0 180 So
69 ANTHONY, VERNIE
Collins, GA, Reidsville, Danny Scott
OG 19 6-3 235 So
1 ARIRL OBED PK 24 5-9 172 Sr.
Owern Nigeria, Holy Ghost
26 ARRINGTON, VANDELL
Fayetteville NC, E E Smith, Roy McNeill
CB 19 6-0 175 So
7 AUSTIN, CLIFF
Scottsdale, GA, Avondale, Crawford Kennedy
TB 20 6-0 190 So
40 BASICH, RICK
Delta OH, Delta, George Dostal
SS 22 6-1 193 Sr.
58 BAUMAN, CHARLIE
Runnemede NJ Pope Paul VI, Joe Chilber;
MG 22 6-1 226 Sr
71 BENISH. DAN
Hubbard, OH, Hubbard, Ed Glass
DT 19 6-6 250 So
63 BERRYHILL, TONY C 21 6-5 230 Jr.
Thomaston GA, Robert E Lee, Tommy Perdue
18 BU\NTON, BO QB 22 6-0 185 Jr.
Summerville, SC, Summerville, John McKissick
57 BOWMAN, NICK DE 21 6-2 190 Jr.
Crossville, TN Cumberland Co,. Tom Van Winkle
68 BROWN, GARY
Philadelphia, TN, Loudon, Bert Ratledge
OG 19 6-3 257 So
87 BROWN, KEN
Hartwell, GA Hart County, Don Elam
WR 18 6-2 195 Fr,
72 BROWN, RAY
Rome, GA, East Rome, Jerry Sharp
DE 18 6-4 235 So
47 BROWN. ROY
Myrtle Beach SC, Myrtle Beach, Doug Shaw
WR 18 6-1 200 Fr.
99 BRYANT, JEFF
Atlanta, GA Gordon, Napoleon Cobb
DT 20 6-5 257 Jr.
8 BULLARD, WILBUR TB 19 6-0 167 So
Laurel Hill, NC, Scotland, Mike Dubis
12 CAIN, JACK
Atlanta, GA, Chamblee. Ron Carter
FS 21 5-10 170 Sr.
10 CALDWELL, MARK
Asheville, NC, Asheville, Bruce Peterson
FS 20 5-11 193 So
98 CHEEK, RANDY
Augusta GA Butler, Oliver Russell
LB 20 5-11 200 Jr.
70 CL^RK, BRIAN
Ft Myers FL, Cypress Lake, Boyd Grucha
OG 20 6-7 241 Jr.
86 COY, BRUCE
Chapin, SC Chapin Cecil Woolbright
TE 20 6-4 210 Jr.
38 CRITE, BRENDON
Brevard NC, Brevard, Carroll Wright
TB 19 5-10 180 So
54 CRUCE, JEFF
Lake City FL Columbia, Bobby Simons
C 18 6-7 240 Fr,
24 DAVIS, BILLY
Alexandria, VA, Mount Vernon, Bruce Patrick
FS 18 6-4 190 Fr,
45 DAVIS. JEFF
Greensboro, NC, Dudley. Jonathan McKee
LB 20 6-0 223 Jr,
37 DAVIS. TYRONE
Athens, GA Cedar Shoals, John Waters
CB 18 6-1 185 Fr,
36 DAY, DEAN FB 21 6-1 210 So
North Augusta, SC, North Augusta, Hubert Morris
94 DEVANE, WILLIAM
Jacksonville, NC, Jacksonville, Ray Durtiam
MG 17 6-2 260 Fr.
85 DIGGS. BUBBA
Augusta, GA Buller, Oliver Russell
TE 20 6-3 220 Jr.
66 DURHAM, STEVE
Greer SC Byrnes, Dalton Rivers
DT 21 6-5 258 Sr.
64 ELLIS, JOE
Toms River NJ, Toms River, RotDert Fiocco
OG 18 6-4 240 Fr.
14 EPPLEY, MIKE
Charlotte, NC, Harding. Bruce Hardin
QB 17 6-1 185 Fr,
60 FARR, JAMES
Thomason, GA. Thomason, Bill Reese
DE 17 6-4 217 Fr.
61 FISHER, BRAD
Fostona, OH, Fostoria. Richard Kidwell
OG 21 6-4 230 Jr.
50 FREDERE, FRANK
Winston-Salem, NC, Reynolds. Doug Crater
C 18 6-5 230 Fr,
41 GAILUVRD. JERRY
Yuma, AZ, Enterprise (AL), Richard Stem
WR 20 6-0 179 Jr,
5 GALLAGHER. GLENN QB 20 6-0 185 So
Lancaster, PA, Massanutten Acad
,
Sonny Randie
49 GEATHERS, EDDIE
Myrtle Beach, SC, Myrtle Beach, Doug Shaw
CB 21 6-2 186 Sr.
53 GLENN. JOE
Columbia, SC, A C Flora, Charles Macaiusa
DE 20 6-3 209 So.
81 GRAY, RICKY
Mt Ranier, DeMatha, Jerry Franks
TE 18 6-4 220 Fr.
29 HALL, HOLLIS
Seneca, SC, Seneca. Ken Rushlow
CB 20 5-10 161 Jr.
51 HAUSER, TAD
Cincinnati, OH, Finneytown. Jim Green
LB 18 6-4 225 Fr.
9 HEADEN. ANDY
Liberty, NC, East Randolph, Sal Gero
QB 20 6-5 218 So
NO NAME Hometown POS AGE HGT WGT CL
16 HENDLEY. RICH
Greenville, SC Wade Hampton. Bill Phillips
P 19 5-11 190 So.
97 HOLLIS. JIMBO
Spartanburg, SC. Spartanburg, Bill Carr
MG 18 6-1 225 Fr.
46 HOLLOMAN, DUKE
Myrtie Beach, SC, Myrtle Beach, Doug Shaw
TB 17 6-2 190 Fr.
78 HUDSON, ALEX
Spartanburg, SC, Spartanburg. Bill Carr
OT 18 6-5 265 So.
3 JORDAN, HOMER
Athens, GA. Cedar Shoals, Jim Waters
QB 20 6-0 174 So.
43 KINARD. TERRY
Sumter SC Sumter. Dick Weldon
FS 20 6-0 190 So.
76 KIHK. HANDY
Marietta. GA. Sprayberry, John Paty
C 1
8
6-3 245 Fr.
25 LEARN, RANDY
Belvidere, NJ, Beividere. Frank Matia
CB 20 5-10 174 So.
93 LEWIS, KEN DE 20 6-3 205 Jr.
Pickens SC Massanutten Acad.. Sonny Randie
48 LYNCH, SCOTT
Seneca SC Seneca, Ken Rushlow
DE 20 5-1
1
21 Jr.
27 MACK, KEVIN
Kings Mt NC, Kings Mt Dan Brooks
TB 17 6-1 185 Fr.
2 MAGWOOD, FRANK WR 19 6-0 178 So.
John s Island SC St John s, Robert Biggerstaff
74 MAYBERRY. BOB
Sharon, PA, Hickory, James Bestwick
OG 19 6-5 235 So.
32 McCALL, JEFF
Fayetteville, NC, Pine Forest, Gary Whitman
FB 20 6-3 225 So.
35 McSWAIN, CHUCK
Caroleen NC Chase. John Keeter
TB 19 6-2 190 So.
28 McSWAIN, ROD
Caroleen, NC, Chase, John Keeter
CB 18 6-2 190 Fr.
yb MEEKS, CHUCK
Augusta, GA, Belton-Honea Path, Jim Nelson
LB 1
9
b-0 201 bo.
77 NANNEY. LEE
Spartanburg, SC Dorman, Lou Fogle
OT 20 6-4 260 Jr.
6 PAULLING, BOB PK 19 6-0 180 So.
St Matthews SC, St Matthews, Otis Cuiclasure
34 PICKETT, EDGAR
Lexington NC Central Davidson. Les Herrin
FB 18 6-3 220 Fr.
79 POPE, BOBBY
Hickory, NC, St Stephens, Marty Curtis
OG 17 6-4 245 Fr.
42 POPE, JAMIE
Lincolnton, NC, Maiden, Tom Brown
FB 20 6-1 195 Jr.
65 RADFORD. KEVIN
Piney View Woodrow Wilson. Pete Cuiicerto
OT 19 6-4 216 So.
56 RICHARDSON, CHUCKIE
Thomasville. NC Thomasville, Allen Brown
LB 18 6-3 215 Fr.
92 RICHARDSON, MARK
Spartanburg, SC, Hill, Richard O Shawnessy
DE 19 6-1 184 So.
75 ROBINSON, JAMES
Charleston, SC, St John's, Robert Biggerstaff
DL 20 6-5 265 So.
21 ROSE, ANTHONY
Sumter, SC. Mayewood, Rudy Wheeler
CB 20 5-9 172 Jr.
33 ROSE, CHUCK
Atlanta GA, Riverwood, Charles Rose
LB 21 6-2 210 Sr.
67 SCOTT, JIM
Alexandria, VA Mt Vernon, Bruce Patrick
DT 18 6-5 225 Fr.
39 SIMS, DAVID
Atlanta GA, Bay (FL), John Cobb
P 21 6-4 220 Sr.
84 SMITH, BILL
Duncan, SC, Byrnes. Dalton Rivers
DE 21 6-5 220 Jr.
1
7
SMITH, JOEY WR O ili\ D-U 1 on1 yu or.
Newport News. VA. NN Military. Lefty Steckline
95 SPEROS. JIM
Potomac MD, St Johns. David Waldron
MG 20 6-2 220 Sr.
15 STOCKSTILL, JEFF WR 19 6-2 180 So.
Femando Beach FL, Fern Beach, Joel Stockstill
23 SUTTLE, JEFF
Lafayette GA, Lafayette, Bobby Chappell
SS 1 O D- 1 1 OD rf.
82 TRIPLETT, DANNY
Boone, NC, Watauga, Bill Mauldin
LB 20 6-4 215 So.
22 TUTTLE. PERRY WR 21 6-0 172 So.
Winston-Salem, NC, North Davidson. Steve Hinkle
20 UNDERWOOD, WILLIE
Ft Payne AL Ft Payne, David Bettingfield
SS 22 5-11 193 Sr.
91 WADE, MIKE
Greer SC, Riverside, Jim Few
DE 19 6-3 210 So.
73 WALKER, GARY
Hays, NC North Wilkes, Earl T Filer
OT 1
7
6-6 250 rr.
30 WARD, WILLIE
Jackson, GA, Jackson, Tommy Carmichael
TB 19 6-2 178 Sr.
88 WELLS, JEFF TE 18 6-4 230 Fr.
Rome, GA, East Rome. Jerry Sharp
19 WILLIAMS, IKE
Belmont, NC, South Point, Jim Biggerstaff
WR 18 6-3 175 Fr.
80 WURST, JIM
Atlanta, GA, Lakeside. Waymon Creel
TE 19 6-4 210 So.
62 YEOMANS, KEN
Richmond. VA. Tucker. William Mountjoy
OG 22 6-2 222 Sr.
Perone's
has got it for Tiger fans
!
Faced with the same old problem of where (and what) to eat before the
game? Give us a call ahead of time and we'll have a delicious box lunch
ready for you.
After the game, try "The Lighter Side" where you dine in casual comfort
and can order a sandwich, crepes, a spinach salad, quiche, prime ribs ... or
a complete dinner!
And if you really want to celebrate a Clemson victory right, "The Forum"
is the place to spend your Saturday evening! They feature dining, dancing,
and top-name entertainment.
Perone's . . . before or after the game . . . has it for you!
Vince Perone^s
GREENVILLE'S MOST EXCITING RESTAURANT
1 East Antrim Drive, Greenville, S. C.
Coca-Cola" and "Coke" are registered trade-marks which identify the same product ofThe Coca-Cola Company.
THE TIGERS
1 Ann PK
2 Magwood , . WR
3 Jordan QB
5 Gallagher QB
6 Paulling PK
7 Austin TB
8 Bullard TB
9 Headen QB
10 Caldwell FS
11 Casque QB
12 Cam FS
14 Eppley QB
15 Stockstill WR
16 Hendley P
17 J Smith WR
18 Blanton QB
19 Williams WR
20 Underwood SS
21 A Rose CB
22 Tuttle WR
23 Suttle SS
24 Davis FS
25 Learn CB
26 Arrington CB
27 Mack TB
28 R McSwain CB
29 Hall CB
30 Ward TB
32 McCall FB
33 C Rose LB
34 Pickett FB
35 C McSwain . , . TB
36 Day FB
37 Davis CB
38 Crite TB
39 Sims P
40 Basich SS
41 Gaillard WR
42 Pope FB
43 Kinard FS
45 J Davis LB
46 Holloman TB
47 R Brown WR
48 Lynch DE
49 Geathers CB
50 Fredere C
51 Hauser LB
53 Glenn DE
54 Cruce C
55 Cheek LB
56 C Richardson LB
57 Bowman DE
58 Bauman MG
60 Farr DE
61 Fisher QG
62 Yeomans . OG
63 Berryhill . C
64 Ellis OG
65 Radford , , , OT
66 Durham DT
67 Scott OT
68 G Brown OG
69 Anthony OG
70 Clark OG
71 Benish OT
72 R. Brown DE
73 Walker OT
74 Mayberry OG
75 Robinson DL
76 Kirk C
77 Nanney OT
78 Hudson OT
79 Pope OG
80 Wurst , TE
81 Gray TE
82 Triplet! LB
84 B Smith . DE
85 Diggs TE
86 Coy TE
87 K Brown WR
88 Wells TE
89 Alley WR
91 Wade DE
92 M Richardson DE
93 Lewis DE
94 Devane MG
95 Speros MG
96 Meeks LB
97 Hollis MG
99 Bryant
, . DT
WHEN CLEMSON HAS THE BALL
CLEMSON OFFENSE
88
77
61
60
70
68
41
3
7
32
22
JEFF WELLS TE
LEE NANNEY LT
BRAD FISHER LG
JAMES FARR C
BRIAN CLARK RG
GARY BROWN RT
JERRY GAILLARD WR
HOMER JORDAN QB
CLIFF AUSTIN TB
JEFF McCALL FB
PERRY TUTTLE PL
OFFICIALS
RICE DEFENSE
96 MARC SEQUIN LE
94 CLENZIE PIERSON LT
73 BRAD BIERSTEDT MG
66 BRYAN HILL RT
93 DENNIS BARRY RE
28 ROBERT WILLIAMSON ....LB
53 DAN FOSTER LB
23 FREDDY JOHNSON LC
25 DAVID DARR SS
5 MIKE DOWNS FS
4 RICKEY THOMAS RC
REFEREE Rod Dailey (ACC)
UMPIRE Bill Voss (SWC)
LINESMAN John Godbold (ACC)
The Coca-Cola Bottling Comiani
WHEN RICE HAS THE BALL
RICE OFFENSE
83 ROBERT HUBBLE TE
51 DARRYL GRANT QT
67 KEN SAM QG
56 KEITH KVETON C
52 DONNY MARTIN SG
71 NEWELL WALLACE ST
2 HOSEA FORTUNE SE
15 RANDY HERTEL QB
33 CALVIN FANCE TB
42 TIM SANDERS FB
87 BOBBY WILLIAMS FL
LINE JUDGE Clint Ramsey (SWC)
FIELD JUDGE Jim Knight (ACC)
BACK JUDGE Jim Evans (SWC)
r of Anderson, South Carolina
CLEMSON DEFENSE
72 RAY BROWN LE
99 JEFF BRYANT LT
58 CHARLIE BXl»MAN MG
66 STEVE DURt?aWl RT
53 JOE GLENN RE
33 CHUCK ROSE SLB
45 JEFF DAVIS . . WLB
49 EDDIE GEATHfc¥>« . LC
29 HOLLIS HALL RC
20 WILLIE UNDERWOOD SS
43 TERRY KINARD FS
THE OWLS
1 Bulter CB
2 Fortune SE
3 Mouton WB
4 Thomas DB
5 Downs FS
6 C Johnson RB
7 Walters PK
8 Clements . QB
9 Arbuckle CB
10 Peoples QB
11 Toilolo QB
12 Hoffman QB
13 Rainey PK
14 Shoppa QB
15 Hertel QB
16 H/Ioney QB
17 D Johnson QB
18 Walls SE
19 Riggs WB
20 Beck CB
21 (Vieeks RB
22 England OB
23 F Johnsor DB
24 Mav'" . FB
25 DB
?.% Mamiltor RB
27 McCoy WR
28 Williamson LB
30 Palmer SS
31 Patterson DB
32 Nellums SS
33 Fance FB
34 Blashke FS
35 Chafin FB
38 Killion LB
39 Wilson FB
40 H/lack DB
41 Todd LB
42 Sanders RB
43 Jefferson LB
45 Knowles DE
47 Rickett RB
50 Ford C
51 Grant OT
52 lUlartin OG
53 Foster LB
54 Kothmann OL
55 Gentry C
56 Kveton C
57 Stuart OG
58 Gates LB
59 Rice NG
60 Garrett OG
61 Harpold LB
62 Chnston DT
63 Adams DT
64 Harris OG
65 Teakell OG
66 Hill NG
67 Sam OG
68 Percer DE
69 Scire OT
70 Taylor OG
71 Wallace OT
72 Philips DT
73 Bierstedt I^G
74 Wagner OT
75 R Williams DT
76 Smith DT
77 Darner OT
78 Spicer OT
79 Mitchell OG
80 Collins DE
81 Whitfield TE
82 HilcKinney SE
83 Hubble TE
84 Lowe TE
85 Askew SE
86 Runnels SE
87 B Williams WB
88 Rub DE
89 Firestone WB
90 Henke TE
91 Gray LB
92 Piper DT
93 Barry DE
94 Plerson DT
95 Rios DT
96 Sequin DE
97 Woods OT
98 Coontz DE
99 Hille DE

Owls
NO NAME. Hometown POS HGT WGT AGE CL
63 ADAMS, TOM DT 6-2 271 21 Sr.
El Paso. Eastwood
9 ARBUCKLE, ANTOINE CB 6-2 1 63 20 So.
Dallas, Carter
85 ASKEW, RICKEY SE 6-5 203 1
8
Fr.
Euless. Trinity
93 BARRY, DENNIS DE 6-4 202 22 Sr.
Sealy'
20 BECK, NATHAN CB 6-0 1 80 1
9
So.
Denison
73 BIERSTEDT. BRAD NG 6-3 240 19 So.
Lockhart
34 BLASHKE, BERNIE FS 6-2 185 20 So.
Euless. Trinity
1 BUTLER, GARY CB 6-1 1 81 19 Fr.
Midland
58 CATES, TROY LB 6-0 201 1 Fr.
Bedford-Heltom
35 CHAFIN, STEVE FB 5-10 220 23 Sr.
Sinton
62 CHRISTON, RICK DT 6-2 227 18 Fr.
Richardson. Pearce
8 CLEMENTS, SCOTT QB 6-0 190 1 So.
Galveston. Ball
80 COLLINS, MIKE DE 6-2 209 20 Jr.
Pasadena. Dobie
98 COONTZ DON DE 6-2 206 20 Jr.
Ft Wortti. Wyatt
77 DAMER DAVID OT 6-4 266 1 So.
Garland. North Garland
25 DARR, DAVID DB 5-1
1
185 22 Sr.
San Antonio, Churchill
5 DOWNS, MIKE FS 6-3 1 97 21 Sr.
Dallas. South Oak Cliff
22 ENGLAND, DAVID DB 5-11 1 92 21 Sr.
Houston. Madison
33 FANCE, CALVIN FB 6-1 202 21 Sr.
Houston. Forest Brook
89 FIRESTONE, MIKE WB 5-10 165 21 Sr.
Pasadena. Rayburn
50 FORD, KELLY c 6-1 230 1 Fr.
Ft Worth. Eastern Hills
2 FORTUNE, HOSEA SE 6-0 1 75 21 Jr.
Los Angeles. Ca . Bev Hills
53 FOSTER, DAN
Irving
LB 6-0 208 20 So.
60 GARRETT. SKIP OG 6-0 251 22 Sr.
Clovis. N M
55 GENTRY, EDDIE c 6-5 224 1 So.
Richardson. Pearce
51 GRANT, DARRYL OT 6-1 252 20 Sr.
San Arifonio. Highlands
91 GRAY RICHARD LB 6-3 219 20 Jr.
Woodland Hills. Ca
26 HAMILTON, ANTHONY RB 6-0 1 92 1 Fr.
Ft Worth. Paschal
61 HARPOLD, WAYNE LB 5-10 216 19 So.
Houston. Stratford
64 HARRIS, ARCHIE OG 6-3 282 18 Fr.
Pilot Point
90 HENKE, JOEY TE 6-4 224 19 So.
Hallettsville, Sacred Heart
15 HERTEL, RANDY QB 6-1 186 21 Sr.
Hacienda Hts
.
Ca
.
Los Altos
66 HILL, BRYAN NG 6-2 244 20 Jr.
Arlington. Lamar
99 HILLE. TOM DE 6-1 210 1 Fr.
Richardson. Pearce
1
2
HOFFMANN RORFRT OB 6-2 206 21
San Marcos
83 HI IRRI P RDRFRT 1 ^ DO C.OO 9PC.C. Ir
Kerrville. Tivy
43 IFFFFRc;nN 1 AMOMTo r^ r^ itov-'i N , i_/AiViV_^iN i 1 R D U C.\J 1 Crot
.
San Antonio. Jay
5 JOHNSON CEDFRICK RB 6-1 1 80 21 Jr.
Aldine. Eisenhower
17 JOHNSON DOUG QB 6-3 207 1 Fr.
Pasadena. Dobie
23 JOHNSON FREDDY DB 5-9 1 78 22 Sr.
Garland
38 KILLION KENT1 \ 1 ^ ^1 \^ ' • 1 1 \ L_ 1 'I 1 LB 6-0 1 84 21 Sr.
Houston. Memorial
45 KNDWI F'^ Wll 1 lAMr\) V V O , V V 1 AA IVI nF R-
1
D 1 1 JO 9n CrOi .
San Antonio. South San
54 KOTHMANN, KOTY OL 6-3 233 21 Jr.
Friona
56 KVETON, KEITH 6-2 252 21 Sr.
Pasadena. Dobie
84 LOWE, TERRY TE 6-4 212 18 Fr.
Cameron
NO NAME. Hometown POS HOT WGT AGE CL
40 MACK, OTIS
Rockdale
DB 6-0 182 22 Sr.
52 MARTIN DONNY
Port Isabel
OG 6-3 264 1
9
So
24 MAYFIELD LARRYIVIri 1 1 1 l_> , _/^ 1 11 1 1
Euless, Trinity
FB 5-10 181 18 Fr.
27 McCOY, JOHNNY
Garland
WR 5-9 1 54 18 Jr.
82 McKINNEY, STAN
Seguin
SE 6-3 1 85 18 Fr
21 MEEKS, WELDON
Ft Worth, Wyatt
RB 5-1
1
1 76 20 So
79 MITCHELL, OSBY
Houston. Yates
OG 6-5 246 20 Jr.
16 MONEY PHILIPIV 1 \^ 1 V ^ 1 , 1 1 1 1 ^1 1
Edinburg
OB 6-2 208 1
8
Fr.
3 MOUTON, DARRELL
Beaumont. South Park
WB 5-10 168 22 Sr.
32 NFLLUMS WAYNEARD
Tyler, John Tyler
SS 5-9 1 82 1 Jr.
30 PALMER MARK1 /^l_iVll_l 1, IVI/^I ll\
Redondo Beach, Ca
SS 5-1 206 21 Jr.
31 PATTERSON, BRIAN
Ft Worth. Paschal
DB 5-10 169 18 Fr.
10 PEOPLES, RONNIE
Sulphur. La
QB 6-2 197 20 So
68 PERCER, DAVID
Memphis. Tn
DE 6-2 220 18 Fr.
72 PHILIPS, BRYAN
San Antonio, Churchill
DT 6-4 223 21 Sr.
94 PIERSON CLENZIE
San Antonio, Southside
DT 6-7 232 20 So
92 PIPER JAMES1 II i_ 1 1 , \j 1 VI L-
w
Dallas. Roosevelt
DT 6-2 220 1 Fr.
13 RAINEY, ROY
Little Rock. Ark
.
Robinson
PK 5-9 167 19 So
59 RICE KYLE
Houston. C E King
NG 6-2 253 20 Jr.
47 RICKETT, ROD
Beaumont. Heberl
RB 6-1 205 20 Jr.
1
9
RIGGS REGINALD
Dallas. Roosevelt
WB 5-10 160 20 So
95 RIOS, JOEL
McAllen
DT 6-2 235 1 Fr.
88 RUB WILL DE 6-4 229 22 Sr.
Houston. Spring Branch
86 RUNNELS ALVIN
Dallas. Pinkston
SE 6-
1
1 78 1 So
67 SAM, KENNETH
Beaumont. French
OG 6-1 259 20 Jr.
42 SANDERS, TIM
Ft Worth.' Heltom
RB 5-8 208 20 So
69 SCIRE, PAUL
Howell. N J
OT 6-6 280 21 Jr.
96 SEGUIN MARC
Dallas. Jefferson
DE 6-4 232 21 Jr.
1
4
5I-IQPP/^ CHRIS
Euless. Trinity
QB 6-1 1 84 20 So
76 SMITH, KYLE
Houston. Kinkaid
DT 6-4 242 1 So
78 SPICER, STEVE
New Braunfels
OT 6-3 233 21 Jr.
57 STUART, MARK
Arlington. Lamar
OG 6-2 240 19 So
70 TAYLOR, CHUCK
Seguin
OG 5-9 255 1 Fr.
65 TEAKELL RANDY
Odessa. Permian
OG 6-2 230 21 Sr.
4 THOMAS, RICKEY
Beaumont. South Park
DB 6-0 1 74 21 Sr.
41 TODD, EVERETT
Sweetwater
LB 6-2 215 20 So
1
1
TOILOLO JERICHO
Carson. Ca
.
Paramount
QB 5-1
1
1 84 1 So
74 WAGNER, BRETT
Euless. Trinity
OT 6-4 232 19 So
71 WALLACE NEWELL
Arlington. Arlington
OT 6-3 262 21 Sr.
1 8 WALLS O'KEEFE SE 5-9 1 80 1 Fr.
Garland. South Garland
7 WALTERS DALE
Grand Prairie
PK 6-0 1 89 1 So
81 \/\/|_||Jp|CI Al* V 1 1 1 1 1 1 1_ i_Ly
f
r \ i_
Dallas. Jefferson
JE 6-0 1 99 20 Jr.
87 WILLIAMS BOBBY
Houston. Northbrook
WB 5-1 1 78 22 Sr.
75 WILLIAMS, RODNEY
Dallas, Kimball
DT 6-3 232 21 Jr.
28 WILLIAMSON ROBERT
Waco, University
LB 6-1 224 23 Sr.
39 WILSON, FRANK
Austin, Johnston
FB 6-2 226 22 Sr.
97 WOODS, KEVIN OT 6-0 260 18 Fr.
Plainview
^ copyright 1978 Custom Specialty Company
The perfect
Christmas gift for the
Clemson fan.
DOOM '
This stunning 18" x 24" print by
Polly Furr of Charlotte, N. C. is a
magnificent tribute to the Clemson
spirit of pride and strength.
A renowned Southern artist, Ms.
Furr has focused her many talents
on creating what has become a col-
lectors item.
Suitable for framing in any stan-
dard 18" X 24" or custom frame,
the visual impact of "DOOM" is
unparalleled. The rich, vibrant col-
ors will enhance the decor of any
room in your home or office.
Distribution will be limited to a
total of 500 prints per year and or-
ders will be accepted only during
the months of September through
December.
Order your print of "DOOM"
today and order an extra copy to
give as a memorable gift to the most
deserving Clemson fan you know.
Only $12.95.
Bank Card
Telephone Orders
Accepted
p. O. BOX 1 1
1
LA FRANCE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29656
TELEPHONE 803/646-9304
State
.
Zip-
Please send me copy(ies) of "DOOM" @ $12.95 each. Price includes
postage and handling. South Carolina and North Carolina residents add 4%
(520) sales tax. (COD orders require $5.00 deposit. Balance, postage, and
COD charges due on delivery.) Order now for Christmas.
Total Amount of order $
Number_
VISA'
Number.
Exp. Date_
Signature _
Now more than ever
you neejd a car
you can live with.
The next time you buy a new
car, buy wisely.
Because if you're like most
people, you'll probably be holding
on to it for quite a while.
Don't just go for high EPA
mileage ratings. Get a car that'll
please you in many ways.
Chevy Malibu, for example,
has a [20] EPA estimated MPG and
a highway estimate of 26.*
Yet in spite of those substantial
numbers, Malibu has room for up
to six people. It is truly a family-
size car with a family-size trunk.
We think you'll find Malibu a
delight to look at and drive. Not
just now, but years from now.
Chevy Malibu, for 1980.
It's the kind of a car a whole lot
of people want and need today.
See your Chevy dealer about
buying or leasing your new Malibu
soon.
*Remember: Compare the
"estimated MPG" to that of other
cars. You may get different
mileage, depending on how fast
you drive, weather conditions,
and trip length. Actual highway
mileage will probably be less than
the highway estimate. Estimates
lower in California. Malibu is
equipped with GM-built engines
produced by various divisions.
See your dealer for details.
Chevy Malibu Chevrolet
(0
i
o
4)
4)
RAY ALBORN AUGIE ERFURTH
Head Football Coach Athletic Director
Dennis Barry
93 Sr.
Bobby Williamson after TD catch
Rice-Arkansas 1979
Bernie Blashke
34 So.
Scott Clements
8 So.
David Darr
25 Sr.
Mike Downs
5 Sr.
David England
22 Sr.
Calvin Fance
33 Sr.
58
Mike Firestone
89 Sr.
Hosea Fortune
2 Jr.
Dan Foster
53 So.
Wayne Harpold
61 So.
Randy Hertel
15 Sr.
Bryan Hill
66 Jr.
Otis Mack
40 Sr.
Kyle Rice
59 Jr.
Robert Hoffmann
12 Jr.
Robert Hubble
83 Jr.
Lament Jefferson
43 Sr.
Freddy Johnson
23 Sr.
William Knowles
45 Sr.
Rice University Weldon Meeks
21 So.
Will Rub
88 Sr.
Kenneth Sam
67 Jr.
Tim Sanders
42 So.
Marc Seguin
96 Jr.
Steve Spicer
78 Jr.
Rickey Thomas
4 Sr.
Dale Walters
7 So.
Al Whitfield
81 Jr.
Rodney Williams Robert Williamson
75 Jr. 28 Sr.
Frank Wilson
39 Sr.
59
2&Mr. Knickerbocker
The World's Largest
Supplier of Clemson Souvenirs
104 College Avenue, Clemson
Telephone 803-654-4203
Haywood Mall, Haywood Road, Greenville
Telephone 803-297-3290
Mail Orders Welcome — Write or Call For Free Brochure
by Kim Kelly
Today, the 210-member Clemson University
Marching Band kicks-off the 1980 football season
on a patriotic note. Under the direction of Dr. Bruce
Cook the band will perfornn several American favor-
ites at halftime.
Dr. Cook will be assisted by newcomer Mark
Fischer. Fischer, who comes to Clemson from North
Central High School in Camden, SC, will assist
Cook in all aspects of the Band Department.
Student leaders of the 1980-81 band are Drum
Major Joe Ballard of Weaverville, NC; Asst. Drum
Major Allen Moore of Greenwood; Commander Bert
Krishock of Greenhurst, NY; Flag Co-captains Leigh
Ann Perrin of Athens, GA, and Florence Hadstate of
Ridgeville; and Feature Twirler Becky Dalton of
Asheville, NC.
The band will begin its pre-game show by playing
the traditional "Tiger Rag" and "Sock it to em." The
band will then form the word TIGERS. Dotting the "i"
for the first time in the 1980 season will be Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Bussey, the President of IPTAY, and
his wife. Bussey will then present the IPTAY Athlete
of the Year Award to wrestler Noel Loban, Clem-
son's first NCAA champion.
Next the Army ROTC will present the colors ac-
companied by a special Ceremony of Allegiance
composition. The National Anthem and the Alma
Mater will also be played with the latter accom-
panied by the chorus. In anticipation of the opening
kickoff the band will quicken the pace once again by
playing "Tiger Rag ' and "Sock it to 'em ' while form-
ing a tunnel for the players to run through, as they
charge down the hill, one of Clemson's greatest
football traditions.
Halftime entertainment features selections enti-
tled, Olympic Fanfare, American Salute, a percus-
sion feature, American Folk Spectacular and Con-
quest.
As the Conquest selection is being played, former
Clemson football coaches Joe Davis, Frank How-
ard, Bob Jones and Jess Neely will take to the field
where they will be honored.
Before leaving the field the band will play a tribute
to Rice University and then exit with "Tiger Rag.
"
Fly ItWith Pride
Dear Friend,
What a great year for
the Clemson Tigers!
And what better way
to celebrate than to fly
a 3' X 5' CLEMSON
Tiger Paw Flag!
A great gift for you,
your Tiger friends and
your Tiger business
acquaintances.
The flag is reinforced
and has strong metal
grommets for years of
proud wear.
The Tiger Paw is
screened in white on a
brilliant Clemson
orange field.
NEW!!
4^
PLEASE SEND ME: CLEMSON Tiger Paw Flag(s)
I have enclosed my check* or money order for $28.50 (plus $1.00
postage and handling plus $1.14 S.C. sales tax) for each flag.
PLEASE SEND ME: CLEMSON Tiger Paw Boat Flag(s)
NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY .STATE. .ZIP.
*Make Check Payable To
P. O. Box 3978
Greenville, S. C. 29608
TEL. (803) 242-5262
The CLEMSON Tiger Paw
Boat Flag!! Put some "PAW
POWER" on your boat, car,
trailer or wherever you want
to let people know that the
tiger is near. Designed with
metal grommets, the 12" x
18" boat flag is perfect for
aluminum light staffs, trailer
ladders or car antennas.
Don't Paws. Order Today.
To order your CLEMSON Tiger
Paw Boat Flag, send your check
or money order for $8.30
(plus $.37 postage and
handling plus $.33 S.C. sales
tax) for each flag.
PORSCHE+AUDI
WEAREOUROhiyCOMPETITION.
PORSCHE+AUDI
NOTHING EVEN COMES CLOSE
LEROY CANNON Porsche • Audi Subaru • Alta-Romeo
Grove Road at White Horse • Greenville, S. C. 29605 • 803 / 269-5000
Frank Orgel
by David McGrew
In the off-season, Frank Orgel
and Nelson Stokely were named
as new assistant coaches at
Clemson by Head Coach Danny
Ford. The new members of the
Clemson staff are on opposite
sides of the line of scrimmage, but
both of them are responsible for
key positions in the Clemson foot-
ball scheme. Orgel will be in
charge of the defensive line, an
area that has been a big reason
Clemson has enjoyed great suc-
cess in recent years. Stokely will
be in charge of coaching the key to
any offense, the quarterbacks.
Each coach is optimistic about
the coming season and anxious to
teach the Tigers their football
philosophies.
"I want to have 1 1 very aggres-
sive players that will do anything
to get the job done," said Orgel
about the brand of football he
teaches. "In any close game,
there are going to be three or four
plays that decide the outcome. No
one knows when those plays are
going to come. Therefore, every-
body has to be ready to lay it on
the line every play."
Orgel, a native of St. Louis, MO
and a 1961 graduate of Georgia
where he was a standout tight
end, obviously believes in hard
nosed football. He begins instilling
this attitude in his players the mo-
ment they step foot on the practice
field.
"I start from the beginning by
teaching the players how to de-
liver a solid tackle and to attack a
moving target. I want players that
are very disciplined and use good
technique. The purpose of playing
aggressive defense is to take
something out of the opposing of-
Nelson Stokely
fense, especially the running-
backs. The defense doesn't want
him to be as good a runningback
in the fourth quarter as he was in
the first quarter. I want the de-
fense to get stronger as the game
wears on."
Orgel has a track record of suc-
cess at his previous coaching
jobs. While at East Carolina, he
was the assistant head coach and
the defensive coordinator. The
eastern North Carolina school had
one of the strongest defenses in
the country over the past five
years in both scoring and rushing
defense. The Pirates never won
less than seven games in a year
while Orgel was there. Prior to that
job, he served as an assistant
coach at North Alabama and as
head coach and athletic director at
Warner Robins High School in
Georgia. His squads posted a
28-4-2 record during his stay
there.
As the new defensive lineman
coach, Orgel has some very tal-
ented players to coach this sea-
son.
"We're expecting Steve Dur-
ham to have an outstanding sea-
son. Charlie Bauman should have
his best year ever and there is no
telling how good Jeff Bryant can
be."
On the other side of the line of
scrimmage. Nelson Stokely will be
working with the quarterbacks.
'I'm interested in scoring more
points than the other team in a
60-minute game, and it doesn't
matter how the team does it as
long as the job gets done. "
That's a very straight forward
approach to football that Stokely
believes in. No matter what type of
offense Clemson runs, scoring
points is what matters.
"The defenses we will face this
season are designed to stop our
running game. Therefore, we are
going to do several different things
to put points on the board. The
Clemson offense will use more
motion than we have in the past,
put in new formations, and pass
more often. Probably the best
group of athletes we have are the
receivers. They are capable of
making the big plays for us, and it
is our quarterback's responsibility
to give them an opportunity to
make the big plays. "
Stokely, who was the quarter-
back at LSU from 1 965-67 and still
holds several records at the Baton
Rouge, LA school, faces a diffe-
rent personnel situation than
Frank Orgel.
'The three quarterbacks who
are fighting for playing time this
season have a lot of athletic abil-
ity, but none of them has had
much experience playing quarter-
back at Clemson. I've been drilling
them hard on the mechanics of the
position; running and passing the
football. If we get consistent play
from the quarterback position,
Clemson will have a good offense
this season."
Stokely joined the Clemson
staff after serving as the offensive
coordinator at Virginia Tech for
two years, and as the backfield
coach for the two previous years.
He was the offensive backfield
coach at LSU for three seasons in
the early 1970 s, and, in 1968-69,
he was the head freshman coach
at LSU.
Looking to the future, Stokely is
very high on the incoming fresh-
man quarterbacks.
"This might be the best group of
young quarterbacks Clemson has
ever had. There may not be a
Steve Fuller, but as a group they
have a lot of potential. Fortu-
nately, they are not in a position
where they have to play right
away, so we can bring them
along."
It is obvious from their com-
ments that getting the job done by
utilizing each player's potential to
the utmost is what these two
coaches strive for. Their past suc-
cesses in putting this to work on
the football field makes them two
more outstanding additions to the
Clemson coaching staff for the
1980 season.
O
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"A fully licensed, quality conscious builder
JAMES B. JONES, JR.
CONSTRUCTION CO., INC
102 WHITEHALL STREET
ABBEVILLE, S. C. 29620
803-459-5402
StrCin APARTMENT
The way to build today. COMMERCIAL
Authorized Builder INDUSTRIAL
Wilma Rudolph
to Keynote Conference
by Wally Bowen
Clemson has signed three-time Olympic gold
medalist Wiima Rudolph, sports commentator
Heywood Hale Broun and "Inside Sports" editor
John Walsh as keynote speakers for the University's
new "Conference on Sport and Society "
Jointly sponsored by the department of athletics
and College of Liberal Arts, the annual conference
will provide scholars, the public, and leading par-
ticipants and commentators in the world of sports
the opportunity to examine the role of sports in
America.
The 1981 conference, set for March 25-28, will
look at sport and society under the theme of "Sports
Studies: The State of the Art." The conference for-
mat, says conference director Joe Arbena, will be
two-fold: day sessions for discussion among schol-
ars of sports studies; evening sessions for ad-
dresses by sports personalities.
John Walsh will open the conference with a
March 25 evening address. Walsh joined News-
week, Inc., publisher of "Inside Sports," in January
1 979, and has been responsible for developing
Newsweek's first venture into sports magazine pub-
lishing.
Before joining Newsweek he was a San Francis-
co-based free-lance writer and editor and served
as consultant to "womenSports" and "Nuestro"
magazines. He has also been managing editor of
"Railing Stone" magazine and in 1 976 served as
story editor for a public television documentary on
the Super Bowl.
Broun, a CBS News journalist for 1 2 years, will
speak at the March 26 evening session. His latest
publication is "Tumultuous Merriment," a book
based on his reminiscences as a sports journalist in
the United States and around the world.
Rudolph will make the conference's last public
address at the March 27 evening session. The
Clarksville, Tenn., resident won three gold medals
at the 1960 Rome Olympics in the 100- and 200-
meter dashes and in the 400-meter relay, which she
anchored. Rudolph was named U, S. Amateur
Athlete of the Year in 1962.
Arbena also announced the line-up of five sports
scholars who will be looking at the conference
theme in detail by reading and commenting on po-
sition papers during daytime sessions. The schol-
ars are:
''John F. Rooney, Jr., professor of geography at
Oklahoma State University and author of "A Geog-
raphy of American Sport" and a recently published
book on college recruiting.
*Allen Guttman, professor of history at Amherst
College (Mass.) and author of "From Ritual to Rec-
ord," an interpretive history of sport in modern in-
dustrial societies.
*Paul Weiss, professor of philosophy at Catholic
University and author of "Sport: A Philosophic In-
quiry."
'Jeffrey H. Goldstein, professor of psychology at
Temple University and editor and contributor to
"Sports Game and Play: Social and Psychological
Viewpoints."
*Guenther Lueschen, professor of sociology at
the University of Illinois at Urbana and author of
numerous articles in European sports literature.
Also invited as commentators on the five position
papers are University of South Carolina historian
Richard Mandell, a specialist on the Olympic
Games, and Dewey Selmon, a standout linebacker
for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. One of the famed
Selmon brothers who played at the University of
Oklahoma, Dewey is a candidate for the Ph.D. in
philosophy at his alma mater.
The best
gets
better
^
HONDA
CB750F
Unanimously voted best in
class by every major motorcy-
cle magazine in 1979, the
Honda CB750F has been Im-
proved for 1980! Changes in-
clude a more rigid frame, needle
bearing swingarm pivot,
30-way adjustable shocks,
and ComStarTM wheels. And
more.
Free as a breeze
HONDA C70
The fun alternative
to gas-guzzling
automobiles.
Step-thru
frame, push-
button starter,
3-speed trans-
mission vk^ith
automatic clutch
make it the
ideal choice for
first-time riders.
Grady Miller's Honda
2019 Wade Hampton Boulevard
Greenville, S. C.
244-6632
THE HIGHEST ENERGY BILL
OWNERS OF THIS 1,804 SO. FT. HOME
PAID ALL
LAST YEAR
WAS $33.61
IN JANUARY
THANKS TO
A SUNPAL WATERHEATING FIREPLACE.
Developed by a Mechanical Engineering graduate
of Clemson University, the patented SunPal Water-
heating Fireplace can be installed in several ways to
save money on energy, in spite of rising costs.
Teamed with solar heat in the home above, it held
power cost, in a month with 21 rainy days, to less
than $34, including lights, appliances and hot water.
But you don't have to go solar to enjoy the beauty,
comfort and savings of a SunPal Fireplace. It can
be used with other central heating systems in many
present homes, in a room added to your home, or
with water lines installed in new slab construction.
Use the coupon below to get more information.
Not only on the way SunPal worked in the home
shown here, but the way it can work for you.
Shown ut left, foil insulation A,
tiberglas insulation B, water
inlet C, and part of the 40 sq. ft.
water pipe surface D that, with
a 1,000 gal. heat storage tank,
warms room air for up to 48 hrs.
SUN INDUSTRIES
81 Plaza, Powdersville • Phone 803/295-061
4
SunPal Waterheating Fireplaces • Solar Waterheating Co.
Sun and Fire Shoppe
Please send more information about SUNPAL.
Name
Address.
City State Zip-
Mail coupon to:
SUNPAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
ROUTE 3
PIEDMONT, S. C. 29673
Greensboro Daily News
Friday, October 26, 1956
BUSSEY LEADS CLEMSON VICTORY
OVER SOUTH CAROLINA BY 7-0
Quarterback Scores TD, Then Halts Late Threat
Big Thursday, October 25,
1956, was a big day for Clemson
Tiger quarterback Charlie Bus-
sey. The senior team captain from
Henderson, N. C. led the un-
beaten, once-tied Tigers into the
annual State Fair game against
the Gamecocks in Columbia.
Bussey, playing with a sore pass-
ing arm, capped the Tiger's only
scoring drive with his one-yard
touchdown plunge. Later, when
the Gamecocks threatened in the
fourth quarter, it was Bussey who
recovered a USC fumble in the
Clemson end zone to clinch the
victory.
An AII-ACC quarterback and an
academic Ail-American, Bussey
and the Tigers went on to the 1 957
Orange Bowl.
These days, Charlie Bussey is
leading a different Clemson team.
Now the president of Laurens
Glass Company, Bussey was
elected president of IPTAY,
Clemson's athletic scholarship
fund raising club, in June. Accord-
ing to Bussey, heading IPTAY is
not unlike quarterbacking a foot-
ball team or managing a business.
"There is a very close analogy.
In quarterbacking a football team
or competing in business you real-
ize you are one of a great number
of people whose efforts are di-
rected together, and that's the
secret word, together, at complet-
ing a job — whether its scoring
touchdowns or making a profit.
The secret of IPTAY is the team
effort of the numerous players,
and there are some 15,000 of us,
directed at doing a job — raising
money for Clemson athletics. "
"We're fortunate to have a
strong organization to support this
effort. Joe Turner and his IPTAY
staff along with Athletic Director
Bill McLellan and his staff afford
the full-time leadership so neces-
sary for success," says Bussey.
Succeeding Reeves Gressette
as IPTA^ h^ad, Bussey is faced
with improving a fund raising pro-
gram that is already number-one
among collegiate scholarship
clubs. Under Gressette's leader-
ship, IPTAY's membership rolls
increased from 11,404 to more
than 15,000 and total contribu-
tions grew from $1 ,700,000 annu-
ally to a record $2,700,000 in
IPTAY '80.
"You don't ever think that you're
at a position you can't improve,
"
says Bussey. "IPTAY cannot
allow itself to be status quo con-
scious, we've got to grow. Each
year we're raising our goals and
as long as we raise those goals
and surpass them, as we've done
in the past, we can continue to
achieve financial success.
"
Even in the light of IPTAY's
success under Gressette's lead-
ership, Bussey sees very real
challenges ahead, challenges
similar to those faced by business.
"The business environment really
affects IPTAY in that IPTAY's live-
lihood is contributions from its
members and the ability of its
members to give of their time and
efforts to make IPTAY a going
concern. As the business envi-
ronment is healthy, you can ex-
pect scholarship fund raising ac-
tivities to also be healthy, " says
Bussey. "But, to grow in an envi-
ronment of double digit inflation
will take real effort and harder
work than we've ever done be-
fore.
"
Much of this greater effort will
fall to the more than 500 IPTAY
Representatives covering the two
Carolinas and Georgia. The
IPTAY Representatives, accord-
ing to Bussey, "are the ones who
get the job done."
Bussey is quick to point out that
despite the emphasis IPTAY
places on fund raising, "money is
not the only important thing to IP-
TAY. We tell the Clemson story."
And, according to Bussey,
there's a lot to tell. " Clemson is
doing an outstanding job bringing
in industrialists, businessmen and
scholars from all over the country
and the world to conduct sympo-
siums and seminars. When peo-
ple discover the many areas of
Clemson's excellence they are
anxious to become involved with
the University.
"
Bussey sees involvement as
one of the keys to IPTAY's suc-
cess. " The success of IPTAY is
directly related to the loyalty of
alumni and friends of Clemson.
Our athletic programs have been
successful over the years, and
people recognize Clemson as
being an outstanding university in
areas other than athletics. When
you get this gel of academic and
athletic excellence and then you
have an organization that com-
bines the efforts of outstanding
people, I think its natural that your
fund raising organization will be a
successful one.
" Successful athletics, fund rais-
ing and businesses share several
key elements — dedicated
people, a good organization and
outstanding leadership. IPTAY, in
my opinion, has been blessed with
all three.
'"If we can continue to have the
athletic prominence that we have
enjoyed in recent years, I think
IPTAY is assured of continuing to
be Number One. "
With the dedication of IPTAY
volunteers and the leadership of
Charlie Bussey, the IPTAY team
may go all the way.
— by Kelly Durham
>
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Charlie Bussey
IPTAY President
Director, At-Large
Dr. J. H. TImmerman
IPTAY Vice-President
Director, District III
Bill M. Reaves
IPTAY Secretary-Treasurer
Director, District IV
IPTAY PAST PRESIDENTS:-
T. C. Atkinson, Jr., Director
W. G. DesChamps, Jr., Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
F. Reeves Gressett, Jr., Director
Lewis F. Holmes, Director
Frank Howard, Director
F. E. Hughes, Director
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr., Director
Representatives:
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Jim Patlerson
Director. District I
IPTAY ORGANIZATION
Jim Patterson. Director -
P O Box 589
Clemson, S C 29631
- DISTRICT 1
District I
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Ptiilip H Rosenberg, Chairman
William H Baxley, III
V Wendel Boggs
Charles B. Murphy
M Earle Williamson
ANDERSON COUNTY
S T King, Chairman
Melvin E Barnette
Victor G Chapman, Sr
B K Chreitzberg
R Carol Cool<
Calhoun Lemon, Director
George G. Poole, Jr.
Chris Suber, Director
W H. Taylor, Director
Marshall Walker, Director
Bill McLellan, Athletic Director
Joseph J. Turner, Jr., IPTAY
Executive Secretary
Joe B Davenport •
George M Ducworth
J. Tom Forrester, Jr
Dr James Hentz
Robert Lee Hill
Ralph F King. Jr.
James F Little
Harry Major
Mr Randall W McClain •
Bill McLellan
P. C. Osteen. Jr
Robert G. Sharpe
Chns Suber
Dr. C. Patrick Killen
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Robert L McCord. Chairman '
Dr. F E Abell, Jr
Nick P Anagnost •
Lewis Bagwell •
Wayne Bell •
John L. Bracknell
William E Burnett •
Johnson Craig
Robert M Erwin. Jr
W. K Fooshe •
Nevit Y Johnson
W M Self
Mccormick county
T. C- Faulkner. Jr , Chairman «
Dr John P Howard
OCONEE COUNTY
Joe L Harris, Chairman
Ronald Paul Barnette
W C Harper. Jr
J. H McJunkin
Garry C Phillips
W T Yarborough
PICKENS COUNTY
Charles E Dalton, Chairman
Dr Bill L Atchley
William J Barnett
Edith Batson •
T. James Bell, Jr . M D
Francis A Etosdell •
Robert C Bradley
Phillip H Burnett •
J Ed Burrell
Jerry R Byrd •
Walter T Cox
Dr Robert C Edwards
Charles Ellenburg, Jr
Danny Ford
Gaston Gage, Jr •
Roddey E Gettys, III •
M. Riggs Goodman
Robert M Guerreri
Bob Harmon
Coach Frank J Howard
Floyd M Hunt
Capt Frank J Jervey •
Tom C Lynch. Jr
James V Patterson
William C Singleton •
R. R. Ritchie
Robert W Robinson, Jr
Gil Rushton •
Dr B J Skelton •
G. Neil Smith •
Joseph J Turner. Jr
K. N Vickery
Joseph A West •
Eugene P Willimon
C Evans Putman
Director, District II
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT II
C Evans Putman, Director — District II
15 Quail Hill Drive
Greenville, S C 29607
CHEROKEE COUNTY
John M Hamrick, Jr , Chairman
Dr W Ronald Barrett •
R S Campbell, Jr
Gary E Clary •
Joe Baxter Clary
Wylie Hamrick
E Raymond Parker
Sanders Bros , Inc
GREENVILLE COUNTY
K M Walson, Chairman •
Bill & Marian Barbary
Randall Bell
Walter G Brackin. Jr •
Joseph Bailey Bright •
Miles E Bruce
Charles A Bryan. Jr
Walter B Crawford •
Gordon S Davis
William Lem Dillard •
Henry EIrod
Calvin H Garrett
Clark Gaston. Jr •
Joe D Gibson •
Joel W Gray. Ill
Charles D Hunt
Roy F Hunt, Jr
Richard H Ivesler •
Dr Wilhs A King, Jr.
Terry A Kingsmore •
Henry M Lee
Floyd S Long •
Terry L Long •
Seabrook L Marchant •
J G Miller, Jr
William J Neely, Jr •
Thomas K Morns
William H Orders
John F Palmer
I. N Patterson. Jr
George M Plyler
C Evans Putman •
Bobby W Ramsey
James Rochester Co., Inc.
John G Slattery
Jim League
E Richard Taylor, Jr
J Harold Townes, Jr . AIA
S. Gray Walsh
David H Wilkins
LAURENS COUNTY
J. R. Adair, Chairman
Charles W Bussey, Jr
T. Heath Copeland
Henry M Fans, Sr
Charles Jeter Glenn
Gray Hipp, Jr
Hugh Foster Morgan, Jr,
W B Owens
Ralph C Prater
Dr N C Wessinger
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
W- M Manning, Jr , Chairman •
T, R Adams. Jr
James G Bagnall, 111
Andy N Beiers
John L Brady, Sr
A B Bullington. Jr
William M Cooper •
John B Cornwell, Jr.
Jack Cribb
Kenneth Cribb
Custom Cleaners
John Easlerling, Jr
W Gerald Emory
Judge Bruce Foster
Harry H Gibson
Wilbur K Hammett
L. J (Bill) Hendrix. Jr •
Grover C Henry
Arthur W O Shields •
W A Hudson •
Marvin C Robinson
R L Stoddard
Wesley A Stoddard
Ted Wilson
UNION COUNTY
Harold E Blackwell. Chairman
H S Harris, Jr
B E Kirby. Jr
Thomas E Mack
Dr J H Timmerman
Director. District 111
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT III
Dr J H Timmerman Director — District I
1 513 Morninghill Dr
Columbia. S C 29210
AIKEN COUNTY
F A Townsend, Jr . Chairman
William R Alexander
O C Batchelor
Alan J Coleman
William J Coleman
Frank T Gibbs •
Elbert Hines Hamilton
Eugene H Kneece, Jr
John G Molony
Alan M Tewkesbury, III
Dr Charlie W Timmerman
James L Walpole
Carrol H Warner
Ben G Watson
H O Weeks, Sr
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
E O Dukes, Jr . Chairman
Joe F Anderson. Jr
J W Gilliam, Jr
Joe Ben Herlong
Henry M Herlong, Jr
Lewis F Holmes
Lewis F Holmes, 111 •
Thomas H Ryan
Herbert S Yarborough
LEXINGTON COUNTY
D H Caughman, Chairman •
Johnny L Cagle
R Hugh Caldwell
James Tracy Childers
William B Clinton. Jr
James A Compton
Earnest Jamerson Corley. Jr
H Ralph Corley. Sr
T A Henry
Warren Craig Jumper • <
V F Linder. Jr
John W McLure
William E (Gene) Rhymer, Jr
J. W Riser
J Tom Shell
Charles M Stuck
Woodrow H Taylor
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Earle J Bedenbaugh, Chairman
Walter B Cousins •
Louie C Derrick
L Glenn Fellers
Melvin L Longshore •
C. H. Ragsdale, III •
Terry C Shaver •
Joe H Simpson, Jr •
Clifford T Smitfi
C Gurnie Stuck •
David Waldrop Jr
RICHLAND COUNTY
James P l\/lcKeown, III. Cfiairman
George I & Nancy A Alley
Tom R Bailey
Jack W Brunson
William T Clawson III
Ralpfi E Cooper •
Albert G Coune, Jr •
James W Engram
Larry W Flynn
Fred J Gassaway
Jofin tVlelton Gaull, III
Don E Goligfitly •
William E Hair
Col George B Herndon •
Harry J Jofinson
Z K Kelly
C M Buddy Lewis
Jeffrey A O Cam
Robert A Richardson
Crawford E Sanders. Ill •
Davis O Smith •
John B Smith. Jr
Dr John H Timmerman •
Keith H Waters
E Ralph W Wessingei Sr
SALUDA COUNTY
Bernard L Black. Chairman •
Alfred B Coleman
James A Derrick •
Benjamin H Herlong
T C Wright
Kenneth Yarborough
IV
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT IV
Bill M Reaves, Director — District IV
515 Richardson Circle, E
Hartsville, S C 29550
CHESTER COUNTY
Curtis A Fennell, Chairman
Edward C Abell
F E Abell
Richard A Coleman
George R Fleming
Dr. Carl H Jones, III
W. E Lindsay •
Donald B IVIurray
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
James C Stone. Chairman
Rhett Butler
Cecil Wayne Comer
Al Hitchcock
John R Thomas
Dan L Tillman. Jr
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Dr Wm P Kennedy, Chairman
Hubert C Baker, D D S
J W Carter
IVIarion D Hawkins, Jr,
Dr G J Lawhon, Jr
William B McCown, III
Harry M (McDonald
Dr M B Nickles, Jr
Bill M Reaves •
John C Walker
Dennis Yarborough •
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Louis IvI Boulware
J K Coleman •
Ernest C Hughes
Forest E Hughes, Jr
Harold R Jones •
KERSHAW COUNTY
J F Watson, Chairman •
Kenneth W Carson, D D S
Tommie W James, Jr
G P Lachicotte
T F IvIcNamara, Jr
LANCASTER COUNTY
Garrett J l^obley. Chairman •
James A & Al Adams
John O Avinger
W P Clyburn
Dexter L Cook
Tony J Crenshaw
Marion D Lever, Jr
Joe H Lynn •
James Alton Mobley, Jr.
Henry G Simpson
Ronald Small
LEE COUNTY
Carroll Green DesChamps, II, Chairman •
W G DesChamps, Jr
Bethel C Durant
Don R McDaniel Sr
MARLBORO COUNTY
C E Calhoun, Chairman
l^ark Avent
Ray C Smith
F A Spencer
YORK COUNTY
Thomas Edwin Grimes, III, Chairman •
William R Adkins •
David E Angel •
James D Armour
8 L Campbell
Dr Roy W Campfield, Jr
O T Gulp •
F Buist Eaves, Jr
H S Gault
E, M George •
Jeffery T Haire
James W Hancock, Jr
A IVI Hand, Jr
William Frampton Harper •
Alfred Haselden •
W T Jenkins, Jr •
F D Johnson •
James H Owen, Jr •
J C Rhea, Jr •
Ben R Smith. Jr •
Marshall E Walker
J. Ryan White •
Director, District V
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT V
J Ryan White, Director — District V
P O Box 487
Walterboro, S C 29488
ALLENDALE COUNTY
Wiley D Crum
Bradley J O Neal
BAMBERG COUNTY
Claude McCain, Chairman
R, Herman Rice
Fred Schrimpf
BARNWELL COUNTY
H M Anderson
Howard G Dickinson, Jr
Grover C Kennedy, Jr
Calhoun Lemon
Norman M Smith, II
Jimmy L Tarrance
BERKELEY COUNTY
Dean Matthews
Lawrence C McMillan
W. H, Thornley •
BEAUFORT COUNTY
George J F Bullwinkel. Jr •
Henry C Chambers
Gibson Gibson
J Louis Grant
Bryan Loadholt
J. Harry Tarrance •
CALHOUN COUNTY
William H Bull •
Martin C Cheatham
Lawrence M Gressette. Jr
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Van Noy Thornhill. Chairman •
John Adams. Ill •
Archie E Baker
H L Dukes. Jr
Mr M Dreher Gaskin
William A Grant •
Miss Beverly Hafers
Mac R Harley
Gregory Alan Jones
William C Kennerty •
Samuel W McConnell
David M Murray, Jr.
Hans F Paul
Carl S Pulkinen
Paul Quattlebaum. Jr •
Walter A Renken. Jr
A. B Schirmer. Jr
Dr. J Robert Stout
COLLETON COUNTY
Jack W Carter, Sr •
William T Howell
Marion W Sams, Jr
James R White. Ill
J Ryan White, Jr. •
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Thomas W Bailey
H D Byrd
Gene W Dukes
Clifford Monroe Henley
Dexter Rickenbaker
E T (Tom) Salisbury
HAMPTON COUNTY
Dr Jerry Frank Crews. Jr
David B Gohagan
Winston A Lawton
William F Speights
JASPER COUNTY
Dale Ferguson, III
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
Wm B Bookhart, Jr
,
Chairman •
F Reeves Gressette Jr •
W C Higginbotham, Jr •
J M Russell, Jr
Jack G Vallentine •
Jack G Vallentine, III
James C Williams, Jr
Russell S Wolfe, II
W T Fort. Jr
Director District VI
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT VI
W T Fort. Jr
,
Director — District VI
26 Adams Street
Sumter, S C 29150
CLARENDON COUNTY
Theodore B Gardner, Chairman
Julius R Eadon. Jr
G H Furse. Jr
Lawrence I Gibbons
Dacosta Muckenluss. Jr
H B Rickenbaker
Horrace F Swilley
DILLON COUNTY
W G .Lynn. Chairman •
Charles F Carmichael •
Billy Daniel •
Robert Martin. Jr •
L B Hardaway. Jr •
Charles G Lucius. Jr •
Joseph L Powell •
Billy Gordon Rogers
FLORENCE COUNTY
Rufus M Brown. Chairman
Mrs Rufus M Brown
Marvin Cockfield •
Dr William L Coleman •
L M Coleman, Jr •
Frank A Douglass, Jr
Thomas D Birchmore
Clyde S Bryce, Jr,
L B, Finklea, Jr
Harold B Haynes
Ernest L Jones
L Chappell Jones
James W King
Stephen H Mudge •
John F Poole
Wilbur O Powers
Tom M Robertson
John G Rose
Allen P Wood, AIA
Edward L Young
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Joe Thomas Branyon ,lr
J C Cauthen, Jr •
Glenn A Cox •
Samuel M Harper
A H Lachicotte, Jr
Joe Young
HORRY COUNTY
R G Horton, Chairman •
James W Barnette, Jr •
F L Bradham •
Buddy Gore •
John P Pat Gore
Holcombe Motor Co •
Lewis S Horton •
S, F. Horton •
Thurmon W. McLamb
R S. Winfield •
MARION COUNTY
Troy Carroll Atkinson. III. Chairman •
T C Atkinson. Jr •
John H Holt
Robert G. Mace
Duncan C Mclnlyre
George G Poole. Jr
SUMTER COUNTY
Sen T O Bowen. Sr
John J Britton. Jr
E, M DuBose
W T Fort, Jr
Dr Wyman L Morris
R L Wilder, Jr •
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
John J Snow, Jr
,
Chairman
Dr W C Cottingham •
W H Cox
Fred P Guerry, Jr
James M Kennedy
Thomas O Morris, Jr •
NORTH CAROLINA
J H Abrams, Winston Salem
W W Allen, Gary
J Garner Bagnal, Statesville •
David Tilman Cline, Charlotte
Roland L Connelly, Greensboro
Eddie N Dalton, Asheville
John Duncan, Mooresville •
Col J L Edmonds, Greensboro
Pete Folsom, Hendersonville
James B Foster, Charlotte
Dr Joe B Godfrey, Forest City •
E Guy Hendrix, Kernersville •
George A Hutto, Jr , Gastonia
W. D Kirkpatrick, Winston Salem
Robert Cody Lenhardt, Charlotte
Robert E McClure, Laurinburg
Edgar L Miller, Jr
,
Charlotte
Tom R Morris, Jr
,
Hickory
W D Moss, Jr , Mooresville
Walter M Nash. III. Greensboro
Thomas G Roche. Jr , Matthews
Dr. C R Swearingen, Jr , Smithfield
Arthur E Thomas, Winston Salem
Dr T G Westmoreland, Shelby
William T Worth, Southern Pines
GEORGIA
Sonny Allgood, Toccoa
Roljert S Bonds. Douglasville
Jerry A Brannon. Tucker
Andrew P Calhoun. Savannah
John Dickerson. Toccoa
Douglas C Edwards, Atlanta
Thomas W Eiserhardt, Atlanta
Howard E Hord, Atlanta
Robert A King, Columbus
William C Lawson, Savannah
John L Murray, Jr
,
Augusta
Thomas E Peterson, Conyers
Edwin S Presnell, Augusta
A. U Priester, Jr
,
LaGrange
Mickey Earl Reeves, Lawrenceville
W, B Shedd, La Grange
Lawrence Starkey, Jr
,
Atlanta
Joseph Wm Turner, Jr
,
Albany
Dr. Eugene P Willimon. Jr , La Grange
Bobby J. Yarborough, Macon
OTHER STATES
Emerson E Andrishok. Warren. N J
George U Bennett. Nashville. Tenn
Carl F Bessent, Baltimore, Md.
T, C Breazeale. Jr
.
Knoxville, Tenn
Robert T Cathey, Houston, Tex
Robert P Corker. Signal Mountain, Tenn
Maj- Frank J Cox, Anniston, Ala
W B Croxton, Sao Paulo, Brazil
James C Furman, Franklin. Tenn
Walter L Garvin, Bristol, Tenn
Alvin Judson Hurt, Jr
,
Cincinnati, Ohio
F H, Inabnit, Jr
,
Jacksonville, Fla
Capt Ed Jackson, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Dave Moorhead, Arlington, Va
John Osteen, Germantown, Tenn
Phihp H Prince. New York City, N Y
J, V Roberts. Eufaula, Ala.
Ben K Sharp, Cleveland. Tenn
John C Sharpe, Germantown, Tenn.
Harry W Smith. Kingsport. Tenn •
Patrick K White. Cheraw. S C
Millie D Williams. Florence, Ala
William Lindsay Wylie, Bloomfield Hills, Mi
Leon R. Young, Winter Park. Fla
McAbee
Custom Carpet Serviee, Imc^
(formerly Certified Carpet Service, Inc.)
Call on Greenville^s Oldest
and Most Experienced Carpet Service
Carpet & tile sales
Industrial maintenance
Carpet installation
Binding & fringing area rugs
Carpet & upholstery cleaning
Jim McAbee & Staff
invite you to visit
their new showroom & workroom
Kings Rd. Industrial Park 277-0470
Off Old Mauldin Rd. 277-2519
During the fiscal year 1979-80, Clemson's IPTAY Gressette and his staff, along with the more than 500
Club experienced its finest year. For the sixteenth con- IPTAY Representatives, led the organization to a record
secutive year contributions exceeded those of the pre- setting year. The organization achieved one hundred
vious twelve month period. IPTAY President Reeves and fifty-six percent of its projected goal.
$2,000 IPTAY SCHOLARSHIP ZLTso '
Life Members and Honorary Life Members forest Products Inc
Statesville, NC
Mark S. Avent
Bennettsville, SC
Dr. B. R. Ewing
Anderson, SC
Dr. & Mrs. Charles F. Crews
Columbia, SC
Alonzo M. DeBruhl
Greer, SC
Bill Folk, Jr. Memorial
Greensboro, NC
Grant's Textiles. Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
Mrs. C. Guy Gunter
Greenville, SC
Mrs, C, Guy Gunter #2
Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Joe F. Hayes
Greenville. SC
Coach Frank J. Howard
Clemson, SC
B, C. Inabinet, Jr.
Hopkins, SC
Abney Mills
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Addis
Greenville, SC
George & Nancy Alley
Columbia, SC
A, D. Amick Memorial
Batesburg, SC
T. C. Atkinson, III & Friend
Marion, SC
T. L. Ayers, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Bob Baker
Anderson, SC
Y. C. Ballenger Electrical Contr.
Spartanburg, SC
Bankers Trust of SC
Greenwood, SC
Clarence B. Bauknight
Greenville, SC
Jack M. Blasius
Spartanburg, SC
James H. Boulware
Anderson, SC
Bradley-Horton-Kolb
Florence, SC
Mrs. Donna Merck Jones
Norfolk, VA
Mr. & Mrs. W. A. Lawton
Estill. SC
William H. Mathis
Atlanta, GA
C. Heyward Morgan
Greenville, SC
Piedmont Paper Co., Inc.
Asheville, NC
Billy Powers
Florence, SC
Carolina Eastern Inc.
Charleston, SC
Clover Knits Inc.
Clover, SC
Ralph E. Cooper
Columbia, SC
R. W. Dalton
Greenville, SC
Billy Daniel
Dillon, SC
Daniel Construction Co.
Attn: Mr. Currie B. Spivey, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Martha & Fletcher Derrick
Charleston, SC
SC State Fair
Columbia, SC
Arch Fowler
Columbia, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Neil S. Granger
Greenville, SC
John E. Hamilton
Jacksonville, FL
J. Benson Harrison
Taylors, SC
L. J. (Bill) Hendrix, Jr.
Spartanburg. SC
Imperial Die Casting Corp.
Pickens, SC
Mr. & Mrs. V. F. Linder, Jr.
Irmo, SC
C. B. Martin
Greenville, SC
James P. McKeown, III
Columbia, SC
Ellison S. McKissick, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr.
Columbia, SC
MGR Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
Morgan Investments Inc.
Greenville, SC
Thomas 0. Morris, Jr.
Hemingway Pharmacy
Hemingway, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen H. Mudge
Lake City. SC
John L. Murray, Jr.
Augusta, GA
Dr. M. B. Nickles, Jr.
Hartsville, SC
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Florence, SC
Palmetto Spinning Corp,
Laurens, SC
Peeler Jersey Farms, Inc.
Gaffney, SC
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. George G. Poole, Jr.
Mullins, SC
Superior Synthetic Fibers Inc,
Charlotte, NC
John D. Tice
Dalton, GA
Mr. & Mrs. Allen K. Trobaugh
Midland, TX
Billy G. Watson
Spartanburg, SC
Western Beverage Co.
Taylors, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Charles R. Wood
Highlands, NC
J. F. Wyman, Jr.
Estill, SC
In Memory of Jack R. Miller Jeffrey Manufacturing Division H. B. Risher
By Philip & Celeste Prince Greenville, SC Spartanburg, SC
New York, NY
Capt. Frank J. Jervey Dick Hendley-Sanitation Inc
Mrs. Lena A. Sloan Clemson, SC Greenville, SC
Clemson, SC
Dr. William P. Kay, Jr. Davis 0. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Smith Belton, SC Columbia, SC
Anderson, SC
Socar IncorporatedClarence Koester-ARA Services
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene P. Willimon Inc. Florence, SC
Clemson, SC Atlanta, GA
Southern Distributors of
A. H. Lachicotte, Jr. Spartanburg, Inc.
R, L, Bryan Co.
Pawleys Island, SC Spartanburg, SC
Columbia, SC Leasing Associates Southern Bank & Trust Co.
J. Ed Burrell
Anderson, SC Greenville, SC
Easley, SC Calhoun Lemon Bill Starnes
In Memory of Ralph M.& Herbert
Barnwell, SC Perry, SC
Cannon By Alan Y. Cannon Mrs. E. Oswald Lightsey James B. Stephens
Anderson, SC Hampton, SC Greenville, SC
Walnut Grove Auction Sales, Inc. 'In Memory of Elbert L. Bailes" Joseph D. Swann
Roebuck, SC West Union. SC Gainesville, GA
Save for your sunset years...
With the right kind of savings
program you can have
money for all those things
you dream of having
someday.
"Someday" can be soon,
when you save with us!
OCONEE
SAVINGS & LOAN
ASSOCIATION
WALHALLA
638-3658 882-2765
204 WEST N BROAD 115 EAST N. 2ND
WESTMINSTER
647-2051
fll W. WINDSOR
HUNGXir?
A student I.D, will get you
special discounts on Mondays
at your local Hungry Bull
Steak House.
We're giving you a break on
price so you can eat some-
thing nice before the party.
So call time out . . .for Steak!
HUNORTBULL
FAHILT STEAK HODSE
^RING THIS AD IN FOR A $1.00 OFF ON YOUR FAVORITE DINNER AT YOUR CLEMSON HUNGRY BULLy
$1,000 TIGER SCHOLARSHIP
Life Members
R, W. Bond Clemson IPTAY
Scholarship Endowment
Greenville, SC
R, A. Bowen Memorial IPTAY
Scholarship
Macon, GA
ABBEVILLE
William H. Baxley, III. DMD
Abbeville, SC
Mr, & Mrs, Wm, C DuPre
Abbeville, SC
Mr, & Mrs James B, Jones. Jr
Abbeville, SC
Mr, & Mrs. T C Milford
Abbeville, SC
Rosenberg-Barber-Nelson
Abbeville, SC
Don Southard, Jr,
Abbeville, SC
AIKEN
"A Tiger"
Aiken, SC
F. A, Townsend &
F, A. Townsend, Jr.
Aiken, SC
Robert H, Bell, Jr.
Graniteville, SC
Dick Day
North Augusta, SC
Frank T, Gibbs
North Augusta. SC
John T. Gibbs. Jr.
North Augusta. SC
Harry L. Howard
North Augusta. SC
Mr. & Mrs. George L. Webb
Salley, SC
Carrol H. Warner
Wagener, SC
ANDERSON
R, A, All & W. Frank Eskridge
Anderson, SC
B, K. Chreitzberg
Anderson. SC
R. Carol Cook
Anderson, SC
R Doug Cromer
Anderson, SC
First National Bank of SC
Anderson & Clemson Office
Anderson, SC
Forrester's
Anderson. SC
Frank Distributing Co.
Anderson. SC
Dr. Walter L. Gaillard
Anderson. SC
George s Drive Inn
Anderson. SC
Hopper Gulf Service
Anderson. SC
May B. King Memorial
Anderson. SC
King Oil Co,
Anderson, SC
Jerry A, Meehan
Anderson, SC
P. C. Osteen. Jr.
Anderson. SC
T Barney Smith
Anderson, SC
James A, Smith, Jr
Anderson, SC
Dr. A. Fred Stringer. Jr.
Anderson. SC
Chris Suber
Anderson. SC
Temple-Watts-Straup
Anderson. SC
Windsor Associates
Anderson. SC
Grady R. Jones
Belton, SC
Dr, J, Clayton Richardson &
Dr. C. Eric Richardson
Belton, SC
Ruble H. Black
Honea Path, SC
Mr & Mrs Joseph B. Ridgeway
Honea Path, SC
The Peoples Bank of Iva
Iva, SC
J, Lawrence Cartee
Pendleton. SC
Dr. Jim Hellams
Pendleton. SC
Harper Builders Inc.
Williamston, SC
BAMBERG
Dr F. Marion Dwight
Bamberg, SC
BEAUFORT
Bates Associates,
Architects/Planners
Hilton Head Island, SC
BERKELEY
Norm Greene
Moncks Corner, SC
Berlin G Myers Lumber Corp
Moncks Corner. SC
Sanders Brothers
Kirk Austin
Moncks Corner. SC
John H. Swicord, M.D.
Moncks Corner, SC
M, W, Umphlett Memorial
By: Clyde D, &
Calhoun W. Umphlett
Moncks Corner, SC
Ware Brothers Const Co
Moncks Corner, SC
Albany Felt Co
Moncks Corner, SC
Mr, & Mrs, John A, Walter
St. Stephens, SC
CHARLESTON
F, A, Bailey, III
Charleston, SC
Leon M, Fulmer
Charleston, SC
Frank S Hanckel, Jr.
Charleston, SC
Marsha E, Hass
Charleston, SC
0, R, Lever
Charleston. SC
William A. Grant. President
Tri-County Concrete Corp.
Hanahan, SC
Mr. & Mrs, Christopher F
Sutphin
John's Island, SC
E M, Seabrook Jr
.
E, M, Seabraok III &
Lewis E Seabrook
Mt. Pleasant. SC
Drs. J. D. & K. C. Shuler
Mt, Pleasant. SC
CHEROKEE
R, S. Campbell. Jr.
Gaflney. SC
David D, Curry
Gaffney. SC
Wylie Hamrick
Gaffney, SC
E Raymond Parker-
Gaffney Broadcasting Inc.
Gaffney. SC
Rusty Poole & David P, Riggins
Gaffney. SC
Sanders Bros.. Inc.
Gaffney. SC
CHESTERFIELD
J, Chris Swift
Cheraw. SC
Dr. Billy Blakeney
Pageland. SC
CLARENDON
John William Green
Turbeville, SC
COLLETON
Dr, J Frank Biggers
Walterboro. SC
DARLINGTON
William M Boyce
Darlington. SC
R, B. Pond Const, Co.. Inc
William M Boyce
Darlington, SC
R. B. Pond. Jr.
Darlington, SC
Carlton D. Buckles
Hartsville. SC
Dr, Paul A. Coward
Hartsville. SC
Dr. G. J. Lawhon. Jr.
Hartsville, SC
Harry M. McDonald
Hartsville, SC
In Honor of Mr. & Mrs. W, P.
(Pap) Timmerman
Hartsville. SC
DILLON
Charles F. Carmichael &
Savings Inc,
Dillon, SC
Albert J. & T Neal Rogers
Fork. SC
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph L. Powell
Latta, SC
DORCHESTER
Salisbury Brick. Inc.
Summerville. SC
EDGEFIELD
Joseph F Anderson. Sr
Edgefield, SC
The Doug Curtis Family
Johnston, SC
Horace T. Holmes
Trenton, SC
Lewis F. Holmes
Trenton, SC
FAIRFIELD
Fairfield Spreader Service
Monticello, SC
J, K, Coleman
Winnsboro, SC
Forrest E. Hughes, Jr,
Winnsboro, SC
Harold R Jones
Winnsboro. SC
FLORENCE
Mr. & Mrs, Rufus M, Brown
Florence. SC
L. Chappell Jones
Florence, SC
James H. Rice
Florence, SC
Tom M, Robertson
Florence. SC
Dr. & Mrs. John M. Thomason
Florence. SC
James W. King
Johnsonville, SC
King Farms-Joe W. King
Johnsonville, SC
Palmetto Health Associates
Johnsonville, SC
John E, Taylor, Jr.
Johnsonville, SC
William G, Moorer
Lake City, SC
Joe, Joey & Bobby Bostick
Pamplico, SC
Dr. William L. Coleman
Pamplico. SC
GEORGETOWN
Mrs. Yank Barnneau
Andrews. SC
Tommy & Eve Branyon
Andrews. SC
Loyd C. Morris
Andrews. SC
C. L. Cribb, Jr,
Georgetown, SC
Samuel M. Harper
Georgetown, SC
Glenn, Myra & Jennifer Cox
Pawleys Island Apothecary
Pawleys Island, SC
William D, Rigby
Pawleys Island, SC
GREENVILLE
W. J. Abies
Greenville, SC
Dwight F, Allen
Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs, Jack L, Atkinson
Greenville, SC
David W, Balentine
Greenville, SC
Mr, & Mrs, Frank B, Barnett
Greenville, SC
AARO Rents, Inc — L. L, Bates,
Jr,
Greenville, SC
John H. Beckroge, Jr,
Greenville, SC
Black Construction, Inc,
Greenville, SC
Dr, & Mrs. James E, Bostic, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Robert E. Brown
Greenville. SC
Cato Trailer Service Co.
,
Inc
Greenville, SC
Computer Professionals, Inc,
Greenville, SC
Cooper Motor Lines, Inc.
Greenville, SC
C, Curtis Crawford
Greenville, SC
Walter B, Crawford
Greenville, SC
Glen Gordon Daves, M.D
J L. Locklair
Greenville, SC
Gordon S, Davis
Greenville, SC
Enwright Assocs.
.
Inc.
Greenville. SC
Dr. William Evins
Greenville, SC
Harrison S, Forrester
Greenville, SC
Francis Product
Greenville, SC
Francis Realty Co,
Greenville, SC
Freeman. Wells & Maior
Greenville. SC
Tom Garrett
Greenville. SC
A. P. Gray
Greenville, SC
Joel W. Gray, III
Greenville, SC
Hardwood Mfg, Co, #1
Greenville, SC
James F, Harrison
Greenville, SC
J, Kirk Hind
Greenville, SC
Francis K (Frank) Hinnant
Greenville, SC
Mauhce Holman
Greenville, SC
W. M. Hooks
Greenville, SC
Willie R, Hudson
Greenville, SC
Dick Hendley-lndustrial
Housekeeping, Inc,
Greenville, SC
Intex Products, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Drs, J, Don & C. Fred Kelley
Greenville, SC
Dr. Roland M Knight
Greenville, SC
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American
Security
of Greenville
inc.
You Have Talked
To The Rest
Do Business With The BEST
• LARGEST SECORITY COMPANY IN THE
PIEDMONT AREA
• OVER 600 EMPLOYEES
• CLIENTS INCLUDE MAJOR COMPANIES
• OPERATING IN FOUR STATES
• LOCAL CONTROL TO GIVE FAST SERVICE
• INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE OFFERED BY HIGHLY
QUALIFIED PERSONNEL
FOR A FIVE YEAR OLD THAT AINT BAD
Protection By Professionals
AMERICAN SECURITY OF
GREENVILLE, INC.
Piedmont Center
232-5325
Lanford Company
Greenville. SC
J. 0. Leonard, Jr.
Greenville. SC
Ronald J. McCoy
Greenville. SC
L A McKinney
Greenville. SC
Fred & Hallie Mappus
Greenville, SC
Non-Fluid Oil Corp
Greenville, SC
Orderest, Inc.
Greenville. SC
Z. H, Owings
Greenville. SC
Alton F, Painter
Greenville. SC
"A Friend of Clemson"
Greenville, SC
I, N, Patterson, Jr.
Greenville, SC
John Perkins
Greenville, SC
Ctiemsize, Inc.-Roger G. Perry
Greenville, SC
Jack E Pittman
Greenville. SC
C. Evans Putman
Greenville, SC
James Rochester Co.,
Inc. -James Rochester
Greenville. SC
J. D, Rudder
Greenville. SC
Truman W, Shirley. Jr.
Greenville. SC
Dr, Robert S. Small
Greenville. SC
Currie B. Spivey. Jr.
Greenville. SC
Murray M. Stokely
Greenville, SC
Sunshine Cleaners & Laundry
Greenville, SC
Terry Tallon
Greenville, SC
Tex Tech. Corp.
Greenville. SC
Thermo-Kinetics. Inc.
-J. E,
Chambers
Greenville. SC
United Investors
Greenville. SC
Vulcan Materials. Inc.
Greenville. SC
Marion "Footsie" Wood
Greenville. SC
Joseph Bailey Bright
Greer, SC
William Lem Dillard
Greer, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Gary A. Johnson &
Mr. & Mrs. Jimmy L. Johnson
Greer. SC
Benjamin E. Morgan
Greer. SC
Charles F. Rhem. Jr.
Greer. SC
Roberta B. Sanford
Mauldin, SC
Ralph W. Blakely
Piedmont. SC
William H. Moody
Piedmont. SC
Mr. & Mrs. Donald R, Doss
Simpsonville, SC
Thomas P. Lane, Jr. &
Kenneth J. Hall
Simpsonville. SC
Frank McGee
Simpsonville. SC
Kathleen McGee
Simpsonville. SC
Earle W. Sargent Memorial;
By Carolina Belting Co.
Taylors. SC
George I. Theisen
Travelers Rest. SC
GREENWOOD
Jack & Jean Burch
Greenwood. SC
Greenv(/ood Packing Plant
Greenwood. SC
"Tiger Booster"
Greenwood. SC
Ralph W, & J. Morgan Jones
Greenwood. SC
Dr. & Mrs J C. Rockwell
Greenwood. SC
South Atlantic Constrs., Inc.
Greenwood. SC
A. M, Tuck. Inc. #1
Greenwood. SC
A. M. Tuck. Inc. #2
Greenwood. SC
W. K. Brown
Hodges. SC
Southern Brick CO-
Ninety Six. SC
"In Memory of Robert H. (Hack)
Latimer"
Ware Shoals. SC
Lewis Bagwell
Ware Shoals. SC
Cooter Phillips. Darrell Hughes,
Randy Allen & Phil Balentin
Ware Shoals, SC
Olin T, Wells
Ware Shoals. SC
HAMPTON
James R. Harnson. Jr.
Estill. SC
HORRY
Barry Anthony demons
Memorial
Conway, SC
Thurmon W, McLamb
Little River, SC
Jimmy Benton
Myrtle Beach, SC
Don Cameron
Myrtle Beach, SC
Creel Outdoor Advertising
Jim & Carolyn Creel
A. S. Dargan
Myrtle Beach, SC
John P. "Pat" Gore
Myrtle Beach. SC
Holcombe Motor Co.
Myrtle Beach. SC
John L. Humphries
Myrtle Beach. SC
Riddle & Wilkes/Architects/lnc.
Myrtle Beach. SC
Robert R Sansbury
Myrtle Beach. SC
KERSHAW
W A. Green. D A. Kline &
B, H, Baum
Camden. SC
T. F. McNamara. Jr.
Camden. SC
George Singleton. Jr
Camden. SC
J. F. Watson
Camden. SC
G. P. Lachicotte
Lugoff. SC
LANCASTER
James F, Outlaw. Jr.
Lancaster. SC
LAURENS
Mr. & Mrs Lynn W Cooper. Jr
Clinton. SC
D- H. Roberts
Clinton. SC
Carl R, Rogers
Clinton. SC
Robert T, Hollingsworth
Cross Hill. SC
P. W. McAlister
Laurens, SC
LEE
W. G, DesChamps. Jr.
Bishopville. SC
Ed & Red Phillips Chicken Farm
Lynchburg. SC
LEXINGTON
Mr. & Mrs, R, W. Cowsert. Jr
Lexington. SC
Stuart. Stan & Ray
Miller-Lexington Supply Co
Lexington. SC
Southern Installations. Inc.
Lexington. SC
Warren Craig Jumper
West Columbia. SC
Dr. & Mrs. D W Newton. Jr
West Columbia. SC
Benjamin F, Whaley. Jr.
West Columbia. SC
Wrenn Machine Tools. Inc.
West Columbia. SC
MARION
Robert G. Mace & Dr. E. E.
Nissen
Gresham. SC
Dewey Alford & Jimmy Skipper
Marion. SC
T. C. Atkinson. Jr.
Marion. SC
Dr. Ira Barth
Marion. SC
Dr. William L. Cheezem. Jr.
Marion. SC
Eskridge & Long Const. Corp.
Marion. SC
J. Thomas Hunter. Jr.
Marion. SC
MARLBORO
Drake H. Rogers
Bennettsville, SC
NEWBERRY
Mrs. Clarence W. Senn & Dick
M. Vaughan. Jr
Kinards. SC
Earle J. Bedenbaugh
Prosperity. SC
OCONEE
Walter E. Dixon. Jr &
Robert A, Ferguson. Jr
Seneca. SC
W, C- Harper. Jr.
Seneca. SC
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin J, Hughes
Seneca. SC
Jack R. Tatham
Seneca, SC
ORANGEBURG
Dr Harry B, Arant. Jr
Orangeburg. SC
Charles Parker Dempsey
Orangeburg. SC
Dr & Mrs J B, Linder
Orangeburg. SC
Power Oil Co,
Orangeburg. SC
Dr. L. P. Varn
Orangeburg. SC
Laurie Edward Bennett
Springfield. SC
PICKENS
Dean & Billy Finley
Central. SC
T. James Bell. Jr.. M.D,
Clemson. SC
Block C Club
Clemson. SC
Cannon's. Inc.
Clemson. SC
Norman Canoy
Clemson. SC
Dr. Herbert P Cooper. Jr,
Clemson. SC
Del Cowhard
Clemson. SC
Death Valley Exxon
Clemson, SC
Kelly J. DuBose
Clemson. SC
Ben Dysart
Clemson. SC
Garrison-Clark-Gar nson
Clemson, SC
Holiday Inn
Clemson, SC
Mr, Knickerbocker
Clemson. SC
Tom C. Lynch. Jr.
Clemson. SC
Mr, & Mrs. James V. Patterson
Clemson. SC
In Memory of Fraz
Clemson. SC
Sanders & Deal
Clemson. SC
Dr. & Mrs Thomas E. Skelton
Clemson, SC
Col. & Mrs. E. N. Tyndall
Clemson. SC
Word Processing, Inc. &
Campus Savings Ltd.
Clemson, SC
Felton N. Crews
Easley. SC
Amos M. McCall
Easley. SC
Gene & Bob Merritl
Easley. SC
Modern Home Builders
Easley. SC
Easley OB-GYN Associates. P A,
Easley. SC
Paul E, Bowie. Jr, Memorial
Liberty. SC
Dr Henry C Martin
Liberty. SC
Ernest Jones Washington. Jr.
Liberty. SC
Charles E. Dalton
Pickens. SC
Henry R. Lowery
Six Mile. SC
RICHLAND
C Edward Addis
Columbia. SC
John H Bailey
Columbia. SC
Bearing Distributors. Inc.
Columbia. SC
Jack W. Brunson
Columbia. SC
Jackson 0. Byers
Columbia, SC
Carolina Ceramics. Inc.
Columbia. SC
Charles Edward Corley. III. M D
Columbia. SC
Inza L. De Borde
Columbia. SC
Paul De Borde
Columbia. SC
Shelby J. De Borde. Jr.
Columbia. SC
Shelby J, De Borde, Sr,
Columbia, SC
J, T. Dukes
Columbia, SC
Larry W. Flynn
Columbia. SC
Mr, & Mrs. Donald R Fugate
Columbia. SC
Don E. Golightly-Design
Collaborative. Inc.
Columbia. SC
David A. Gray
Columbia, SC
T, E. Grimes, Jr,
Columbia, SC
Jeff Hunt Machinery. Co.
Columbia. SC
James T. McCabe
Columbia. SC
S. C. McMeekin Memorial
Columbia. SC
Patrick Construction Co.
Columbia. SC
Budweiser of Anderson. SC
Columbia, SC
R. E. B. S. -Edward T. Strom
Columbia. SC
Theresa Ross
Columbia, SC
Robert R. Russell, Jr.
Columbia. SC
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Let me introduce you
to firmness
that feels good'
Perfect Sleeper
SIGNATURE III
SUPERIOR COMFORT
WITH SUPERIOR FIRMNESS
An exquisite damask, puff quilted with Sertafoam
covers this remarkable sleep set. Fully featured
construction, it's a superior way to sleep.
Modern Supply Co.
Main Street
Williamston, S. C.
Perfect Sleeper
^Firmness that feels good!^
phone — 847-9222
Quality at affordable prices.
South Carolina National Bank
Columbia, SC
Kennetti M, Suggs
Columbia, SC
Roy N. Taylor
Columbia, SC
John R. Tribble
Columbia, SC
Charles E. Whitener
Columbia, SC
Mrs. Francis L, Chappell
Hopkins, SC
Phillip C. Chappell, Jr.
Hopkins, SC
SALUDA
Jerrold A. Watson & Sons
Monetta, SC
"A Tiger Fan"
Ridge Spring, SC
S & S Farm Supply
Ridge Spring, SC
SPARTANBURG
A. Courtney Cobb
Fairforest, SC
W. Frank Durham, Jr.
Fairtorest, SC
Mascot Homes, Inc.
Gramling, SC
"A Friend"
Inman, SC
Huckabee Enow. Fund
Lyman, SC
Arnold L. Nanney
Moore, SC
A. B. Bullington, Jr.
Roebuck, SC
Henry A. Ramella
Roebuck, SC
Ann S, Dennis Antiques
Spartanburg, SC
Harry H. Gibson
Spartanburg, SC
Charles A. Grant
Spartanburg, SC
E. S. Grant
Spartanburg, SC
Mrs Frances G Boatwnght
Littleiohn Memorial
Mr & Mrs James S Hunter
ABBEVILLE
David U Ayers
I Dr & Mrs John L Guy
C L Huggins
Robert M Quinn
AIKEN
Alexander-Moormann & Assocs
William R Alexander
L J Coker
H C Coward & Son
Mr & Mrs Steve C Ergle
Mr & Mrs A Gary Evans
Thomas L Farris
Donald L Fulmer
Mr & Mrs James K. Gregory
Charles F. Grant, Jr.
Spartanburg, SC
The Hearon Corp.
Spartanburg, SC
Helms Masonry, Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
Grover C, Henry
Spartanburg, SC
Dr. & Mrs. Paul Holcomb
Spartanburg. SC
Eustace M. Horton
Spartanburg, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Lachlan L. Hyatt
Spartanburg, SC
Leigh Textile Company
Spartanburg, SC
Moreland/McKesson Chem. Co.
Spartanburg, SC
"A Friend From Spartanburg"
Spartanburg, SC
Plastic Injectors, Inc.
Spartanburg. SC
Norman Fredrick Pulliam
Spartanburg. SC
Puritan Ind. Maintenance Corp.
Spartanburg. SC
Jerome J. Richardson
Spartanburg, SC
Dr, Harold S, Vigodsky
Spartanburg, SC
Boyd West
Spartanburg, SC
SUMTER
Booth-Boyle Livestock Co.
Sumter, SC
Harold S, Boozer
Sumter, SC
Heyward Fort
Sumter, SC
J. T. James Jr. &
Jasper T. James, III
Sumter, SC
Dr. Wyman L. Morris &
Sammie Morris
Sumter, SC
Plowden Const. Co., Inc.
Sumter, SC
H Earle Holley, Jr
Joseph K Kneece
Eugene H Kneece, Jr.
Richard L Meyer
John G Molony & William W Molony
A H Peters. Jr
Kim J Steed
J E Stewart BIdrs , Inc
Alan M Tewkesbury, III
Dr Charles W Timmerman
James L Walpole
T Clifton Weeks
ALLENDALE
W Ross Brewer
J Richard Knopf, Sr
Mitchell S Scon
ANDERSON
Anderson Pediatric Group
R H. Anderson
UNION
Dr. H. Russell Caston, Jr.
Union, SC
E. E. Fowler
Union, SC
WILLIAMSBURG
F. E. Huggins. Jr. &D I. Wilson.
Ill
Hemingway. SC
W. H. Cox
Kingstree, SC
A. J, Rigby, Jr.
Kingstree, SC
YORK
Terry Cook
Clover, SC
Joseph L. Huckabee
Rock Hill, SC
Charles K, Segal
Rock Hill, SC
Marshall E. Walker
Rock Hill, SC
N. CAROLINA
D William Brosnan
Asheville, NC
Eddie N. Dalton
Asheville, NC
Bill Krickhan, III
Asheville, NC
Mr. & Mrs, Edwin L. Bates
Charlotte. NC
Kitty & Heyward Bellamy
Chartotte. NC
Dahal Bumgardner
Charlotte, NC
Robert L, Carlson
Chartotte, NC
Paul M, Garrett
Charlotte, NC
Mr. & Mrs. W. M. Lineberger.
Jr.
Chartotte. NC
Robert M. Phillips, Sr.
Charlotte, NC
Anderson County Clemson Club
Anderson Orthodontic Associates
John B. Ashley
Baychem
Dr Robert B Belk
Mr & Mrs Guy W Black
Boscobel Golf & Country Club
The C & S National Bank
Carolina Scrap Processors
Linwood Cheatham
Nathan W Childs
Jesse A Cobb. Jr
Howard M Corbett & Carlyle Poole
Tommy, Jane & Jana Crawford
Clarence A Davis
Roger H Davis
W M Dillard
Dr Claude Dixon
Billy Joe Durham
Raymond Fleming
Lamar Gaillard
Robert I Geisel
Dr M Ray Gillespie
Mr & Mrs William H Gilmer & Freddie
Glen Rill Farms
Glenn Plumbing Co , Inc
Mr & Mrs Phil C Greeson
Harley- Davidson of Anderson
Robert V Harrell
Hartrow Inc — Malcolm Hare
Richard Herbert
Robert Lee Hill
Dr Charles W Hinnanf
John Brown Hooper
W T Hopkins
Dr William J Home
Independent Publishing Co
Wallace Jones
James F. Little
Pnucor-R. D, Benson & L. K.
Seitz
Chartotte, NC
Bobby R, Rowland
Chartotte, NC
W, A, Wood & Associates
Charlotte, NC
Floyd & Barbara Rogers
Clyde. NC
William H, Lewis
Fairmont. NC
Mr. & Mrs. E. T. Mcllwain
Greensboro. NC
Lloyd W. Purser
Greensboro, NC
Mr. & Mrs. R. S. McCants, III
Greenville, NC
Grover Industries, Inc.
Grover. NC
Allison F. Kirkley
Hendersonville, NC
William T. Davidson. Jr.
Henrietta. NC
J. Henry Dowdy
High Point, NC
Barbra & Howard Kress
Kinston, NC
Gordon L. Goodson
Lincolnton, NC
Donald A, Fowler
Marion, NC
D. R. Parent/T. J Paxson
Raleigh. NC
Dr, C. R. Swearingen, Jr.
Smithfield, NC
Garrison Machinery Co.
Statesville. NC
Joseph Crosby Jones
Wilkesboro. NC
J. H. Abrams
Winston Salem, NC
Arthur E. Thomas
Winston Salem, NC
GEORGIA
Carroll F. Hutto
Atlanta, GA
Mrs C H Lomas
Mr & Mrs Carl M Lund
G Eugene Madden
Steven E Madden
Harry Maior
K M Mattison
McCall s, Inc
Virgil P McCormick & Lawrence A
Sutherland
J Norman Phillips
Piedmont Candy & Cigar Co
C Randolph McClure, Sr , Memorial
Mr & Mrs Norman W Powell
James E Reid
Dr Donald C Roberts & Dr Joseph C
Yarbrough, Jr
Mr & Mrs Dennis B Simmons
Singer Company Sewing Machine Div
Dr John Horton Smith
Mr & Mrs Robert W Smith
Ronnie A Smith
Mr & Mrs Tony Smith
South General Const Co , Inc.
Arnie C Spencer
Peter J & Jim Stathakis
John C Taylor, III
Mr & Mrs Frederick J Terry
James C Thompson. Jr
In Memory of Marion Washington, Class of
'44
Welborn Tire Service. Inc
Harry M Wilson
Kenneth S Wohlford
BAMBERG
An Anonymous Bamberg Donor
Claude McCain
Victor Whetstone, Jr
Emory G. Orahood, Jr.
Atlanta. GA
H. Thornton Smith, Jr,
Atlanta, GA
Charles D. Miller
Dalton, GA
Terry & Deborah Powell
Trion, GA
OTHER
Albany Felt Co.
New York. NY
J. E. "Bo" Chinners, Jr.
Bay Village, OH
Mr & Mrs. Samuel R. Harding
Chester, VA
Castleman Det, Chesley
Dowingtown, PA
James D, Fisher
Hixon, TN
Sydney E. Tindall
Hixson, TN
Robert T. Cathey
Houston, TX
Robert L, & Kenneth R, Flint
Houston, TX
Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, TN
Mrs. Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, TN
Mr. & Mrs. T. C. Breazeale, Jr.
Knoxville, TN
R E, Riddle
Mansfield. TX
J. B Montgomery
Martinsville, VA
John W. Holcomb Memorial
McLean, VA
David L. Peebles
Newport News, VA
P. V. Guyton
Newtown Square, PA
John R, Hines
Orlando, FL
BARNWELL
Mr & Mrs David Craig
Ted W Craig
Yale J Garber
Grimes Auto Salvage — Allison & Palsy
Grimes
A Friend From Williston
Norman M Smith, II
Thomas Warren Weeks
BEAUFORT
James Arthur Buck
Charles L Johnson
Bryan Loadholt
Michael A Yeargin
BERKELEY
John F Murphree
Dr Rhett B Myers
Dr Peter E Myers, IV
Denny W. Orvin, Jr
Nolan & Gerry Pontiff
CALHOUN
C F Evans & Co
S H Houck
James M Moss, III & Son
CHARLESTON
John Adams, Jr & John Q Adams, III
D L Aydette, Jr
David M Bartles
Phil & Mary Bradley
Reubin H Brown
Charleston Oil Co — Van Noy, Tommy &
Ned Thornhill
Furman R Cullum
Thomas R Glover
F Gregorie & Son ^-
Ashley River Animal Hospital • '
Life Members
Buddy; Summe}; says . . .
For Building Supplies, Paint & Hardware
In The Mauldin-Greenville Area
it's
'The Home Aid People" i
UMBERmRD inc.
PHONE 803 288-4341 MAULDIN, S. C. 29662
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
Arbor Enmj^ii^ingjnc.
Civil Engineers
Landscape Architects
Land Surveyors
Recreationai Planners
10 WILLIAMS ST.
,
GREENVILLE ,S.C., P.O. BOX 263, 29602 PHONE 803-235-3589
William C Kennerty
Thomas F Kicklighler. Jr
Frank E Lucas
Thomas E Lynn & William H Gladden
Charles F McCrary
Merntl Dredging Co
John T Mundy
David M Murray. Jr.
Aaron A Nettles, Jr.
Carl S Pulkinen
Rogers & Brown Custom Brokers. Inc
S V Sottile Memorial
Di J Robert Stout
Mr & Mrs Thomas M Tobin
H E Tyler
A Y Willard, Jr
Tom B Young
CHEROKEE
Dr W Ronald Barren
James Vincent Caggiano
Dr J M Carroll
Lawrence E Childers
Gary E Clary
John M Hamrick, Jr
James G Ness
Mr & Mrs Sam L Taylor & Sammy
CHESTER
Carolyn & Chuck Bell
Terry Darby
Mr George R Fleming
Dub Johnson — Laura Mae Inc &
Johnson-Serman, Inc
W E Lindsay
Herbert D Lutz
John N & Joan B Pressley
J B Pressley. Jr
Robert M Stevenson
Halsted M Stone. M D
W T Wrenn
CHESTERFIELD
James C Crawtord. Jr
Al & Jane Hitchcock
CLARENDON
R, P Felder. Jr
A Friend"
Robert E Jackson Memorial
Dusty & Ginger Rhodes
H B Rickenbaker
Horace F Swilley
COLLETON
Calvert W Huttines
William E & P W Southard
DARLINGTON
Hubert C Baker DDS
Rick L Beasley
Dawkins Concrete Products, Inc
A Family ot Tigers Supporters
Jeffrey S Huggins
Dr Wm P Kennedy
William B McCown. Ill
Bill M Reaves
Andrew L Richardson
Starwood Nursery & Inc — D L Locklair
Syracuse Farms
John C Walker
G James Wilds. Ill
Dennis Yarborough
DILLON
W G Lynn
R L McLaurin & Sons
Dr James Warren
DORCHESTER
Bailey & Associates
Butort Blanton
Earl R Dupriest Jr
Steve H Hutchinson, Everett A Knight
J Edward Lotz
Dexter Rickenbaker
Southern Bulk Haulers, Inc
John Waddell
EDGEFIELD
Mr & Mrs Robert H Herlong
Mr 8, Mrs John A Hughes
Mr 8, Mrs Kenneth L Kaltz
Mr & Mrs G Milton Saggus, Jr
Mr 8, Mrs Theo R Williams
Yonce Ford Mercury
FAIRFIELD
William J Arnette
Louis M Boulware
Mike Collins
James L Dorner
W M Estes, Jr
Barbara & Adrian Glenn
Warren R Herndon, Sr
John J Hood, Jr
Joe D Jolly
Thomas J Mann
Pigeon Granite Co — J P Brooks, J P
Brooks, Jr
John C Renwick, Jr
J C Wylie
Frances 8. William H Wylie
FLORENCE
G Wilson Bryce Memorial — Bryce
Mechanical Contr
,
Inc
Marvin C Buchanan
Lane Craven Malcolm H Craven
William C Dailey
Frank A Douglass, Jr
Clyde S Bryce, Jr , P E — Engineering
Consultants
Wilder & Christine Funk
Dr Robert G Jamison
Mr & Mrs William H Johnson
Troy H Lamb Farms
John E Lunn
Gordon Keith McLeod
S A Rodgers, Jr & W S Daniel, Jr
Bobby J Wattord
L Dean Weaver Const Co , Inc
Allen P Wood, A I A
Edward L Young
GEORGETOWN
H W Bruorton
H E Hemingway
Tiller Construction Co , Inc
Waccamaw Family Practice Assoc
Mr & Mrs Joe Young
GREENVILLE
Allstate Food Brokers, Inc
J E Austin Jr
Bill & Marian Barbary
Mr 8. Mrs Harry G Batson
Bay Brokerage Co , Inc
Mr 8. Mrs Randall Bell
J Frank Black
W W Bridwell
James H Brown, Jr
Charles A Bryan, Jr
CMC Development Co
Frank B Camerson
Carolyn Warehouses, Inc
Thomas Carter
L Jerry Chapman
J M Clary
Ed Clay
Sidney Lamar Cline
Ron L Cobb
Fred Collins
John Herbert Conrad
James Rudolph Cox II
Daddy Rabbit, Butch 8i Masso
Custom Electric Co
Daniel Intern I Engineering
C F Dawes
Billy S Delk
Deveico, Inc
Joseph H Durham. Jr
Mr & Mrs John K Edmonds
C V EIrod
Henry EIrod
Jerry D Eskew
Edwin W Evans
Raleigh J Farr
Fashion First. Inc
T A Finley
First National Lease Corp
Foothills Delta P
.
Inc
Fortson Travel Agency
W T Eraser. Jr
Sid D Freeman
Marvin K Friar
Joe S Fulmer
M L Garrett Construction Co
Charles F Gentry. Jr
Euguen G Gibson
J M Giltillin
Robert A Glenn
C R Goulet
C L Greene
Jack & Patsy Greene
Greenville Industrial
Jane H Greer
Dr Floyd F Gnffin, Jr
Mr 8. Mrs Billy L Grigsby, Sr
Edward D Guy, Jr
Paul F Haigler. Jr
Caldwell Harper
Joseph E Harper, R Bruce White
J Harrell
Donald L Harrison
Henry Marvin Harrison
J D Harrison
Robert T Harrison
James G Hayes
James M Henderson
Joe A Newell
Mr 8. Mrs Harold L Hix
H C Howell
Bobby Hudson
Ms Margaret Huskey
Amos Hykes & Hassle Davis
Dale Johnson
Edward C Johnson
Fred A Johnson
Jubilee Sales ot Carolina Inc,
William J Keith
Jack R Kelley
Mr & Mrs David K King
B Russell Langley, Jr 8.W L Brigham.Jr
Julian M Langston, Jr
Terrell Lankford Insurance
Lee's Textile Consultant
Cecil Glenn Lester. Jr
V B Lippard, Jr
Bud S, Sandy Long
Henry Lucius III
Seabrook L Marchant
W C Masters
Bob Maxwell Builders, Inc
Edward McCameron, Jr
W H McCrary
L G , Jr 8. L G, Sr McCraw
Dr James P McNamara
Carl 8. Rachel Merrilt
Buck Mickel
Moore-Tinsley Supply Co
Morris Const Co — Henry Holseberg
Morton & Morton
Kenneth L Nail
William J Neely, Jr
Drs Newman & Batcheldor
Thomas K Morns
Jeremiah F O'Brien
Orders Tile 8, Dist Co , Inc
John F Palmer & Melvin W Bashor
Palmetto Loom Reed Co
Russell Hunter Park
L R "Choppy " Patterson
Joe D Pearson
Mr 8. Mrs Andrew H Pioth
George M Plyler
David C Poole
Port Brokerage Co , Inc
Proformance Systems, Inc
Reed 8. Associates
Fredric W Reinhold, Jr
Richards-Wilson
B D Robbins
Ryder Truck Rental Co , Inc
George W Sharpton
Miles 8. Betty Shaw
Ronald M Shelton
Gordon Sherard
Blake Shewmaker
C M, Shook
Simmons Machinery Co , Inc
W B Simmons 8. Co
Mr 8. Mrs Allen D Smith & Mr 8. Mrs Al
D Droege
H W Smith & H W Smith. Ji
South Carolina Box Inc
William R Stoddard. Jr . M D
Richard P Strawhorn
Dr Edwin L Stroud
William B Sturgis
Charles Donald ' Styles
Henry W Sober
Suggs-Taylor-Lunny 81 Belue
Suitt Construction Co . Inc
Chas S Tanner Co
Robert R Taylor
Fred M Thompson
J P Thompson. Jr
Jim Thrailkill & Dr Ben Thrailkill
Threatt-Michael Const Co , Inc
Tungsten Industries, Inc
R H Walker
Thomas J Warwick
Mr 81 Mrs Richard L Watson
Curtis D Welborn
Joel W Wells
J D Wells, Jr
Charles W West
Max Whatley
James D Whiteside
Edward R Williams
J V Williams
Mr 8. Mrs W Larry Williams
J Ed Winkler
Fred J Zahrn
GREENWOOD
Dr F E Abell, Jr
Nick P Anagnost
Clarence L Beaudrot
Joe Bowers
James Alexander Cooper
Mr & Mrs John R Davis
G 8, P Trucking Co , Inc
Greenwood Motor Lines, Inc
G Bonner Harvley
R Wayne Jennings & Joe Garner
Nevit Y Johnson
Jeff Knight
Joanne R & Martin Koren
Jack Lawrence
Robert A Liner
Roy E Long
Jimmy L McWhorter
P R Nickles
Willie Mae Powell
J Herbert Powell, Jr
Robert H Rykard
George F Smith, Jr
John W Turner, Jr
Dr 8, Mrs William R Warner
Alfred L White
HAMPTON
Mr 8. Mrs W H Mauldin
Pete G Miley
J. D. Rouse. Sr & Dr Jacob D Rouse. Jr
HORRY
Marion T Bellamy
R Paul Benik, Jr
George J Bishop, III
Mrs E M Bost
F L Bradham
Robert C Crenshaw
Dr William S Fairey
James B Goldfinch
Frederick C Gore
Davis Heniford, Jr
R G Horton
S F Horton
Earl O'Neil McCoy, Jr
Paul Patrick
Timbes/Wilund/Usry/ Architects
KERSHAW
Joseph C Jackson
W L Jackson
LANCASTER
James A & Al Adams
Alford Blackmon
R H Collins
Dr John R Howell, Jr
Oscar S Porter, III
Riverside Grocery
Grady P Robinson
Mr 8, Mrs L S Stewman & Mr 8, Mrs
Duane Johnson
Mr & Mrs W K Varnadore — Doug &
Chris
LAURENS
Wayne Barnes
J R Bedenbaugh
Ronald L Carlay
T Heath Copeland
Charles Jeter Glenn
Mike Hellams Memorial
Mr 8. Mrs Gray Hipp Jr
J T Hollingsworth
Albert Dial McAlister
LEE
Wallace P DesChamps
Carroll Green DesChamps, II
Wyman McDaniel
Don R McDaniel. Sr
LEXINGTON
Billy Amick
Dr & Mrs Barney C Austin
Ray O'Brian Carter
Raymond S Caughman
John C Cook
John T Drafts
William Elliott. Jr
Theron Dill Hester
Dallas E Mams
Reynolds Contract Haulers
Charles H Risinger
Ml 8. Mrs Albert R Shealy
George M Shealy
James H Shirer, Jr
Charles M Stuck
Harold B Swygert. Jr,
Woodrow H Taylor
MARION
Fritz N Johnson M D
Mullins, S C
Duncan C Mclntyre & William F Thompson
Gorden R McLellan
Mccormick
Bowne Pulpwood Co , Inc
Mis Helena W Faulkner
NEWBERRY
Gordon S Leslie Jr
Harold L Pitts
Terry C Shaver
Fred J Summer
David C Waldrop, Sr
David C Waldrop, Jr
Harry S Young
OCONEE
Hugh F Abies
Harris Marine 8r R V
,
Inc
Dr Frank A Hoshall, Jr
Deryl C Keese 8. Wm C Keese
John N Landreth, Sr
Dr Harry B Mays
Mr & Mrs J Whit Miller
Mr & Mrs Edd Mize
Oconee Anesthesia Services, PA
Samaha, Inc
Simpson, Maertens
Thomas B Stoddard
ORANGEBURG
Geroge L Binnicker, Jr
Wm B Bookhart, Jr 8. Sons
Mrs Starr C Busbee
W A. Cartwright. Jr.
Dr M Rodney Culler
David Evans Family
H D Folk
Fort Sumter Petroleum Co . Inc — Leiand
M Bradshaw
Gray 81 Gray Farms
F Reeves Gressette. Jr
W C Higginbotham. Jr
Alan McC Johnstone
Dr 8. Mrs William O'Quinn
Julian A Ott
Fletcher Riley, St & Wayne Sluckie
J M Russell, Jr
Short Stop Food Store
Ted Shuler
Jack G Vallentine, III
W E Verdery
James C Williams, Jr
PICKENS
A and A Builders
Dan Baker
Mr & Mrs Roger Beniamin
C S Boland, DDS
J L Brady
Doyle C Burton
Mr 8i Mrs Neil E Byerley
Central Concrete 8r Plaster, Inc.
E E Clayton
Nat W Cloer
Nancy & Jimmy Cook
Malcolm E Corbett
Mr & Mrs Roy S Dalton
Tony 81 Allen Day
Ernest Detore
William P OuBose, III
Duckett Funeral Home
Dr & Mrs William E Dukes
Dr & Mrs Billy L Edge
Col & Mrs Marvin C Ellison
G & B Enterprises, Ltd
Hank Galbreath
William Goodell
Dorsey E Greer
Glenn L Griffin
Hayne Harper
Headhunters Too
James A Holcombe, Jr
Jimmy R Holliday
Coach Frank J Howard
Thomas M Hunter
Imagine, Inc
T E Jones & Sons ot Easley
Bruce Lowell Kalley
R Frank Kolb, II
John W Lame
J Leiand Martin
Mr & Mrs L Paul Miller
George B (Bud) Nalley, Jr
William C Peek
James E Pinner
William J Pridemore
Sam Ray
Paul J Reece
Mrs Richard C Robbins
Drewry N Simpson
Dr B R Skelton
G Neil Smith
Mr & Mrs Mark S Stokes
Mr & Mrs Joe Turner
Carl E Watkins Insurance
Henry Yonce & Charles Yonce
RICHLAND
Arnold s Prof Garment Care
B P Barber 81 Associates Inc
Mr & Mrs J M Bell
Nash Broyles
Chatham Steel Corp
Continental Forest Industries —J R Lally
Billy E Crumpton
Ralph B Cureton, Jr
Donald R Davis
Terns L Eller
James W Engram
Thomas J Elheredge, III
William N Geiger. Jr
Giant Portland Cement Co
Robert L Gngsby. Jr
James T Hane, Jr
W L Harrington, Jr
Gary C Hickman
H M Hodges, Jr Memorial
David G Jeter
Harry J Johnson
W A Johnson. M D
A Carrol Josey
Mr & Mrs J J Kirby. Jr
Col John L Mack, Sr
McCrory Construction Co
David 8i Ruth McLellan
W L Moots, Sr
J G Murphree
Dr Jonn W Pitner
F M Reeves
John C Rivers
First National Bank of S C
Seaman Electric Supply, Inc
George Z Siokos
Frank W Smith
L W Smith, Jr , Trust
Mrs Thelma S Stephenson
Mr & Mrs H T Thompson, Jr 81 H T
Thompson. Ill
Mr 8. Mrs Walter A Tuten. Jr
William B Wells
Dr John A Wells. Jr
A. N Whiteside. Jr . CLU
-7*
Cecil T, Wilhoit, Sr.. Memorial f>
We're more than just a door company!
Our name doesn't tell it all, but our product line does. We sell,
deliver, custom install, and service a complete line of doors, dock
equipment and accessories. We carry everything from decorative
front doors to airplane hanger doors. And each is constructed of
the finest quality ofwood, steel, aluminum, fiberglass, or combi-
nation ofthose materials. You can also rely on our expert service
after the sale. Call us for an estimate for your project — whether
it's one door or a hundred! If it's anything to do with structural
openings in the home, business, or industry, we do it — best!
Serving Residential Needs With:
• Garage Doors, Automatic Openers
• Insulated Entry Door Systenn
• Sliding Glass Doors
• Autonnatic Gate Openers
Serving Commercial Needs With:
. Dock Seals, Shelters
• Loading Dock Equipment
• Fire Doors & Sectional Doors
• Automatic Swinging Doors
• strip Doors, Traffic Doors
SINCE 1921
Overhead Door of Greenville, Inc.
Piedmont Industnal Park at 1-85 and Piedmont Hwy 277-9460
SALUDA
Frances S & John W Hare
Mr & Mrs J William Jay
D. T Wannamaker, III
SPARTANBURG
ACME Distr of Spbg , Inc
Quentin S Broom
T R Adams Jr
Dr Henry S Anderson
Marvin B Banton
Belue s Trucking
Earl F Blair
J J Blake
Mr & Mrs Louie W Blanton
H J Bowman
Kenneth W Brown
Budweiser ol Spartanburg, Inc
Gene E Williams
Chapman Grading & Concrete
P B Chappell
Michael G Coleman, Brad Pressley
C B Condrey
Pimco Chemical & Supply Co
Mrs Billy W Davis
Timothy M Drake
R A Earnhardt
Mr & Mrs Harley W Easier
Lawrence Goldstein
Max & Rita Gregory
Joe A Harris, Inc
Cecil s Incorporated
Insultab Plastics, Inc — W C Moore
Helen D Johnson
Kirkland S Johnston & John B Johnston
Miss Margaret Lee
Cambridge House, Ltd
Palmetto Motor Lines. Inc
Maxcy B Patterson
Pettit Const Co
,
Inc #1
Pkging & Specy Papers, Inc
Mr S, Mrs T D Purcell
E Lea Salter
Spartan Security, Inc
Spartan Tire Exchange
Jack M Steinberg, CLU &
Dr Harold R Rubel
Mr & Mrs Jerry E Taylor
Terry F Thurston
H C Turner, III
John W Waddell
Allen Watcher
Raymond S Waters
White s Exxon Station
Boyd W Wingo
Woman's Clinic — Or James Johnson
SUMTER
Charlie R Boyle, Jr
John J Britton, Jr
E M DuBose
A Friend of Clemson'
A J Gaught
Korn Industries, Inc
The National Bank ol S C,
Dr John W Shaw
D Leslie Tindal
R L Wilder, Jr
WILLIAMSBURG
Joseph P Lazzari
Sign-Lite Co
Bubber" Snow
YORK
V A Ballard
Mrs John K Bentield, Jr
E M George
W Tim Grant
Mr & Mrs Jeltery T Haire
Martin B , Jr , M B & E F Hall
M B Hall, III & E F Hall
mm
$250 GOLD CARD^Ipl^
Life Members
Col James Walker Clark
Bob & Pat Harmon
Alex A Morrison
Arnold Oglesby
Charles M Timmons
Mr & Mrs W Harold Wood
ABBEVILLE
William D Atkinson
William M Blakely
Boyce H Carlisle
Mr 4 Mrs James T Faulkner, Jr
George Nolan Gardner, Sr
James Glenn
Mr & Mrs James L Lucas Jr
William & Alice McNeil
H D Mullinax
Gene Powell
Philip H Rosenberg
Lloyd E Sammons
Mr & Mrs Eddie W Seigler, III
Mr & Mrs S Michael Sherard
James B White
M Earle Williamson
Richard W Wislon Agency
AIKEN
Lindsay W Addy, Jr
C Batchelor
W R Beard
Robert C Bickley
Charles W Busbee, Sr
H D Dickert
James E Duify
Rena Bee Elliott
Claude D Epting
George Funeral Home Inc,
Alan D Gregory
Elbert Nines Hamilton
Mr & Mrs Hoyt W Hamilton
Arthur Leroy Jones
Hubert M Kneece
Ralph McFarland
Fred B McLean
Gerald W Melts
Rees Electric Co Inc
Bruce H Sellers
Erskine T Shealy
Herbert R Walters
Dr W G Watson
Charles T Watts
H Odell Weeks, Jr,
ALLENDALE
John F Brunson
Truman I Close
J T Duncan
Ervin M Mathias
Mr W B Oswald
W M Terry Jr
J Arthur Williams
F M Young Co Inc
ANDERSON
Howell N Alexander
Baylis E Anderson
Richard G Anderson
Anderson Orthopedic Clinic, P A
Fred H Anthony
Samuel & Judy Ashley
Attaway Inc
Belton Bagging Co
Belton Metal Co
Mr & Mrs John L Black, Jr
Ralph J & Betty J Boggs
Joel E Bonds, Jr
Dr Carroll W Bowie
Fred R Brewer
William R Bridges
Mr & Mrs George Brothers
Dr Arthur L Bruce
Herbert Bryant 8. Jim Cooley
Mr & Mrs Richard S Buchanan & Mr &
Mrs E B Breazealfe
Budweiser ot Anderson
Tony Buffington
Donald L Bunton
Ray Bunton
Jimmy Caldwell
Albert M Campbell
Lawrence T Campbell
Raymond Campbell
Cambell & Darby Inc
Center tor Devel tal Learn g
Jerry Chapman
Coca-Cola Bottling
Marshall D Cole
R Denny Cole, Jr
Charles L Cooley
C Richie Gibson
James S Glasscock
Thomas W Glenn, III
Dr Joe B Godfrey
Farnum M Gray
Mr & Mrs Robert E Greene
Steve C Griffith, Jr
Charles R Harper, Jr
C Eugene Hill
Randolph D J Jackson
Charles N James
John S Jenkins. Jr
Clarence L Jones
Hardin Keitt
Edgar L Miller, Jr
Richard l^ewton Assoc
,
Inc
James M Perry
Hugh D Putnam, Sr
Thomas A Ramsay
Thad Busby. Richard Roche & Tommy
Roche
Mr & Mrs Joe W Sellers
Dr Fred G Shealy, Jr
John W Sherard
Dr Bruce Allen Simmons
C Carl Smith
Mr & Mrs Mack C Stewart. Jr
W T Vick
Mr & Mrs Bob E Webb
Dr T G Westmoreland
Don V Whelchel
J S Whiteside & Co
,
Inc
David K Willis
Francis A Yatborough
Guy A Yeargin
GEORGIA
William D Anderson
Patterson N Harvey
Haselden & Owen
Mountain View Industries. Inc
Don Wayne & Fred A Cooley
Tony M Cooley
Lee Crawford
Ronnie E Crawford
John A. Davenport
Henry J Dodd
Dr Leonard W Douolas
Tom W Dunaway. Jr
George H Durham. Jr
Dr & Mrs E P Ellis. Jr
Marshall A FanI & Marshall A Fant III
Financial Planning Asso
,
Inc — Louis
Forrester
R Fred Fowler. Jr
Dr & Mrs Richard C Fox
Terry K & Patricia D Gettys
George L Graham
Mr & Mrs David H Greer
Danny Gregg
Dr Charles R Griffin
Robert C GriHin
Jack B Hatner
Mr & Mrs William F Harnesberger &
Michael & Andrea
Mr & Mrs Nardin Heard
Ralph & Hazel Hill
Neil Hodgens
Hometec Properties Inc
Dr C B Hopkins
J H Hopkins
John D Hopkins, Jr
G Michael Hornick
A Neal Hunnicutt
J Roy Martin & Co
Andrew Jarman
Prise illa Jarrard
Roy B Jeffcoat
Larry V Jordan
Paul Kaiser, III
William P Kay. Sr
Donald P Kearns, Jr & Sloan Crayton
Lewis H Keeney
Dr David Kelley, P A
Margaret B King
Mr & Mrs Raymond A King
S T King
Ralph F King. Jr & Frank H Turner, Jr
Olin S & Betty Kirkpafrick
Mr & Mrs Charles Lindley
Mr & Mrs James W Logan Jr
Freddy C Maior
Mr & Mrs Daniel J Martin
Thomas M McCurry
J H McDaniel
W C McGregor
John D Medlock Jr
Belton L & Harry W Mims
M F Mitchell
Gary Monroe Moore
Frank Myers Motors
Dr Harold L Murray
D K Oglesby, Jr
John H Owens. Jr
J Leonard Patterson
Steve Pearce
Dr. Ralph K Peden
James E Pennell. M D . P A
E E Herlong. Jr.
Lewis W Hicks
Melvin L. Kelly, Jr
W Bennett Kirkpafrick
Claud H Morrow, Calvin B Morrow
Dr Floyd L Parrish
J M Peek
William R. Pursley. Jr
Jackson McCarler Quinn
Ben R Smith. Jr
G G Thomas. Sr . G G Thomas Jr &
John L Neely
John N
.
Jr &J Norman Warren
James C Young, Jr
N CAROLINA
Associated Mechanical Contr
Atlantic Chemical Corporation
J Garner Bagnal
William E Bates
Mr & Mrs Marion B Beason
John C Boesch Jr
Boren Clay Products Co
James E Brennan
Chftord C Bryan
Richard E Burdette
Joe Burnette
Garland Farms. Inc
Christian Harward Furniture Co
Brenda & Tom Dukes
John Duncan
Tommy C Dykes
E Robert Eckley, III
Thomas J Edmonds
Greg S Farish
James R Floyd
N E Garvin
Robert A Gettys, Jr
Mr & Mrs Robert D Bagwell
R A Bowen, Jr
Jerry A Brannon
Billy L Ragsdale Sr
Mrs A R Ramseur
James C Reece
Larry D Reeves
Bill & Louise Reeves
James E Reeves, Jr
J B RhinehardI, Jr
Rhodes Development Co Inc
M J Richbourg
James R Rogers
Dr James M Ruff
Robert R Seawright
Mrs Ruth E Shaw
Daniel Matthew Shirley
Mr & Mrs James M Simpson
Allan P Sloan, Jr
Dr Kenneth W Smith
Timothy R Spake
Walter Price Spires
Dr & Mrs T F Stanfield
Henry R Strickland
Rhame A Guyton Memorial
Mr & Mrs Phil Suddeth
Dr Edgar Talbert
George H Taylor
George M Taylor
G Wyatt Thompson
D Ligon Tollison
Preston Toole
W V Trammel!
James E Turner
L M Watson
Clark W Webb
Wells Aluminum Southeast Inc
F S Werner
Mr & Mrs Rick Whatley
Mr & Mrs Jimmy White
Milton V White
Tony Whitman
P Louis Whitworth
Beniamin F Williams
Williams Plastering Inc
Howard R Young
BAMBERG
Charles (Sack) & Betty Bagley
Margaret & Rhett Davis
Denmark Clinic
Woodrow Harrison
John L Hoflman
J L McMillan
Joseph M On
Fred Schrimpf
Hallman Sease
James V Sease
Col Francis M Zeigler Memorial
—
ol 1923
BARNWELL
Mr & Mrs Victor Bell
Hugh Birt
Robert H Birt
Mr S, Mrs Larry J Boyleston
Walter H Jenkins
Rodman Lemon
Harold R Lott
W M Manning. Ill
Frederick D Mixon
A J & Nona Coleman
Howard Farmer. Jr
Manuel Fernandez
Joyce & Don Hairston
Neely McFadden Hollis
Wearon Huckaby
Jim Kay
Robert A. King
Milton E Pale
Edwin S Presnell
James Ed Robinson
Joseph Wm Turner. Jr
Evans Holcombe
M Lamar Young
Mr & Mrs Ronald W Young
OTHER
John D Barrentine
Sonny Cassady
Wayne M Coward
Michael F Dawes
Ford F Farabow. Jr
Glenn P Felton
James R Hambright
Richard Helbig
Bob Hudson
William J Jordan, Jr
C L Langston
James Roy Martin, III
Mr & Mrs H E McConnell. Jr
Dr Roberto McDaniel
J G Moxon
William L Polhemus
Allen N Reeves
Mr & Mrs Kent Rigg
Mr E John Rosenwald. Jr
The Rust Engineering Company
S M Sauls /Robert Mitchell
W E Vaughan
Willis Nolind
Grady C Odom
T E Richardson
Bob & Dot Sanders
Jimmy L Tartance
BEAUFORT
Mr & Mrs Baughman
Gerald B Beaman
Doug Corkern
Stratton A Demosthenes
T R Garrett
Joyce & Dave Moorhead
Mr &Mrs James S Gibson, Jr SJackW
Gibson
J Louis Grant
Robert B Morns
Col Wade H Padgett, Jr
J Harry Tarrance
Mr & Mrs John Tilton
BERKELEY
Roland L Altman
Ernie Causey
CDS Land Surveying & Forestry
Manuel Cohen
Robert H Dangertield. Jr
Johnnie T Flynn
Paul S Gaston
Goose Creek Vefer Clinic
Landsco Inc
Eugene F Oliver
David D Page, Sr
F M Peagler
W A (Bill) Russell
Rm M Singletary. Jr
G L Sluckey
Luther & J Randy Trussell
W & W Truck & Tractor. Inc
CALHOUN
D H Banks
Gerald Bozard
John T Bozard
William H Bull
Calhoun Trading Company
Otis 8 Culclasure SHE Paulling
Keith Hane Fair
Dennis G Haigler
Eldon V Haigler, Jr
Thomas S Harmon. Jr
L C Kissam. Ill
Gary B Porth
J D Rast & Sons
James L Wannamaker Jr , Ma'tha A
Wannamaker & Mary C Armstrong
Julian D Wiles
CHARLESTON
F J Albrecht
Herbert R Allen
J Donald Austell
Ricky Bailey
S W Bates
Norman E Bello
Boat City. Inc
Ernest A Byrd
Mr & Mrs J J Colcolough, Jr
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Join us tonight
after the game! I
HAPPY HOUR 5-7
BUFFET DINNER 7-9:30
DANCING TO LIVE BAND 8-12
keowee key
Route 2, Salem, SC 29676 M
14 Miles From Clemson, just beyond
Keowee -Toxaway Visitors Center
Special weekend offer for
every Clemson home game
$ 00 couple
f w includes:
• 2 nights in Captain's Walk Villas (Check in Friday-
Check out Sunday).
• Free breakfast Saturday and Sunday.
• Unlimited greens fees on championship
18-hole golf course.
• Limited accommodations.
• Call Brian Ford for Reservations (803)944-2151
Photos by Ken Brown
Home of Clemson Tigers Golf Team— Invited to NCAA in 1980.
Open to public 7 days a week.
W M Cornwell
Robert A Darby, Jr.
John D Doscher. Jr.
Jimmy DuBois
Jack Fanning, Jr
John Wm Felder
Randy Flanders
Robert C Gallager
John L Gervais, Jr.
Fitz L Hardin, Jr
Henry G Hoftmeyer
Troy L Jennings
Gregory Alan Jones
Mark G Kearns & Tim Dangertield
Dr Michael Alan Lake
Cecil Y & Jerry A l^unamaker
Thomas M Parker, Jr
Henry J Rast, Jr
Mr & Mrs Ross C Reed & Mr & Mr
Andy Demon
Charles W Reeves
William Simons
Dan H Swanger
Joseph Thompson Jr M D
W R Thornton
Robert M Turner
Wayne D Ward
Dr J Hertz Warren, Jr
Franklin R Welch
Robert D Weldon
West Ashley Lumber Co Inc,
Richard W Wheeler
Dr S M Witherspoon, Jr
CHEROKEE
Larry L Campbell
Mrs T A Campbell
Brad Clary
David Michael Holmes
Charles Earle Jones
B R Kernels
Robert W LeMaster
Donald G Mayfield
Mr & Mrs W Joe McArthur
Dr R H McElveen, Jr
Thomas C Parker
R B Sanders
Richard E Sullivan
B Turner
CHESTER
Thomas E Baker
James W Bankhead
Walter M Bridges
Joel W Collins Memorial
James B Colvm Jr
Willis Cram
Ted G Cudd
Robert A Darby Sr
John Porter Gaston, III
Mack D Gilreath, Jr
Mr & Mrs S Wayne Goodyear
Mrs S W Gough
Tyre & Eddie Lee
Robert W Moser
K Pressley & Mr & Mrs Kirk P
Pressley
Mrs Betty C Thome
Fred Triplett Jr
CHESTERFIELD
Edv^in R Knight
Earl J Smith
Dr James C Thrailkill
Patrick K White
CLARENDON
Dr Clarence E Coker, Jr
Marion E DuBose
Samuel E DuRant
Julius R Eadon, Jr 8, Julius R Eadon
G H Furse, Jr
Dr George P Green
Dempsey Griffin
Alexander Hemingway
Scott H Jackson
Joel Richard Lee
Thomas Eldon Lee
W J Martin
DaCosta Muckenfuss, Jr
W J Raviilinson
COLLETON
Mr & Mrs Paul L Beach
Mr & Mrs Jack W. Carter, Sr
W H Drawdy
Lowcountry Office Supply Inc
Melville G Padgett
H Sherwood Price
Rhodes Oil Company
Strickland s Dixie Cleaners
C H Sweat
Edward J Werntz, Jr
West Ashley Lumber Co Inc — Horace
Kinsey
West Ashley Lumber Co Inc — Joe L
Ritter
J Ryan White, Jr
Shady & Edna Young
DARLINGTON
Richard L Baird
Edwin Gay Bass, Jr
Mr & Mrs Gary E Byrd, Jr
J W Carter
Ray Clanton
Mrs Edward B Crawford
Martin S Driggers
Charles E Jack Hendrix
Mitchell Howell, Sr
Harry G Howie
L Fuller Howie
F, C Humphries
John Jay James
A B Jeffords
Warren & Al Jeffords
W K Lewis, Jr
Peter L McCall, Jr
s James G McGee, Jr
W H Bill" Miller
Steven Clark Moore
Phillips Company
W G Saverance
Charles L Sullivan Jr
P I Webb
Lee West
Dale Windham
W G Wotford
James R Woodham
DILLON
John Afford, David McLaurin, & Philip
Lucius
A E Carmichael, Jr
A C Cureton
Laurens W Floyd
L B Hardaway, Jr
Mack Coy Jackson, III
Charles G Lucius Jr
Henry L Richbourg
Billy Gordon Rogers
DORCHESTER
R N Bell
Gerald E Brockenfelt
H D Byrd
H Downs Byrd, Jr
William E Hall, Jr
Mr & Mrs Bobby L Hammond, Jr
Ben N Hill
Harry L Hill
Infinger Farms
Dr & Mrs H Clyde Odom
Luther Bryant Shelley
R Allen Traylor, M D
Elias D Tupper II, John M Tupper &
George I Tupper. Jr
EDGEFIELD
Frank Berry
Mr & Mrs Robert Calliham
Tommy Christie
John A Davis, Jr
Dr J S Garrison
Mr & Mrs J, W Gilliam, Jr
Jack A Hamilton
Mr & Mrs Dan M Herlong
Frank W Herlong
Mrs Horace T Holmes
James C Holmes
Mary E Holmes
Lewis F Holmes, III
L D Holmes, Jr
Melvin E Patterson
G William Rauton Jr 8. Dr G William
Rauton, III
Catherine S Walsh
Vernon H Wales, Sr
Herbert S Yarborough
S Yonce, Jr
FAIRFIELD
Lt Col Ralph W Boys
R B Geddings
John P Harrison
Jack LeGrand
James W Martin
Mr & Mrs Joseph E Mason
James W Stephenson, III
J E Sullivan
Robert A Westbrook
FLORENCE
Milton H Anderson, Jr
Bob s Bar-B-Q Inc
Thomas D Birchmore
E T (Bud) & Kay Chandler
Ivan M Coleman
James R Coleman Jr & James R Coleman
L M Coleman Jr
W Harry Conner
Michael A Craig & James M Avinger
Mr & Mrs R E Currin, III
L B Finklea, Jr
B Lee Floyd
Floyd-Coleman-Askins-Kellahanengs &
Surv Inc
Tommy M Folk, Jr
Munford G Fuller
Vance Gandy. Jr
W N Ginn, III
Howard F Godwin
Tom Gressette Pest Control — Tom P
Gressette
Karl M Guest
Dr E D Guyton
Mrs John W Hamer
H Gerald Hicks
Laddie Green Hiller
Ernest L Jones
Homer E Jones
James A Jones
James Earl Jordan
Dr Joseph M Lewis
Michael B McKeown
John Harper McNeely
Midway Grocery
Dr Thomas W Phillips 8, Dr Wendell E
Phillips
Julian H Price
Don Quattlebaum
Robert H Rhodes
Mr & Mrs Marvin Slaughter
Alex Thompson
Edward D Tinsley III
J W Truluck, Jr
L Turner
R A Vaughan
Robert Welch
Walter C White
Henry D Wolfe
GEORGETOWN
Charles W Cagle
J C Cauthen, Jr
Mr & Mrs, J C Ellioli
Ernest J Fox, Jr
, D V M
Wilson H Myers
Carl Ray
Julian A Reynolds
Robert W Sistrunk
Bruce D Wheeler
GREENVILLE
A R A Services, Inc
Thomas A Able, Jr
James L Allen
Steven Sutton Alley
AM Industrial Maint Inc
AM Security of Greenville
Architectural Products, Inc
Rick Bagwell
William S Baker, Jr
C P Ballenger, Jr
James Balloch
C B Barksdale, Jr
William E Berry, Jr
John K Black
Larry J Blackstock
J Ansel Blakely
Ernest Blakely, Jr
Ivan Block
James A Boling
Willie Bonds
Thomas J Boone Jr
James E Bostic
Mr & Mrs Bill Boyd
Mr 8, Mrs Walter G Brackin, Jr
J Leighton Brown
Mr 8. Mrs Robert L Brown
Peter H Bryan
Lenora C Bryant
Timothy L Buchanan
Budweiser of Greenville, Inc
Billy Bullock
Claude M Burdelte
Billy Burdette
GaryF Caldwell, Dwayne E Wood 8, D f
Williamson, Jr
J C Calloway
James A Cannon
James C Cantrell
Gary L Capps
Michael Casey
Bill R Chandler
Howard T & Carolyn G Chapman
Mr & Mrs June H Cheek
Chemurgy Products Inc #1
Chemurgy Products #2
John M Chewning, Jr
Mr & Mrs C W Childers, Jr
Lawrence L Clark, Jr
Meb Cline, Jr
Alexander H Cohen
Z L Collins
Consolidated Lighting & Equipment Inc
Contractors Service Rentals
Edward J Corley
Jack P Corn
Covil Corp
Roger L Cox
James Telford Craig, Jr
John G Creech
William L Crosby
Mr & Mrs Richard A Curtis
Colonel James E Darby
Ellis L Darby, Jr
D Steve Davis
Col Wm F David (Ret )
W Cantey Davis, Jr
Dr & Mrs Perry B DeLoach
Delta Elec Supply Inc #2
James E Dill
Roy J Dill
Mr & Mrs Roy M Dill
I L Donkle, Jr
Stanley B Duffies, II
Dunagan Engineering Inc
Cary Durham
Edward F Durham, Jr
R Charles Eldridge,Jr & William C Barker
Robert E Ellis
Frank L EIrod
Bill G Estes
Jeannie S Ferguson
Ernest B Fleenor, Ji
Food-Tech Systems
David E 8c Nancy P Foster
James E Foster, Jr & E. Cole Huckabee
Mr 8i Mrs T L Franks
Mr & Mrs James P Freeman
James M French, Jr
Oscar F Funderburk, Jr
Richard W Galway
C P Gamer
James R Garrison
Edward E Garvin
Clark Gaston, Jr
Gatewood Builders, Inc
Bruce Gibson
Gibson Supply Inc
Jack E Gilliland Jr 8, Stephen H Miller
Levis L Gilstrap
Mr 8i Mrs Danny J Goodwin
Henry P Goodwin
Dan Gosnell
James 8 Granger
Steve Bush Gray
Greenville Floral Co
,
Inc
The Greenville News-Piedmont
Creighton D Griggs, Jr
Dr Raymond Van Grubbs
John F Guest
John Philip Hall
Mr & Mrs Wm A Hamlett, Jr
Jack L Hannah
James W Hannah
Betty & Charles Hardin
R G Hargrove
J C Harmon
Harper Brothers, Inc
Wally Harris
James C Hawkins, Jr
Edward H Hembree
Mr & Mrs M Steve Hester
Maior L Higgins & Bill Merritt
Asa H Hili, Jr
John E Hinsdale
C W Hinton
David T & Janet Hogsed
Mr & Mrs Bruce D Holcombe
Mr & Mrs Steve Holcombe
Holder Electric Supply, Inc
Frank Holland
James 8. Rhonda Holtzclaw
Mr 8. Mrs Charles D Howard
Harold G Hudgens
M R Hughes
Parker Humphries
Edward K Humphries
Industrial Scrap Inc
Interstate Piping Service, Inc
Richard H Ivesler
Laurens I James
Mr 8. Mrs William R Jolly, Jr
Bob Jones Co
,
Inc
Lee Jones
Mark W Jones
Robert M Jones
Lewis S Kay
Earle R Keaton, Jr
Kel Chemicals, Inc
Bomar B Keller
Carlos R Kellett
Millard C Kendrick, Sr
Wade H Kennette
Harry E Kilby
Harrison R King
R Ligon King, Jr
Richard King
Paul Kinnett, Jr
Frank S Leake, Jr
L G Lewis, Jr
Mr 8. Mrs Danny Litchfield
Terry L Long
Madden-Carman, Inc
Robert F Mahon, Jr
Gregory R Manuel
Jerry N Marsh Builders, Inc
Marshall & Williams Co
Roy C Martin
John T Mauldin
Charlie 8. Nancy Mauney
Ralph C May, Jr
H Jack McCall, Jr
James T McCarter
McCorkle Oil Co
,
Inc
Charles E McDonald, Jr
McDonald s Corp of Greenville
Wayne McGaha
Brian C McGinnis
Dr James C Mensone
Alex Meyers
James D Miller
James T Miller, IV
Mr 8. Mrs R D Mitchell
Charles R Moon
Wallace Moon
Mr 8. Mrs Thomas A Moore
Thomas R Moore
C Blake Morgan
Leroy Cannon Motors
Andy 8. Peggy Mullikm & Steve Mullikin
Harold Newton
Miss Lynn Nicholson
Nickelmesh Corporation
Ronald L Nix
Paul T Norris
Charlie S & Rebecca M Oliver
Robert W Osment
Jesse K Osterhoudt
Mr & Mrs Donald K Owens
W C Owens
W Donald Owens
Jack G Padgett
Andy Parnell
Douglas F Patrick 8, Robert G Hopkins
Phillip Patrick
DeWitt & Judy Patterson
Mr 8. Mrs Richard W Payne
William H Payne
Sam B Phillips, Sr
Piedmont Crescent Eng Mgt Co
Piedmont P & S C Inc
,
James W
Dodson. Jimmy Moore, Carolyn Roll
William M Poe
Russell B Poole
Mr 8, Mrs A L Powell, Jr
Brooks R Prince III
The Print Machine, Inc
Proformance Group, Inc
H H Provence, Jr
William W Pruitt
Raymond E Putman
Harold Rabhan — Zep Mfg Co
Mr 8. Mrs L M Ragsdale
Marshall T Raines
Wm Timothy Raines
Mr & Mrs Bobby W Ramsey
Ken W Reed
Charles L Reid
Mrs Florence B Rice
Mr & Mrs Gary L Ricker
Stephen G Roberson 8c Laverne Cole
Mr & Mrs William A Robinson
David C Rogers
Mr & Mrs W H Rollins
Benjamin T Rook
E R Roper
Mr 8. Mrs J T Roper
Terry E Rosamond
Allen M Ross
James L Sanderson
B E Savage
Donald R Savage
David R Schumpert, Jr
Joseph W & Beverly Scott
Joseph C Seaman
Leon A Sham — Leon Sham Co
Dt Donald W Shelley
Thomas Shitlet
Shirley s Iron Works, Inc
Virgil B Simpson
William Skardon
Gary Smith
Thomas H Solesbee, Jr
Southern Industrial Rubber
Spartan Express. Inc
SPC
C David Staggs
Newton Stall. Jr
Jesse T Stancil
Toby Stansell
James C Stem
Stevenson Brothers
Mrs R C Stevenson
Mr 8. Mrs E Randolph Stone
Mr & Mrs W A Stone. Jr
Heath L Strawn. Jr
The Sugar Creek Tigers
Calvin Summey — The Lumber Yard, Inc
F Marlon Summey
James A Taylor
Terry & Jean-Mane Taylor 8c J Cooley
Altman. Jr
Teachey Mech Inc
John Russell Terry, Jr
James E Thackston
Bruce W Thompson
Harry M Thompson
Robert J Thompson
W E Thrailkill
William Thrailkill
Charlie T Timmons
Ronald W (Rosco) Timms
Gerald S Tompkins, Jr
J Harold Townes. Jr AIA
W C Tnbble
J Ray Truluck, Jr
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People have been
carrying the secret to
energyconservation around
in their pockets for years.
PHALANGES
IDEAL FOR PUSHING BUTTONS ON
TELEVISION SETS AND OTHER
APPLIANCES TO THE
OFF POSITION
WHEN NOT
IN USE.
EXTENSOR DIGITORUM AND
EXTENSOR INDICIS
PROVIDES FOREFINGER WITH
THE FLEXIBILITY TO FLIP
LIGHT SWITCHES OFF AFTER READING
SEWING OR HOMEWORK.
PROVIDES EXCELLENT MOBILITY
FOR TURNING DIALS ON THERMO-
STATS TO ENERGY SAVING
SETTINGS.
SCE&G
CLEMSON SENECA PICKENS
5-7 people
Dr William E Tucker
L R Turner
Floyd A Ulmer
Gregory Martin Vaughn
Vissage Auto Paris Co , Inc
Mr & Mrs Vernon D Wade
Mr & Mrs William L Wallace
Johnnie J Walters
Mr & Mrs Gary J Watkins
Mr & Mrs David E Watson
Reed Watson
Paul W Webb
John & Donna Wharton
Knox Wherry
Clyde H White
Mr & Mrs Daniel B White
White 8. Murray CPA s
Dt C G White, Jf
H B Whitmire
Connie, Edward & Crystal Wilfioit
Smiley Broadus Williams
D D Williams, Jr
Willson Riggins Landscape, Inc — Willson
& Linda
Robert M & Mary S Wilson
Sydney & Elaine Wilson
Wisconsin Wires. Inc
Charles C Withington, Jr
John D Wood
John W Wood, Jr
Robert H Yeatgin
Yeargin Construction Co . Inc
James M Young
The Zink Company
GREENWOOD
George T Abrams, Jr & Larry Traynham
Virginia G Ackerman
Mrs Wm Thomas Anderson
Anderson Enterprises, Inc
Herbert Anderson Jr Const
,
Inc
Mr & Mrs Ronnie H Barnes & Miss Julia
Gregory
Everett E & Joyce P Bedenbaugh
George M Bell
Euel M Boland
C Browning
William E Burnett & D E Burnett
Calhoun s Electric
Wm D Coleman
Sammy C Corley
Robert L Crawford, Jr
Mr & Mrs George L Crout
Dickert s Moving & Storage
G Dorroh & G M Neel
David R Dover
Robert H Drinkard
Environmental Landscaping
Danny Floyd
Gilliland-Bell Assocs
,
Inc
Coy Jefterson Gray
Dr & Mrs Charles L Hall
Mr & Mrs Clement C Hall
James L Hammer Jr
Leo H Hancock
John B Harris Jr
Charles H Herndon, III
Mr & Mrs Donald R Hill
Mr & Mrs William E Hodges
Barry Hollingsworth
Walker E Hyman
Horace Jenkins
Mr & Mrs George L Johnson. Jr
Arnold Lynn Jones
Charles E Key
Dr H B Kinard, III
Ervin L Koone
Marshall Long
Harold Lumley, Jr
Mr & Mrs Bill Madden
Thomas Wade Malone
Robert L McCord
Mr & Mrs Gerald B Millord
Dr Ted Morris, Jr
Dr W B Moseley
H Edward Munnerlyn
Melvin Pace
J David Patterson
John H Roberts
Charles M Rush
B Ross Russell
B F Scott
Dr Jack C Scurry
R- B Scurry, III
Joe H Seal
Edward K Snead, Jr
Stockman Oil Two. Inc.
W R Swearingen
John N Talbert. Jr
James H Timms
Chip Tinsley
Howard Tolbert
A M Tuck #3
George E Weaver
Thomas J Weeks
f M Werts
HAMPTON
Larry U Claik & T Dean Feaster
S F Crews. Jr
Walton Albert (Al) Crosby
Mr & Mrs Charlie Drawdy
Harry L Foy Jr
Douglas F Gooding
Hampton Gas Co . inc.
George J Knight
Winston A Lawton, Jr
Gerald Ulmer, Jr
William S Ware Sr & Barbara J Ware
HORRY
William D Avant, Jr
James W Barnette, Jr
Bob Bible Pontiac-Buick-GMC Inc
William H J Brown
Harry Wm Clanton, Jr
C Crenshaw
J H Derham
W C (Ted) Dozier
Willis J Duncan
J Q Gerrald
Harvey Graham Jr
DanP Grays John R Gray — Grayco Steel
Corp
Arthur R
,
Randy B & Wanda W Hardee
Hoyt L Hendrick
Oscar L Hodge
Nelson Jackson
LaBruce Nursery
T W Martin
H E Pearce, Jr
E W Prince, Jr
Dr & Mrs Edward Leroy Proctor
Samuel R Spann
Philip A Thompson
Sidney F Thompson
Mr & Mrs A Ben Todd
R S Winfield
KERSHAW
Lester P Branham. Sr
Martin Drawdy
Cleatus Godwin
Mr & Mrs Richard B Inman. Sr
Tommie W James Jr
Donald H Kelly
George V Kornegay
Charlie Rogers
Mr & Mrs Thomas B White
LANCASTER
C B Bell
Michael Blackmon
Larry W Cauthen
Dexter L Cook
Scott Douglass
Steven Epps
Frank & Ann Ferguson
Mr & Mrs Don M Hendricks
Cecil E Horton
Kirk Auto Sales
Lancaster County Clemson Club
Marion D Lever Jr
Dr James J McDowell Jr
Larry J Parker
Dan M Robinson
W Carlton Thompson
Dr Richard Yeadon Wescoat
William K Williams. D M D
LAURENS
Joseph Ray Abrams
Bill Bailey
James David Barton
James E Barton
Ruben Jerry Bennett
Mr & Mrs R L Cason
James A Coleman
McArthur A George
Leon Harris, III
Kenneth P Jones
Thomas Lumley
James A Marler
Tony G Marler
L W McClain
James E Milan
Parker & Gary Moore
David W Moorhead
Dillard D Neighbors
Richard Wayne Raburn
Mrs Wilma Seward & Larry Seward
Jim L Simpson
J R Swelenburg, Jr
Tee Thompson
Mrs James T Townsend
Richard T Townsend
Dr N C Wessinger
Mr & Mrs Eddie W Wilson
LEE
W Ray Alexander, Jr
Archie H Chandler Jr & Tray Chandler
Tom Drayton
Bethel C DuRanI
Harris Hicks
G H McCutchen
Warden J McKenzie Memorial
C B Player Memorial, Player, Jr &C
Player, III
LEXINGTON
Dr Frank T Arnold Jr
Dewey S Barnes
Helen C Barrett
Alvin N Berry
F U Black
Woodrow W Boozer, Sr
Michael Buzhardt
Johnny L Cagle
R L Carson
B M Cassady
John L Caudle, II
D H Caughman
E M Caughman
F W Billy" Caughman
Wallace A Cheatham
James Tracy Childers
Henry R Cobb
Ike Cogburn
John R Cothran
Mr & Mrs Milton H Densman
Bland M Derrick
Lucius B Fetner
Dr Talmage R Frick, Jr
Dr John L Frierson
Gardner Wrecker Service
Earl & Sandra E Glasscock
Hubert P Haas
William M Hamilton
Archie L Harmon, II
Ed Havird
Charles C Hendrix
T A Henry
James T Inman
E C Jackson
Mr & Mrs Leiand A Jackson
Mr & Mrs R Kit Jackson, III
W D Jones & Thomas Jones
Mr & Mrs Earle Kyzer & Steve &
Ms Mickey Lindler
Mr & Mrs J B Little|ohn
Harold P Lorick. Jr
Mr 8. Mrs Tyrone McCarty
Robert D McCraw
Dr Richard L McDaniel
John C Meetze
Buren M Mitchell
W L Monts, Jr
Randy 8. Dot Moon
Mr & Mrs Jack E Nettles
Kenneth W Nettles
James E Nicholson
Carl Patterson
Mr & Mrs Robert G Pickens
Thomas W Plumblee
Ronald M Poston
Charles David Price
W P Rampey
Mr & Mrs Clyde M Rauch. Sr & So
Hampton Redmond
Henry E Hank Reynolds. Sr
Carroll Richardson
James H Rozier. Jr
M D Rucker
Glen Scott
Mrs James R Sease
G Lanier Shealy
Heyward D Shealy
Mr 8c Mrs John E Shealy
John W Slyce
Mr 8. Mrs William E Smith, Jr
Harry Lee Swygert
Dr Wm Carver Talbert. Jr
Joseph G Taylor
Douglas A Thomas
Annie Katherine Warner
N R Watkins
Malachi A Williams
Rodney L Williams
Mr 8, Mrs Kit W Wilson
John D Winburn. Jr
Jake Zeigler
MARION
Edgar P T Dozier
Lacy Edwards. Jr
G & H Building Co
John H Holt
Bryan Higgins Memorial Horry County
E H Jones
K McKenzie
Mr 8. Mrs Robert A Scott
James M Smith
Frank T West
Thomas M West
Mccormick
John Harvey Bandy
John Daniels
Dr James W Gilbert
John A McAllister
Lawrence S Strom
McKinney Wilson. Inc
NEWBERRY
B T M Abrams
Carl L Amick
Elmer R Baker
R Kent Bedenbaugh
Albert F Busby
Mr & Mrs Floyd Caldwell
Waller B Cousins
Virginia Culbertson
Louie C Derrick
Robert Dorroh
J Rhett Frazier, Jr
Billy R Gibson
George Robert Hawkins
W S Hentz
A Friend
Dr C B Lowman
Mrs C B Metts
Buddy Neel
T Milton Nichols
Ted Plemons
Randall C Rutt
William McF Scuiry
Randy Senn
Joe H Simpson, Jr
J B Smith
C Gurnie Stuck
T W Suber
John W Taylor
Tony Turner
Jim Waldrop
Powell E Way, Jr
Fred Weir. Jr
James P 8i Frances Wicker
Dr James R Williams
Hayne B Workman, Jr
OCONEE
M T Abbott
Robert C Adams
Roy C Adams
Dr F B Adams, Jr
)in Dr Harold B Bell
Dr Don H Blodgett
Edward & Susan Booker
Dr John P Booker
Clayton R Brock
Roy Carroll
W A Chase
M D Cleveland
Coats & Clark, Inc
Robert H Curelon
Sammy Dickson
Derrill T Dilworth
Bruce M Dixon
Robert L 8, Debbie DuBose
Frady s Service. Inc
Donald L 8, Rae Ann Ham
Robert W Higby
Louis C Holleman
Dr Wm S Holliday
Hughes Equipment & Rental. Inc
ns Lewis A Jaynes
Henry E Jennings
K-Mac Service. Inc
Mr & Mrs Lee S Kneese
Crawtord B Lawton
Robert L Lee
Bill Maksymowicz
James L Mason
Lane E Mays. M D
William T McClure. Jr.
McDonald's of Clemson
Bill McLees
John W Morrah, III
Arthur Nuttall, Jr
Garry C (Flip) Phillips
Phillips S. Sons
Mr & Mrs Walter B Purcell
Ed Randall
Bob & Fredda Reeves
Dr Don A Richardson
Melissa 8. Dewey Rochester
Mr 8. Mrs Lowell W Ross
Ml & Mrs Chauncey D Smith, Jr
Willis Spivey
Miss Susan R Stroup
Thrift Brothers Lumber Co
William E West
Max & Valeria Wiginglon
Mr & Mrs Thomas Wolfe
Mr & Mrs E P Wright
ORANGEBURG
A Norman Avinger. Jr
E R Bair. Jr
Timmy Barr
K B Bates
Derald W Bedenbaugh
Robin 8i Robert Bickley
Clarence Bonnette
James E Boswell
John R & Jerry F Carlisle
Robert H Cauthen
John H Cope. Jr
W Z Dantzler 8, Son
Marvin H Davis
Dr W F Dukes
W W Dukes, Jr
Julian H Fair III, D M D
C Farnum
L Kenneth Folse, Jr
Dr Henry F Frierson
Maynard D Funchess
Garrick Brothers Farms, Inc
Mr & Mrs G Martin Gilchrist
William E Harper
Robert H Hutto
Jameson Farms. Inc
T R Kiser
Lighting Creations. Inc
Mr 8. Mrs Mike Lipscomb
Edgar C McGee
H A McGee Jr
Harry M Mims. Jr & George Hill
Dr Drayton L Nance Jr
Frankie A Cain
Mr & Mrs D C Osterhoudt
Coket N Price
Barney M Rast
T Brant Reeves, Jr
Dr J W Rheney, Ji
Dana Rickards
Ernest B Rogers, Jr
Santee Portland Cement Corp
James S Ulmer
J C Ulmer, Jr
J Otto Warren, Jr
Leon West
Alton H Whetsell
G Laverne Williams
Russell S Wolfe. II
Henry G Young. Jr
John T Zeigler. Jr
PICKENS
Carl Willis Ackerman 8. Thomas McNeil
Ackerman
Harold Albertson
Barron Alexander
Stephen Alexander
Mr 8. Mrs William J Barnett
Robert L Bishop
Harold Blackslon
Dr Lloyd H Blanton
R Douglas Boggs
Gregory M Bowie 8, John B Gilstrap
James A Brewer
John L Brock
Larry S Brown
M Brown
Bob & Susan Brown
M H Bruner
Jerry R Byrd
James C Campbell. Jt
Mr & Mrs Roy J Campbell. Jr
Mrs June S Carroll
Lewis F Cato
Dr Terence M Clark
Clemson Decorating Center
Dr James L Cobb. Jr
Mr & Mrs Joseph B Cocke
Mr & Mrs John A Connell
Dr 8, Mrs W Uwens Corder
Redmond Coyle & Nicholas Fletcher. Ill
Mr & Mrs R Allison Dalton
Cecil C Davis
Directions. Inc
Mr & Mrs Fred H Duncan
Barry S Durham
Dr James F Dusenberry. Jr
Dr Val S Dyches. Jr
Mr & Mrs Gary Ellenburg
Dr William M Epps
Luther J Fields
Ml & Mrs Walter D Fisher
Larry D Floyd
T M Folger
Ernest F Foitnei
William C Former. Ji
Mis Carolyn F Fowler
Steve Francis
Gaston Gage. Jr
C H Garren
Bird Garrett
Mr 8. Mrs Norman S Garrison
Roy 8. Ins Gammill
Roddy E Genys, III
Steven C & Ruth Gibert
Mr & Mrs Joel L Gillespie
Albert H Si Pamela Gossett
Steve F & Deborah K Gravely
Dr Gordon W Gray
Nash Gray
Keith Hayne Griffith
Griggs Associates. Inc
Robert M & Frank Guerreri
Donald H Hamilton
Jerry L & Mary S Harvey
Mr 8, Mrs A R Henderson
Philip L Hendricks
Trescott Hinton
Bill J Hooper
Mr & Mrs Lamar Hunnicutt
Mr & Mrs Gene Price
Daniel E Hunt
Roger and Olin Insley
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Mr & Mrs Eugene S Irwin
Dr J H Jameson
Roy L Johnson
H E Jones, Jr
Kay's Shop
Dr G Ansel King. Jr & Charles Ellenburg
Ralph Kirk
Ronnie Lackey
Mr & Mrs John N Landreth, Jr
Lesley Construction Co , Inc
William D Lowery
Dr J J Lynn
Hershel M Maddox
James R Mahanes, MD
C V Marchbanks, Jr
Earle Eugene Martin
James R Medlin
Maurice Carrol Merritt
Scott K Mitchell
Miss Eunice A Moore
L H Moore
Murph & Fran Moseley
Jack Murphree
William C Neal
Blicker E Nettles
S N Oliver. Jr
Keith W & Georgia W Ormand
Daniel F Parker
Dr & Mrs Thomas H Parry
Oonnie G Patterson
Mr & Mrs Paul E Perkins
L E Pollard
Charlie K Poole & John R Poole, Jr
W Jack Ragsdale
William J Ragsdale, Jr
Jimmy R Randall
Cantey M Richardson
Mr 8, Mrs John C Richardson
R R Ritchie
Mr & Mrs D S Roberts
Robert W Robinson Jr
John E Ross & Dr John E Ross, III
Calvin P Schmidt
Mr and Mrs Harold E Seymore
Mr & Mrs Russell Shealy
Shealy, Smith & Welborn, P A
Sam W Sheritt
David E Simons, Jr
Lee R Sims, Jr
Jimmy D Smith
Smith's Heating & Air Cond , Inc
Brett Southerland & Tim Gossett
Mr & Mrs Mendel H Stewart
James D Stewart, III
Robert C Stewart, Jr
Lawrence E, Stroud
Paul M Talley
The C&S National Bank
LI Col Ralph H Thompson
Mr & Mrs Gerald S Tripp
K N Vickery
Dr John M Wannamaker
Mr & Mrs Wm S Ware, Jr
George L Watkins III
Robert A Watson
Thomas E Welborn
Richard F Wheeler
J A White Memorial
Mr & Mrs Bobby R Youngblood
RICHLAND
W M Albergotti, Jr
Thomas Ray Archibald, Jr
J R Atkinson Jr
Tom Baldwin
Richard S Balentine
Mr & Mrs Sims T Ballew & Walton G
Snow
Mr & Mrs D W Baxter
AAA Building Maintenance, Inc
Bobby Blair"
Frank M Boggs
Mr 8. Mrs J Dennis Bolt
Charles H Boozer
H, G Boylston, Jr
Robert L Brennan
W W Bruner, Jr
Bull Oil Co
James H Burton
Henry Parrott Byrd
Dr W Lynn Campbell
Dr Wayne Cartee
W T Cassels, Jr
George W Caughman, Jr
J E Coggins
L W Conder Jr
Charles W Cooper
Thomas G Cooper, M D
Albert G Coune, Jr
Charles E Charles F 8. Tommy E Cousins
J Lewis Cromer — Atty
Mr 8, Mrs Fred E Culvern. Jr
J R Daniel
Mrs W B DePass, Sr
William T Derieux
J C Dreher, III
Glenn W Dukes
Francis S Dunn
Joe W Dunn, Jr
Thomas L Durgin
Dr Ray Elam
Mrs George W Eleazer Jr
Or George H Fann
Lewis W Felkel, Jr
Dr Larry Frick
F Simons Hane, M D
J, C, Harden
Dr Rudolph C Harrington, Jr
Col George 8 Herndon
Charles E Hill
Carl Hinnant
Mr & Mrs Tally Hood, Jr
William McArthur Hughes
Intrachem Recruiters
Investors Nat l Lite Ins Co
Malcolm C Johnson
Charles M Joye
H Michael Kaylor
Dr B Paul Kellett
Charles T Kirkiey
Ms Georgana L Lackey
H L Lackey
Gary J Matthews & Newell D Crawtord. Jr
George G Matthews, Jr
George G Matthews, Sr
W I May
Walter B McKinney
Timothy P McLellan 8. Billy Fellers
Eddie H Mellette
Mr 8. Mrs Bill Miller
William H Miller
James A Mishoe
Al Montgomery
Dr Henry W Moore
Austin T Moore Jr
Jettrey A O Cain
Mr & Mrs Jesse E Dates, Jr
Mrs Eugene R Patterson
S N Pearman
Piedmont Printmakers & Sup Corp —
James W Doodson, Jimmy Moore S
Carolyn Roll
C Kenneth Powell
James F Rice
Mr & Mrs Henry Y Riley
John C Riley, Sr
Bob Robinson
Lee J Robinson
David W 8, Davida J Roof
Donald L Rozier
Sadler 8. Company, Inc
Marion F Sadler, Jr
Crawford E Sanders, III
Jim Satterfield
Jimmy R Sellers
Col A L Sheider, Jr
Pelham W Simmons
Gerald H Smith
John B Smith, Jr
Lawrence Sfeedly 8r David Gardner
E L Stoudenmire
Patrick Kyle Strom
Arthur M Suggs
John M Swails
C W Swygert, III
Dr Joseph W Taber, Jr
Dr Thomas W Talbert
William B Tarrant
Paul E Thacker
Col A J Tothacer & Jay Tothacer
Mr 8, Mrs Wm E Twilley, Jr
John T Walker, Jr
William R Watts
Joe Ben Weeks
Ames H Wells
Ben S Wiggins
W G Williams
Ltc (Ret ) & Mrs, W A Williams
James K Wilson
Beniamin C Wright
J P Wright. Jr
J F Wyse
SALUDA
Carson Able
John Faye Berry
Sam (Bull) Chapman
Alfred B Coleman
G Mellwood Coleman
John R Crawford
Carey Frick
James R Herlong, Jr
Thomas D Holstein
W N Quattlebaum
Bruce Rushfon
Shore Livestock Co
W W Steadman, Jr
Shelly 8. Rickey Temples
Wheeler Tire Service
Kenneth Yarbrough
James L Yow, Jr
SPARTANBURG
Mr & Mrs Bill Alexander
William A Alexander
R L Alexander, Jr
Tom H 8. Hilda Badger
John W Beeson
Andy N Beiers
Kenneth M Bessent
Tony Bridgeman
James W Brown & Michael A Vaughan
Walter J Brown
Buckeye Corp
Wm Ronnie Bullard
Dr & Mrs Eugene M Busch
Harry F & Sharon Byers
Sammie G Carros
Melford W Carter
James V Chlopek
Clarkson Brothers Inc
George P Cobb,Jr & Oren Robinnette, Jr
C Raymond Coggins
Albert T Correll
J Carroll Cox
Troy H Cribb & Sons, Inc
Claude, David & Bobby Culbreth
James C Curry
Mr & Mrs Paul Ray Dobson
Mrs William P Dobson
L Russell Easier, Jr
Economy Cars Limited — Ben Giles
W Gerald Emory
W Gerald Emory, Jr
J, P Fans
Thomas A Finley
James H Fleming
James M Folk
Mr 8, Mrs Thomas Fuller
Charles F Funk
Oliver J Goldstein
C E Gray
Jack L Green
James R Greer
Thomas T Grigg, Jr
Richard K Dick " Hall
Mr 8. Mrs Wilbur K Hammett
Darcy D Harris, Jr
Robert T Haselden, Jr
Walter L Hays, III
J Leslie Heaton. Jr
David J Henderson
Robert M Hicklin
J Thomas Hollis
A Scoff Hubbard
Rodger A Hughes
Carl W Hughey
Mr & Mrs Terry A Hunt
Dan C Ivey
Fred W Johnson
Bob & Darrell Kimbrell
William H Knight
Frank W Lee, Jr
Mr & Mrs J E Lineberry
W L Lyies, Jr
Lyman Oil Co
Col Edward R Maddox
W M Manning, Jr
Dr & Mrs Richard C Mathis
Mr 8. Mrs Samuel H Maw, Jr
McDonald s of Spartanburg
M C McGarity, Jr
Michael E McMakin
Bias A Miyares
Harold L Mullinax
Mr & Mrs W Charles O Cain
George R O'Cain, Jr & F M Foster, III
Arthur O Shields
Roy R Dates, Jr
Palmetto Knitting, Inc
Palmetto Printing Service
Ben R Pickens
Piedmont Mechanical
Marion C Ponder, Jr
Raymond E Powell
Douglas L Pridgeon
Marvin C Robinson
Tommy Rudeen
Scott Russell
A W Shoolbred, Jr
J Clyde Simmons
Sims Service Station
Nathan Sims Memorial
Benny Sisk
Clyde F Skinner
Morris C Smith
Rupert P Smith
W C (Bill) Smith
Winston D Smith
Southers Construction, Inc
Spartanburg Realty Co
Or David K Stokes, Jr
Taylor Motor Co
Frank M Terlizzi
James R Thomason
Jerry M Thorton
James A Trammel
M Noel Turner
Wades Restaurant
Joe E Webb
J W Webster
Mr 8. Mrs Allen White
Dr Larry B White
Paul A Wilson
Ted Wilson 8. Wm D West
George S Wyant
SUMTER
A Jr & Joe Allbrifton
Carolina Coca-Cola Bottling Co
Karl B Chandler
Mr & Mrs Harold Chandler, III
William E DuranI, Jr
Curtis Edens, Jr
M Fori
F Roland Geddlngs
Dr Wilson Greene. Jr,
D Harvin
Milton L House
E B Hubbard, Jr
John W James
J T Johnson. Jr
Carl Livingston
B J Lowder
"A Friend'
W Earl Phillips
Demosthenes 8. McCreight AIA
John A Riley, David Strange 8c Ricky
Weathersbee
C Rembert Skinner
Dr Barney Williams, Jr
UNION
Harold R Hoke
Robert S Lawhon
Thomas E Mack
J Lancys Maness
Howard E O'Oell
Wayne Vaughn
WILLIAMSBURG
Mr 8, Mrs David H Brown
Wendell Brown, Atty
J M Connor
Dr W C Cotfingham
R Cleo Fennell
Earl Hoyd
Fred P Guerry, Jr
W W Holliday, Jr
T E Huggins, Jr
James M Kennedy
Dr Flournoy C Walker, III
YORK
William R Adkins
Patricia C Alexander
George & Nancy Anderson
Mr & Mrs David E Angel
Frank S Barnes, Jr
Campbell Barnett & Newton Adams
Mr 8. Mrs Joe W Barnett
William Morns Breedlove, Jr
The Castles Co
William Z Chapman
Cloverleaf Industries. Inc,
Gulp Brothers, Inc
Jimmie Davis
Harold M Dickson
Richard C Ellison
Flint Realty & Const Co , Inc
Alan R Franklin
Charles A Funderburke
John L Gaddy
Keith A Gaflin
J D Good
Thomas C Hamrick
James W (Bill) Hancock, Jr,
Jerry D Handegan
J Keitf Hane
William Frampton Harper
A S Hartsell
Jack Louis Holeman
Dr Richard P Hughes
William T Jackson
Jeftords-Whiteaker
C C Jenkins. Jr
Jim & Judy Jeiome
F D . R M & W P Johnson
J Ed Kellett
John A 8. Carolyn B Lesslie
Dr John Monroe Little, Jr
John N (Nickeyl McCarter, Jr
Stephen S McCrorey
Samuel E McCullough
C E "Ted" Melton
MTS Industries Inc
The Original Barn, Inc
Harry Beniamin Parflow, Jr
Thomas B Petfit, III & T B Pettit, Jr
In/in V Plowden
John F Pridmore
James Ramere
Joe E Sherer. Jr
Donald Sprouse
Dale W Stanley
Tracy E Tindal
Harry H Williams. Jr,
C A Wingate
R W (Bill) Young
NORTH CAROLINA
Brenton Hugh Abbott
Academy Steel Drum Co
Tom C Anderson, III
Richard P Black
GeorgeF Bolen, Jr 8. L E Anderson, John
Reagan
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Rex A Bowen
Dr D William Brosnan, III
Jackie W Calvert
Wilson C Chiiders, III
Francis I- Clarke
Roland L & Lynns Connelly
John W Cooper
Of- Charles Davant, Jr
Mack W & Dean J Davenport
Mr & Mrs Robert L Dobson
Robert W Dozier
Dr & Mrs Samuel T Drake
Col J L Edmonds
William H Elam
William F Evans, Ji
Wade V Fair
H I Gaines
John W Godtrey
Lloyd G Gurley
Norman Guthrie, Jr
Lucius Millard Hair, Jr
Col Robert W Harnett
Sammie F Harris
Kenneth R Hart
Wayne L Hayes
Patrick W Hendnx
W W Hobson
Terry D Houston
Nat A Howell
Charlie L Hunley
George A Hutto, Jr
S W Jackson, Jr
Albert B Johnson
Mr & Mrs Winston Kallam
Jeff Kane
Otis B Kempson, Jr
Vernon W Kennington
Wyndle B Kingsmore
James M Kizer
Mr & Mrs Burton W LevKis
Charles G Mayer
Michael S Mitcham
H Wayne Montague
Tom R Morris, Jr
Jim & Sara Niver
Michael L Owen
Robert Tarrant Payne
Daniel L Pearman
E Randall Poole
Dr Robert F Poole, Jr
William C Powell, Sr
Paul D Quinn. Jr
C. Jeff Reece, Jr
Charles H Reed. Jr
Charles Lamar Roediger, Jr
J T Rogers, Jr
John W Seaborn
Daniel Edwin Seymour
Robert C Shell
Walter B Sherman
David W Sprouse
W Laird Staley, Jr.
Guy P Stanley
James C Stewart
Daniel Harding Stowe
Harold R Stowe
Dr Dan Suggs
Ralph Parker Sullivan
Mr & Mrs C T Southerland. Jr.
John A Templeton
Trane Company
Reed Ulmer
Alton J Watts
Robert S Whitener
Charles R Willingham
Dennis Rjster Wilson
Mrs Carmen H Winburn
Jesse E Wright, III
GEORGIA
Alvin A Adams, Sr.
James W Addison
Lynn C Aiken
Albea Construction, Inc
Dr M D Alexander. Jr
Barnett Alexander Allgood, III
Robert H Bailey, DOS
Mr and Mrs Earl Barker
James A Black
Whit Blackmon
Mr 8, Mrs Carl Bryan
C & K Machine Die, Inc
Robert A Calhoun, Jr
John L Campbell
M M. Cone
Ben G Crosland. Jr
Mr & Mrs Carroll V Dabney
C E Daniel
W Crawford Davis
George B Deadwyler
John A Dickerson
Robert R Dickerson
Richard C Downing
Frank E Gabrels
Mr & Mrs P A Gantt
F Scott Hardigree
Or Robert S Hill
Edward F Hillhouse
L C Hinson
William F Holladay
Howard E Hord
James M Hunt. FAIA
Phil Jackson
James H Jones. Jr
W, Gordon Kay
Joe B Maftett
Warren C Maxwell
James F McCurry
Raymond I McFadden, Jr
Robert S Miller
Monroe Janitorial Service
William G Moore
Ray H Mullikin
William R O'Dell
Charles D Parker
Francis Wilson Perkins
Louis S Philhower
J H Powell & Keith Powell
Mr & Mrs A U Priesler, Jr
Roland Lee Rayburn
John L Scoggins
Thomas F Shreve
Mr & Mrs John K Sturman
Col Joseph E Webb, Jr (Ret )
A Friend
Dennis Ansel Wiley
Rudolph L Yobs
OTHER
James C Attaway
William T Barnett
George & Nancy Bennett
Col James E Blessing
B M Brodie
Robert L Brown
Charles E Burkett
Mr & Mrs Robert Cantrell
Loyd B Chapman
Howard L Clark, Jr
Mr & Mrs Hugh A Clark, Jr
Robert P Corker
Jerny E Dempsey
W R Jaycox
Robert B Ehlen
Fred W Faircloth
Mark G Fellers
Mr & Mrs Charles Ferguson
T D Fulmer, Jr
Richard H Gettys, Jr
Robert H Gray
Paul Meredith Harmon
Samuel L Herndon
Clifton E Holley
Capt Ed Jackson
Nevon F, Jeffcoat
W Joe Lanham
Herbert Lindsay, Jr
Paul F MacDonald
W Kenneth Mann
Mr & Mrs Bob Mayberry
Dr & Mrs R L Mecklenburg
J A Milling
Mr & Mrs Ralph A Mitchell
Robert D Ogletree
Wayne R Oset
Wm Donaldson Pectol
Frank C Petry
Frederick A Sargent
Helen & Ben K Sharp
John C Sharpe
James M Shuler
Glenn C Smith
Oliver I Snapp. Jr
John J Snee
Walton G Snow
Dave R Stokely
Herbert J Thomas, Jr
Barham F Thomson, Jr
James Thomas Vaughn
T L Vincent
Charlie Waters
Joseph A Wilkie
W Montgomery Wilkins
Charles Woods, Jr
William Lindsay Wylie
DR PEPPER OF GREENVILLE
P. O. BOX 5247
STATION B
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29606
803-277-4156
DRINK
We Appreciate
Your Business''
R. L. (BOB) FLANAGAN
MANAGER
All you need to know about your
next CONSTRUCTION PROJECT!
HARPER
BUILDERS,
INC.
Serving the southeastern commercial-industrial-institutional mar-
kets since 1949 with quality construction, on time and at a reasonable
cost. Let us help you build your future! We are large enough to know
best, but small enough to care!
Williamston, S. C. 847-7309 Greenville, S. C. 242-9113
Authorized Builder of:
Inryco
an Inland Steel company
GO CLEMS^^N!
For Your Building Needs in the
Tri-County Area. See. .
.
Central Concrete & Plaster, Inc.
Concrete & Plaster Contractors
Building Materials
Sand
Mortar Mix
Cement
Brick
Paints
• Drywall Materials
• Trade Tools
• Hardware
• Sakrete Products
• Plaster Materials
Ready-Mix Concrete
We Pour — We Install
Steps, Floors, Walks, Patios, Drives.
Free Estimates
104 E. Main
Central, S. C.
In football a fumble can be
The Same is True In Aircondltlonlng.
"There is no substitute
for error-free,
consistent performance—
in either field"
We have the winning combination
in designing, manufacturing, in-
stalling and maintaining your
environmental system. We have
professional engineering personnel,
modern shops and experienced
field crews. We can provide new
systems or modify existing systems.
When the need arises for air
conditioning, liquid & air filtration,
thermo^kinetics
Creating the ideal environment
716 E. Fairfield Rd. o Greenville, S. C. 29605 o 803/277-8080
heat reclamation & air distribution
systems — Don't Drop the Ball-
Call on the professionals.
Tiger Head Coaches
The Nation's Top 10
Clemson enjoyed its most successful
year ever in 1979-80, and, according to
the following ctiart, it was one of the most
successful seasons in the nation. The
Tigers had the third best all-around
sports year in the country according to
the national survey conducted by the
Knoxville Journal,
The rating system is based on Top 20
rankings in polls or NCAA tournament
finishes. Clemson could have scored
even more points in the poll had the bas-
ketball rankings been based on the
NCAA tournament, an event in which the
Tigers reached the final eight. Clemson
could have gained 15 more points had
fencing been included in the poll.
The bottom line tells us that the Tigers
are very close to having the finest all-
around sports program in the nation. The
Tigers' excellent staff of head coaches is
a prime reason for this rise to a spot
among the nation s elite.
All-Sports
Rankings
count
tball
c
cn
c
P CO _i
ross
ootbi
occe aske /rest JUJ|M
rack
enni aseb OTA
O u. C/3 CD S h- 1- a CD H
Southern California 19 15 17 18 13 82
UCLA 6 19 5','z 17 19 1 4'/2 81
Clemson 19 7 141 2 8'
2
1 31
2
62^2
Texas 9 19 12 2 8V2 10 601/2
California 20 19 18 57
Oklahoma State 19 10 20 5 54
Florida State 15 18 7 1 31/2 53V2
Indiana 13 2 15 1
1
12 '/2 531/2
Oregon 19 10 1 41 2 431.2
Brigham Young 8 7 9 19 43
Twenty points are awarded for first place
,
19 for second, 1
8
for third, etc.
BOBBY ROBINSON
Golf
WADE SCHALLES
Wrestling
ANNIE TRIBBLE
Women's Basketball
BILL WILHELM
Baseball
Make Check or money order payable to; Add 4% S. C. Sales Tax to all
Clemson Universtty Canteen Gittshop shipments plus $1.75 to cover
Prices subject to change
postage and handling. For three
or more items add $2.25 to
cover shipping. total
#1
—Embroidered stick on Tiger
Paw, 2 per card , $1 29
#2
—Embroidered stick on Tiger. 2
per card $1 29
#3A—Adult T-Shirt. Navy or Orange
with Tiger Paw Sizes S, M, L,
XL $$4 98
#3B—Youth T-Shirt, Navy or Orange
with Tiger Paw Sizes S (6-8), M
(10-12), L (14-16) $4 29
#4—Decal Assortment $1 50
#5A— Adult T-Shirt, Orange or Navy
with multi-color CLEMSONS Sizes
S, M, L, XL $5 49
#5B—Youth T-Shirt, Orangeor Navy
with multi-color CLEMSONS Sizes
S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $$4,98
#6
—Clemson Ties, Navy or Orange,
with multi-Tiger Paws $7 50
#7—Tiger Paw Ear Rings . , $7 00
#8—Tiger Paw Stick Pin , , $5 00
#9—Tiger Paw Necklace , .
. $6,00
# 1 —Assortment of eight Tiger Paw
Decals Sizes (4) 1 Vj", (2)2V2". (1)
3V2", (1) 5"2" $1.98
#11—Tiger Paw embroidered
emblem $.95
#12—CLEMSON license
plate $1-89
#13—CLEMSON PLAYMATE, s/i
length Orange night shirt with Tiger
emblem Sizes S, M. L, XL $6,49
#14—PAW TAGS, White license
plate with Orange Paw $1,89
#15A— Adult three button placket
baseball style shirt, natural with
Orange sleeves Sizes S, M. L,
XL $6,49
# 1 5B—Youth same as above. Sizes
S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) $5.98
#16—Orange and White scarf to
match stocking cap listed be-
low $5.98
# 1 7—CLEMSON Orange and White
stocking cap. One size fits all $3.79
#18— Adult cotton and polyester
gym shorts in White/navy trim or
Orange white tnm Sizes XS (24-
26), S (28-30), M (32-34), L (36-38),
XL (40-42) $4,98
#19A— Adult Orange overalls with
paw emblem on pocket W 28, 29,
30, 32, 34, 36, L 34 . $21.98
#198—Youth Orange overalls with
Paw emblem on pocket Sizes 8.
10. 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 . $16.98
# 1 9C—Child's Orange overalls with
Paw emblem on pocket Sizes 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7 $13.98
#20—Adult T-Shirt, Orange or Navy
with CLEMSON Sizes S, M. L,
XL $4.98
#21 —Orange. White or Navy Jersey
Knit golf shirt Sizes S. M, L
,
XL,
50% cotton, 50% polyester $14 98
#22— Adult cotton and polyester
gym shorts in Navy or Orange,
Sizes XS (24-26). S (28-30). M
(32-34), L (36-38), XL (40-
42) $5,29
#23— Navy or White pullover
hooded sweat shirt Sizes S, M, L,
XL $1498
#24A—Orange or White golf or ten-
nis shirt with embroidered Tiger
Paw Sizes S, M. L, XL, 50%cotton,
50% polyester $1 1 98
#248—Above Item available m
XXL $12 98
#24C—White Youth Golf or Tennis
shirt with embroidered Tiger Paw.
Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $9 98
#25—White with Orange trim swea-
ter shirt, 100% acrylic SizeS,M,L,
XL $18 98
#26—Adult Orange or Navy knit gym
shorts Sizes XS (24-26), M (32-
34), L (36-38), XL (40-42) $6 49
#27—Adult Orange zip up hooded
sweat shirt Sizes S, M, L,
XL $15,98
#28A—Adult Navy unlined lacket.
Sizes S, M, L, XL $11 98
#288— Rannel lined jacket $17.98
#28C—Pile lined jacket $23.95
#28D—Youth Navy unlined lacket.
Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $10,98
#29A—Adult Orange unlined jacket.
Sizes S. M, L, XL $11,98
#298— Flannel lined jacket , $17.98
#29C—Pile lined jacket $24 98
#29D—Youth Orange unlined jac-
ket Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L
(14-16) $10,98
#30A— Adult Orange or Navy Tiger
Paw sweat shirt. Sizes S, M, L,
XL $8.49
#308—Youth Orange or Navy Tiger
Paw sweat shirt. Sizes XS (2-4). S
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) $7 49
#31 —Orange and White super stripe
golf cap, adjustable One size fits
all $4 95
#32—Clemson Pennants with Paw
or Tiger, 6x15 $2.19
9 X 24 $3.25
12 X 30 $4.25
#33—Orange Pillow with White
Tiger Paw, 14x14 $6 49
Our Deep Appreciation
To the automobile dealers shown and
listed on this page who have donated cars
to the Clemson Athletic Department for use
in travel by members of the staff. — Clem-
son Athletic Department
Dick Mason
Dick Mason Ford, Inc.
Newberry
Louie Williamson
Fairway Ford, Inc.
Greenville
George Coleman, Jr.
George Coleman Motors
Travelers Rest
George Campbell
John Foster Motors
Easley
J. H. Satcher
Satcher Motor Co.
Aiken
Joe B. Feagle, Jr
Feagle Motor Co.
Johnston
Marion Burnside
Columbia
John Sullivan
Sullivan Motor Co.,
Anderson
Jim Connell
Connell Chevrolet, Inc.
Anderson
Edsel Hemingway
Hemingway Motor Co.
Andrews
Steve Chappel
S-J Chevrolet-Buick, Inc
Camden
George Ballentine
George Ballentine Motor Co.
Greenwood
Al Smith
Judson T. Minyard. Inc,
Greenville
Jack Tinsley
Tinsley-Crane Chevrolet
Pickens
Forrest Hughes
Winnsboro Motor Sales Co.,
Winnsboro
Inc.
Wesley Snyder
Synder s Auto Sales
Greenville
D. E. Mosteller
Guy Motor Co.
Anderson
Ward Smith
Ward Smith Chevrolet
Seneca
Jim Guthrie
Superior Motors, Inc.
Orangeburg
Joe Ben Herlong
Herlong Motor Company
Johnston
Bob Peeler
Carolina Leasing
Anderson
Claude Thompson
Welborn-Thompson Chevrolet
Honea Path
F. A. Nimmer
Jasper Motors
Ridgeland
Jim Roberts
Sir Pontiac
Anderson
"The Association
officers have
farm background
and understanding"
'With many years of serving us,
the Farm Credit System has certainly
become well grounded in farm needs
and requirements. What I like about
dealing with their officers is that they
have a farm background and understand
whats happening on the farm. They
understand what our needs are and give
us ex{x^rt financial assistance."
All of agriculture "s financial needs can be met best by the Farm Credit System. Production
Credit Associations. Federal Land Bank Associations, and Farm Credit Services all know that...
Agriculture deservesthe credit.
Short and Long-Term Joint Land Bank
intermediate-term Farm Credit and
Farm Credit PCA services
...and the tigers deserve our support!
Trainers
Front Row (left to right): Marline Hermes, Patti Barrett, Tony Blackwell, Debbie
Culbertson, Judy Riley, Robin Greene, Kathy Kinder. Back Row (left to rigtit):
Stephanie Brake, Jay Bennett, Greg Craig, Vann Yates, Mark Abeli, Chuck
Voyles, Greg Long, Chip Winchester, Joe Franks, Bob Easley.
Managers
Standing (left to rigtit): Jimmy Seay, Ricky
Steen, Jeff Wright, Alan Wertz, Eric Rivers,
Ben Massingill. Seated (left to rigtit): Steve
Rivers, Lawrence Mudge, Ray Love, Jeff Sin-
gletary.
The Most
Fascinating
Shoe Store
in Asheviiie
. . . Perhaps
in the
World. FOR SHOES
3 Stores Under 1 Roof
Mens • Womens • Childrens
Thousands of pairs in your Favorite Brands ... all at
Lower Prices! Have fun and relax while our friendly
and courteous sales staff helps you save money.
We have all sizes, all colors, styles, and heel
heights ...
The largest selection of Famous Brands in the East.
Also see our large selection of handbags.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled
m 27 N. Lexington Ave.H Downtown Asheviiie VISA'
Open Daily 9 to 6 — Friday 9 to 8:30
Phone 704-254-6721
"IF YOU CAN'T FIND IT AT TOPS
LOWER PRICES!
ETIENNE AIGNER
Coats, Bags, Shoes
Gloves, Accessories
DINGO • BASS • DEXTER
NATURALIZER • ADORES
SELBY • JOYCE • REVELATIONS
OLD MAINE TROHERS • FRYE
TOPSIDERS • DOCKSIDES
HUSH PUPPIES
BALLY of Switzerland
ALLEN EDMONDS
NIKE • KID POWER
STRIDE RITE • RED GOOSE
JUMPING JACKS
and Morel
YOU CANT FIND IT!"
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Community Bank
Operations Center
Greenville, S.C. ANOTHERTYPICAL
POINSETT JOB.
Poinsett Construction Company specializes in commercial
and industrial construction assignments for clients in
the Carolines, Georgia and Tennessee.
The building shown here is one of the thirty projects we
completed during 1979-80. It is also our fifth assignment
from Community Bank.
In addition to our conventional construction services, we
are also an authorized dealer
for Pascoe pre-engineered pascoel
building systems.
pomsett construction co., inc.
P O. BOX 8838, GREENVILLE, S C. 29604 (803) 299-1050
P.O. BOX 10946, CHARLESTON, S.C, 2941 1 (803) 747-5295
Of the many memories I have of
my career at Clemson, the No-
vember 2, 1957 Clemson-Rice
game tends to be set apart from
other games I played in.
First, we were a young team
which had relied heavily upon un-
tested sophomores. This inexpe-
rience was in part responsible for
early season losses to UNC and
N. C. State, and although the
week before the Rice game we
won the big one by upsetting the
Gamecocks on Big Thursday, we
were rated a two-touchdown un-
derdog against Rice.
Rice was a talented team with
some great players. Among them
were King Hill, Frank Ryan and
Buddy Dial. The game was played
on their field on a Saturday night
and was the only night contest we
had scheduled for the season.
The Owls won the toss and
elected to receive the opening
kickoff. Although neither team
was able to generate a scoring
threat during the first quarter, the
Tigers — on our first possession
and with the play calling of Bill
Barbary and the running of Rudy
Hayes, Charlie Home, and
George Usry — advanced the ball
to the Rice 30 before a holding
penalty stopped the drive.
With the beginning of the sec-
ond quarter, the excitement of the
game increased. Rice moved the
ball 70 yards in 17 plays to take a
7-0 lead. During the drive King
Hill, the Rice quarterback, ran the
ball 19 yards to the Tiger 5 and
followed with a scoring pass to the
right end zone.
With 8 minutes remaining in the
second quarter, we roared back
with a score on the following pos-
session. Harvey White, our quar- punt, I fractured my right collar
terback, moved our team in 13 bone. I asked my fellow team
plays to the Rice 20 and then hit members not to tell Coach How-
Whitey Jordan with a touchdown ard because I knew this was my
pass. The point after was good. last game of the '57 season.
The two minutes remaining in Beginning the fourth quarter,
the first half following the Tiger we drove 89 yards in 21 plays,
touchdown were action-packed Keeping the ball on the ground the
indeed. Through a combination of entire drive, we ran over 9 minutes
passing and running. King Hill off the clock. Most personally
moved the Owls to the Clemson satisfying for me was my scoring
28, where his attempted field goal the game's final touchdown from 4
with 2 seconds remaining fell yards out, giving Clemson a 20-7
short in the end zone. Charlie victory.
Home picked it up for us and re- From a tactical standpoint, both
turned it 35 yards before being of our quarterbacks. Bill Barbary
tackled. He almost broke it, but the and Harvey White, had called a
half ended 7-7. near perfect ball control game.
The second half began with while penalties hurt the Owl team
Clemson receiving the kickoff and when they did have the ball,
sustaining a 72-yard drive to take These factors and the fact that the
a 14-7 lead over Rice. During the Clemson team was able to de-
drive we were faced with two very fense the Hill to Dial aerial combi-
critical play situations. In the first, nation played a big part in our vic-
a third and eleven at the Rice 31
,
tory.
Bill Barbary hit Bill Few with a 1 7- One vivid post-game memory is
yard pass to keep the drive alive. Bill McClellan and I sitting in the
In the second situation, a fourth emergency room of a Houston
and four at the Rice nine, Harvey hospital that Saturday night
White hit Charlie Home with a around midnight. I'm sure both of
nine-yard scoring pass. us will agree to this day that my
Near the end of the third quar- injury was minor compared to the
ter. Rice forced us to punt from our cases that arrived while we were
29-yard line. While covering the waiting there.
GROUP — HEALTH — LIFE
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE SPECIALIST
SAM J. GRAIN & CO., INC,
225 W. STONE AVE. — P. O. BOX 2563
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29602
TELEPHONE 803-242-4071
SAM J. GRAIN GREENVILLE, S. G.
President Off. 803-242-4071
Insulation Contractors • Distributors • Engineers
CORPORATION
P. O, Box 1804 Greenville, S. C. 29602
(803) 246-1521
ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS
9-k
Insure Your Future
CONSIDER THE
OPPORTUNITIES
OFFERED BY THE
UNITED STATES
AEROSPACE TEAM
FOR INFORMATION
WRITE: Professor of Aerospace Studies
AFROTC Det. 770
Clemson University
Clemson, S. C. 29631
ROTC
Gateway to a great way of life.
OR CALL: 656-3255/656-3254
McCRARY AUTOMATIC
SPRINKLER CO.
AUTOMATIC FIRE
PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. O. BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602
TEXTILE HALL CORPORATION
A non-profit, self supporting organization serving the textile industry since 1915.
Owns and operates an 1 1 -acre exhibit complex on a 50-acre site. Free Parking for
3,500 cars.
VISIT OUR EVENTS
Textile Hall is producer and sponsor or co-sponsor of:
International Textile Machinery Shows
Holiday Fair (December 5 & 6, 1980)
The Boat Show (February 26-March 1, 1981)
The Business Equipment, Supplies and Services Exposition
(September 15-17, 1981)
The Fiber Producer Conference
RENT OUR FACILITIES
Auditorium area seats 2,000 for meetings, 1,500 for catered dinners
For meetings or catered meals the Hall offers:
• International Club
• Executive Room
• Glass Room
• Sports Room
• 1 1 committee rooms
225 for meetings
175 for meetings
150 for meetings
75 for meetings
200 for dinners
125 for dinners
125 for dinners
200 for dinners
Ample areas for exhibitions
P. O. Box 5823, Exposition Avenue, Greenville, SC 29606
Tel. 803-2562 Telex 57-0397
Western Sizzlin Steak House
TRY OUR NEW 40-ITEM SALAD BAR!
U.S.D.A. CHOICE STEAKS CUT FRESH DAILY ^H OTHER SPECIALS EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
CARRY OUT WELCOME
2916 N. Main St. 225-1238
Open 7 Days
Mon.-Thurs. 11 am-10 pm Fri. & Sat. 11 am-11 pm
Sun. 11 am-10:30 pm
Highlights of each week's Clemson game - with commentary by Coach Danny
Ford and the voice of the Tigers, Jim Phillips. Consult local listings for times.
WFBC-TV • WCIV-TV • WBTW-TV • WRDW-TV • WOLO-TV
GREENVILLE CHARLESTON FLORENCE AUGUSTA COLUMBIA
PHILLIPS OFFERS:
• ENGINEERED TEXTILE PRODUCTS
• Warp Tying Accessories
• Warp Tying Equipment and Parts
• Mats and Matting
• Machinery Mounting Pads & other type felts
• Race Plate Coverings
• Stop Motion Indicator Lights for Sulzer Weaving
Machines
• MACHINERY INSTALLATION &
REBUILDING
• Specializing in installing, rebuilding and style
changing on all types of Textile Machinery
• WARP TYING SPECIALISTS
• Provide on-the-job training, machine repair and
overhauling for all types of warp tying machines.
ATME-l-1980 Weaving/ Knitting
Dyeing/ Printing/ Fin ishing
Booth #331
PHILLIPS
TEXTILE MARKETING CO., INC.
2120 Grove Road; P. O. Box 5664
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-6350 or 295-3145
PHILLIPS PERSONNEL
GROUP . .
.
the pioneer in Specialized Textile Personnel Consulting, now is one
of the leaders in Executive Search.
PERSONNEL CONSULTING
General Management and Manufacturing Management, Engineer-
ing, Administration, Data Processing, Financial and Accounting
Management for the Textile, Chemical, Fiber, Rubber, Pulp, Paper,
Energy, Packaging and Metal Industries.
EXECUTIVE SEARCH
At PHILLIPS, we conduct executive search assignments in Textiles,
Chemicals, Plastics, Packaging, Food and Beverage, Pharmaceuti-
cals, Banking, Pulp and Paper. Locating key management in
$25,000 to $200,000 salary ranges.
We will be pleased to provide references and welcome your inquiry.
ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING
Assisting large and small companies in evaluating personnel needs.
Phillips
no
PHILLIPS TEXTILE CAREERS
PHILLIPS RESOURCE GROUP
108 Edinburgh Court
P. O. Box 5664
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-6350
PHILCHEM offers a complete line of warp sizes for spun
yarns of natural fibers, synthetic fibers and blends of natural
and synthetic fibers. This includes the basic film formers and
chemical additives used with basic formulas.
PHILCHEM offers warp sizes for all continuous filament
yarns. This includes sizes for both flat and textured polyester
yarns.
With a complete line of sizing materials, PhilChem stands
ready to serve the needs of the Textile Industry.
ATME-l-1980 Weaving / Knitting
Dyeing / Printing / Finishing
Booth #331
PHILCHEM, INC.
P. O. Box 16238
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-7478
TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL
Many people think of a temporary service only in terms of finding a
replacement for an absent secretary.
Naturally Norrell can help you in these areas. But what we do
doesn't stop here. Take a look at the list below and get a better idea
of job categories we can fill.
And even if you don't see what you're looking for, give us a call
anyway. We want to help.
ACCOUNTING
Senior Accounting Clerk
Accounting Clerk
PayroU Clerk
Tabulation Clerk
Billing Typist
Cashier
Business Machine
Operator
Encoder — Proof
Operator
Full Charge Pen and
Ink Bookkeeper
CLERICAL
Records Clerk
Senior Cler1<
Mail Clerk
Tabulation Clerk
Clerk Typist
General Clerk
File Clerk
Inventory Clerk
Convention Clerk
WORD PROCESSING
Senior Word Processing
Typist
Junkjr Word Processing
Typist
Statistical Word
Processing Typist
Transcription Word
Processing Typist
Shorthand Word
Processing Typist
TechnKal Word
Processing Typist
Word Processing
Proofreader
SECRETARIAL
Executive Secretary
Shorthand Secretary
Transcribing Machine
Seaetary
Legal Seaetary
Technical Seaetary
Secretary
DATA PROCESSING
Senior Keypunch
Operator
Keypunch Operator
Computer Operator
Proof, Encoder and/ or
Sorter Operator
Data Entry Operator
TYPING
Senior Typist
Typist
Clerk Typist
Technical Typist
Word Processing Typist
Statistical Typist
Billing Typist
Receptionist Typist
Switchboard Operator
Typist
Policy/Forms Typist
Transcription Typist
Shorthand Typist
SERMICESJNC.
108 Edinburgh Court
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-4811
1. What Clemson defender be-
came the first Tiger in 1 5 years to
block a punt in a varsity game
when he deflected a Baylor punt in
the Peach Bowl? A) Willie Under-
wood B) Andy Headen C) James
Robinson D) Eddie Geathers
2. The father of this Clemson
freshman played football for ACC
rival North Carolina between
1950-54. A) William Devane B)
Kevin Mack C) Bobby Pope D)
Frank Fredere
3. This Tiger linebacker had a
key fumble recovery against Notre
Dame in 1979 that changed the
momentum of the contest to
Clemson's favor. A) Chuck Rose
B) Danny Triplett C) Jeff Davis D)
Dave Mannella
4. What Clemson defender
leads the team in weight lifting in
six of the top styles of lifting? A)
Dan Benish B) Jeff Davis C) Lee
Nanney D) Jeff Bryant
5. His brother plays football for
Joe Paterno at Penn State. A) Jeff
Wells B) Glenn Gallagher C) Jim
Speros D) Dave Mannella
6. He was the only freshman to
start more than 50 percent of the
Tiger contests last year. A) Andy
Headen B) Terry Kinard C) Ray
Brown D) Gary Brown
7. This highly regarded fresh-
man is a cousin of all-state defen-
sive back Eddie Geathers. A) Ike
Williams B) Rod McSwain C) Ken
Brown D) Duke Holloman
8. This fleet wide receiver was a
two-time High School Ail-Ameri-
can in track. He still holds his
state's record in the triple jump. A)
Frank Magwood B) Joey Smith C)
Kendall Alley D) Perry Tuttle
9. This Clemson freshman be-
came the first recipient of the
Frank Johnstone Jervey Scholar-
ship since 1 975 when Steve Fuller
Eddie Geathers James Robinson Willie Underwood Andy Headen
won the award. A) Mike Eppley B)
Bill Davis C) Ricky Gray D) Jim
Scott
10. This Tiger receiver has a
cousin who once starred at a re-
ceiver spot for Southern Califor-
nia. A) Perry Tuttle B) Jeff
Stockstill C) Bubba Diggs D) Bo
Edwards
11. What Clemson defensive
back had 1 3 tackles against Mary-
land in 1 979, the most tackles by a
Clemson secondary player in the
last three years? A) Willie Under-
wood B) Eddie Geathers C) Terry
Kinard D) Jack Cain
12. This all-around athlete is a
Clemson offensive player who
also plays baseball for the Tigers.
He was MVP of the Atlantic Re-
gionals in last year's NCAA base-
ball tournament. A) Glenn Gal-
lagher B)Cliff Austin C) Jerry Gail-
lard D) Bo Blanton
13. The father of this current
Tiger lineman was a star at Clem-
son in the late forties and early
fifties. A) Jeff Wells B) Rick Bailey
C) Charlie Bauman D) Alex Hud-
son
14. This Clemson runningback
averaged an incredible 13 yards
per carry over his final two sea-
sons of high school football. A)
Jamie Pope B) Bobby Pope C)
Chuck McSwain D) Cliff Austin
15. This Clemson defensive back
once rushed for 395 yards in a
high school football game. A)
Randy Learn B) Anthony Rose C)
Carl E. Martin D) Carl F. Martin
16. Who was the only Clemson
defensive back to grab two inter-
ceptions in one game last year?
He had two thefts for 62 yards
against Notre Dame in the win
South Bend. A) Jack Cain B) Terry
Kinard C) Eddie Geathers D) Wil-
lie Underwood
Rating system:
1 -5 right — You are a South Caro-
lina fan who got lost on the way to
Columbia and ended up in the
wrong stadium.
6-10 right — You are a budding
Tiger fan on the verge of turning
orange.
11-14 right — Spend more time
with your wife, your marriage is in
jeopardy.
15 right — You've been spending
too much time reading the Orange
& White.
16 right — See Coach Ford im-
mediately. We are sure he can
find you a position with his staff.
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AUTO & TRUCK
PARTS INC.
I arts 3«r jui mj.
Car. & OrucL
TRUCK & FOREIGN CAR PARTS CAR PARTS
Hwy. No. 1 — Schultz Hill 329 Sand Bar Ferry Road
North Augusta, S. C. Augusta, Ga.
803/279-2520 404/722-6848
REBUILT
DRIVE SHAFTS
RADIATORS
RECORED — REPAIRED
NEW & USED
WINDSHIELDS
Every Tiger Needs
a Place to Call His Own
You or your tiger can use this custom
crafted redwood wall plaque to decorate
the wall of an office, den or other special
place. Each plaque is approximately IW
X 26" wide X %" deep and is crafted from
the finest heart redwood, sandblasted,
stained and painted by the same
craftsman that daily make some of the
most exciting new environmental signage
on the eastern seaboard.
Each plaque has a stained walnut back-
ground with border and letters in beige
with our famous tigerpaw in Clemson
orange.
These plaques moke excellent gifts for
special days or as a pleasant surprise for
any Clemson fan.
Because these plaques are handcrafted
after we receive your order, please allow
2-3 weeks for delivery.
Interior and Exterior signs custom de-
signed for your special needs or hobbies.
Personalized tiger wood graphic desk
name plate. Write for information con-
cerning our custom designed work.
Please send me Clemson "Tiger's Den" wall
plaque{s). I hove enclosed my check or money order for
$37.50 (plus SI .00 postage and handling and 4% S.C. Sales
Tax) for each plaque.
Name:
Address:
City:
Make checks payable by moil to:
Sun Graphics
PO Box 3027
Myrlle Beach, S.C. 29577
Attn: Carolyn Willis Creel
(803) 448-1515
-Zip-
Oiapl\ic5
A picture so sharp it!s
almost 3-dimensional
!
Model FER485W
19" diagonal
Introducing
RCA ColorTiBk 1981
with RCA's exclusive Detail Processor*
The RCA Detail Processor is a
remarkable achievement. It's
a CO m p u t e r- 1 i ke memory
device that works like a filter
to separate detail from color.
So you get improved picture
definition— v^/ithout color
streaking and "crawling" edges. And images so sharp
they appear almost three-dimensional.
RCA ColorTrak 1981 also includes many other
advanced features Features like Automatic Color
Control and Fleshtone Correction. Automatic Light
Sensor to monitor room brightness. And quartz crystal
ChanneLock tuning that's so accurate you'll never
have to fine tune a channel again.
Ask for a demonstraton. See how ColorTrak's
advanced systems work together
to get the color right.
Automatically. ncil
RCA Is making television better and better
Anderson, S.C.
Daniels Western Auto
Tire and Appliance Co.
Appliance and T V. Center
Gates Firestone
Lander's Furniture & Appliance
K-Mart
Belton, S.C.
Land and Thompson
Donalds, S.C.
J. C. Pearman Co.. Inc.
Honea Path, S.C.
White s Auto Store
Pendleton, S.C.
C and D Appliance
Seneca, S.C.
Seneca Discount Fumiture Co.
Sorrells Refrigeration & Elec. Co
Walhalla, S.C.
Morgan Music and Appliance
Williamston, S.C.
Modern Supply Co.
Athens, Ga.
Perteets T.V. Sales and Service
Bowden Music Co.
K-Mart
Clarkesville, Ga.
Woods Hardware and Furniture
Commerce, Ga.
Beck Tractor and Appliance
Commerce T V. Sales & Serv
Cornelia, Ga.
Woods Furniture Store
Hartwell, Ga.
Ray's Radio and Television
Strickland Fumiture & Appliance
Lavonia, Ga.
Walter's Electronics
Western Auto Store
Martin, Ga.
Goodwin and Thomas
Royston, Ga.
"Western Auto Store
Toccoa, Ga.
Smith T V. and Appliance
K-Man
Franklin, N.C.
Frank's T V. and Appliance
Macon Fum-Mart
Town & Country
Highlands, N.C.
Village Service Company
'Detail Processor is featured in most 1981 ColorTrak models buled by SOUTHCO SALES CORPORATION / AllanU
THE ALUMAX CHALLENGE
... To build a $400,000,000
aluminum reduction facility in
Goose Creek, B.C. in less than two
years. It's a job a complete con-
tractor with full civil, mechanical
and electrical capabilities can
perform . .
.
it's a job for 2,500
employees of Yeargin. Building for
today and a better tomorrow . .
.
Yeargin Construction . .
. with the
skill and knowledge to master the
challenge.
